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PREFACE

The personal aspect of the rise and fail of the 
Populist movement in the United States deserves far 
better than its present over-simplified, almost forgot
ten, historical status. At best, the Populist of the 
1890* s has often been pictured as an uncultured ’’hayseed” 
and opportunist who did little but stir up a new brand 
of radicalism in support of reforms which have since been 
credited to the Progressives. In a very real sense, we 
have built up our own image of what a Populist was, 
despite the fact that little has actually been done to 
establish and document the men themselves, their back
grounds, the personal reasons for their radicalism, and 
the course which they followed once their crusade had 
collapsed. Rather, the historian, too frequently has 
chosen to take the easy way out, by furthering the 
tabloid associated with “Pitchfork” Ben Tillman, “Sock- 
less" Jerry Simpson, and “hell-raising” Mary Lease. As 
a result, the image has stayed but the humanity of the 
individuals is destroyed.

Most significant of all, the state of Nebraska, 
where Populism found its greatest strength, has all but
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completely forgotten its heritage of radicalism. As a 
microcosm for the movement, Nebraska contributed heavily 
to the origins, growth, and demise of the Populist party. 
In so doing, the state gave its sons to the cause in un
limited numbers, by virtue of its predominantly rural 
population which decided in 1890 that it had to take 
matters into its own hands to prevent being choked off, 
both politically and economically, in the national rush 
toward industrial capitalism. Omer Madison Kem was one 
of these men who, though long forgotten, gave his all in 
an attempt to save the agrarian from destruction. He 
was a prime mover in Nebraska Populism and a three-term 
Populist congressman. In general, Omer Kem represented 
the old way of life, frontier agrarianism, in its struggle 
against the new, mechanized and materialistic industrial
ism. His short political career, coupled with his 
poverty-stricken pursuit of a farm vocation, was an 
attempt to save this birthright in the face of a society 
which was seemingly determined to destroy it. The story 
of Omer Madison Kem1s early years was often repeated in 
the lives of other nineteenth century western farmers 
but it has rarely been told in all of its personal rami
fications. In some ways, this red-headed, calamity-howl
ing sod-buster matched the historian's image of the 
Populist but in other ways he did not. It behooves
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Nebraskans to recall again his story.
The saga of Omer Madison Kem was that of the 

western agrarian who, because of a family tradition of 
farming, struck out alone in search for new and better 
land opportunities. Born in Indiana, he soon followed 
the receding American frontier, settling on a homestead 
in Nebraska in 1882. But new and serious problems arose 
for the frontier farmers, threatening their destruction. 
The cause of woe, as Kem and the others saw it, lay in 
a society which ignored the producer while exploiting 
his product. The result of the agrarian reaction was 
Populism; and, in this, Omer Madison Kem soon took the 
lead on the local level in the farmers’ fight for poli
tical recognition and economic salvation. The crusade 
carried him into the halls of Congress; but, once there, 
Kem found that he was but a voice crying out in a 
wilderness of special interests. Omer Madison Kem had 
never learned to compromise his convictions with reality. 
As a result, he fast became a successful failure as a 
politician. Omer Kem did not stoop: he did not conquer.

In this master’s thesis, the author presents the 
story of Omer Madison Kern’s struggle in its entirety.
This would not have been possible, however, without an 
access to the personal memoirs of the man himself. For 
this, the author acknowledges his lasting obligation to
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Mr. Claude Julian Kem, the eldest surviving son of Omer 
Madison Kem. It is he who first answered the author’s 
plea for information; and it is he, along with his 
charming wife, who so graciously took the author into 
their confidence and their home in Cottage Grove, Oregon. 
As a result, the voluminous personal documents have been 
placed at the disposal of the author, thereby making 
this biography a reality. In addition, the unlimited 
cooperation of Omer Madison Kern’s widow, Mrs. Alice 
Maria Kem, and of his daughter, Mrs. McKinley Carr, has 
proved invaluable in ascertaining many facts relative to 
Congressman Kern’s political career.

But, acquiring the necessary information is one 
thing, and producing a finished product of scholarship 
and significance is another. For this, there is but one 
man to thank. Dr. Frank L. Byrne has never failed this 
student in encouraging, aiding, and giving direction to 
the work necessary for the completion of this study. He 
has given freely of both his time and his academic ex
perience, and without him, the research and writing of 
this thesis would have been something less than an 
enjoyable experience.

Lastly, acknowledgement is due to all the members

of the Department of History of The Creighton University

who have suffered through thick and thin with "Omer Kem,"
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never failing to lend a helping hand when needed.
Most important in this regard, the chairman, Dr. Arthur 
Gr. Umscheid, has always extended encouragement and 
understanding to this student in unlimited amounts.
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CHAPTER I

THE CULTIVATION OF AN AGRARIAN

The hot Nebraska sun shone high, bright, and un
mercifully on the trampled and arid roadways leading in
to Cedar Rapids from the outlying farm areas of Boone 
County. In ordinary circumstances, September 1, 1890, 
would have found only a handful of farmers in town, for 
the harvest time should have kept them busy in the 
fields. But on this day, the streets of Cedar Rapids 
had been filled to overflowing by a dusty, milling mass 
of farm men and women who had gathered near a wagon
platform. They had no reason to be in the fields  
there were no crops to harvest. For three months, the 
dry dust of drought had blown roughshod over central 
and western Nebraska, leaving withered crops and parched 
sod in its waterless wake. Men whose entire lives and 
fortunes had been tied to the soil now stood destitute 
in the streets, with their hunger for economic salvation 
burning through their bronzed and weather-worn counten
ances. By the month of September, they had gotten used 
to breathing and biting the desicating grist of wind
blown sand, and the powdered grime had long been accept-
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ed as a household accouterment. They and their earth 
thirsted for nature's relief, but it had not been forth
coming. Redemption from drought had not come from up 
above; so, today these agrarians had answered the call of 
the Farmers' Alliance, hoping that a panacea from their 
peers might bring deliverance.

Within a few short moments, the man who personified 
salvation strode to the wagon platform erected in the 
center of town, and the huge crowd burst forth with the 
songs and chants of rural discontent. Their hero, 
thirty-four year old Omer Madison Kem, looked no differ
ent from most of the men gathered in the street. He had 
flaming red hair, a large handle-bar mustache, clean but 
overworked farm clothes, and the same weather-toughened 
and grimly serious exterior. But today, he had assumed 
the role of a second John the Baptist, making straight 
the way for a long awaited agricultural salvation. In 
the eyes of the farmers, he had become the voice of one 
crying in an agrarian desert, pleading for their support 
in the coming congressional election. As soon as the 
president of the local Alliance had made the formal in
troduction, this farmer from Broken Bow, some one hundred 
miles southwest of Cedar Rapids, launched into a two hour 
and fifteen minute speech. He attacked the prevailing 
tariff policy, the "exploitation" of the farmers by the



railroads, the land policy which bred the eastern 
speculator and the mortgage company, and the Republican 
combination with the "British syndicates" which had de
stroyed the money supply. The drought had only been the 
straw which broke the farmer* s back, finally awakening 
him to the evils inherent in "government by Eastern 
money." This concatenation of evils had brought the 
series of farm hardships which had culminated in nature’s 
devastating intervention in 1590. Candidate Kern’s only 
answer lay in a concerted uprising of the farmers which 
would send him to Washington to plead their case. They 
must once more seize the reins of government, thereby 
destroying the power of the "monied interests." In 
answer to Kern's impassioned appeal, the "sod-busters" 
shouted a chorus of "Amen, Brother Kern, Amenl" Omer 
Madison Kem replied by waving his own farm mortgage as a 
pledge of fealty to the interests of his people.’*"

For the farmers’ man of the hour, the trip from a 
sod house near Broken Bow, Nebraska, to the House of Rep
resentatives on the shores of the Potomac would be long 
and arduous. Omer Madison Kem had never known a vocation 
other than farming, and his rural background was the only

^Omaha World-Herald, September 2, 1890.
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basis on which he could campaign. Yet, for the farmers 
standing under the hot sun in the dusty streets of Cedar 
Rapids, and for all those gathered along the campaign 
trail of 1890, simply being a farmer was an important 
qualification to hold office. For the red-headed home
steader, this campaign marked the culmination of a life
time spent in pursuance of agricultural success. In this 
sense, Omer Kem personified both the ideals and realities 
of western rural life in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century. His election in 1890 marked the final chapter in 
a family genealogy which ran the gamut of the story of 
agrarianism on the American frontier.

The saga of Omer Kem’s rural ancestors had begun 
just before the Revolutionary War when his great-grand
parents, George and Elizabeth Kem, left London for America. 
Although George Kem had been a skilled coachmaker in
England, he had begun to farm near Fincastle in south-

2western Virginia. It was his farm in the arable foot- 2

2Omer Madison Kem, "The Autobiography of Omer 
Madison Kem" (unpublished, in possession of Kern's son, 
Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon), I, 1. 
Hereafter cited as Kem, "Autobiography." Also, Omer 
Madison Kem, "The Genealogy of Omer Madison Kem, 
Embracing the Four Branches of His Family. The Kerns 
and Helms on His Father's Side and the Bullas and 
Julians on His Mother's Side of the House" (unpublished, 
in possession of Kern's son, Claude Julian Kem of 
Cottage Grove, Oregon), p. 1. Hereafter cited as 
Kem, "Genealogy."
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hills of the Appalachians which marked the beginning of
a family tradition on the American frontier. George Kem
had passed the agrarian spirit to his son, Joseph, who
in 1830 continued the family's westward migration by
moving from Virginia to the cheap government lands near
Richmond, Indiana. Madison Kem, the second of Joseph's
twelve children, married in 1836 and then struck out
for the wilds of western Indiana to make his own home.
Unfortunately, he tarried along the way at Hagerstown,
Indiana, hoping to make money by working on a canal
being built from there to Cincinnati. When the canal
boom burst, Madison Kem traded his farm near Hagerstown
for a sawmill which burned to the ground only three

•3weeks after he took possession. In the next few years, 
Madison Kem worked at various jobs in an attempt to 
recoup his finances. It was in the midst of this pre
carious, frontier situation that, on November 13, 1855»

%em, "Autobiography," I, 1; Kem, "Genealogy," 
pp. 2-6. It is possible that Madison Kem received the 
farm via the land scrip issued as payment to the work
ers on the Wabash and Lake Erie Canal; see, e.g.,
Fred Albert Shannon, The Farmer's Last Frontier: 
Agriculture, 1860-1897. Vol. V: The Economic History 
of the United States (New York: "Farrar & Rinehart, Inc.,
19^5), p. £l*
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Omer Madison Kem was bornA
As the last of eight children, Omer Kem learned

quickly that life's struggle on the frontier had both its
rewards and hardships. Since his father had settled down
to the carpenter's trade in Hagerstown, Omer spent his
first decade in a small town which, like him, was just
getting started in life. His flaming red hair, coupled
with a red-hot temper, made him a party to many a boyhood
scrape. At the age of five, zestful for adventures and
intrigues, he accompanied several playmates on a train
ride in an empty boxcar. Chased out by a brakeman when
twelve miles from home, Omer enjoyed neither the long
walk back on an empty stomach nor the sound thrashing he

£received at its end. Nevertheless, he always found 
something new to do, even though it was often at the 
price of firm discipline applied to his posterior. And,

"̂Kem, "Autobiography," I, 2; Kem, "Genealogy," 
p. 5* The first name, Omer, is of Christian origin, 
being a French derivative of St. Audomarus, the Bishop 
of Therouanne (circa, 670 A.D.); see, Donald Attwater 
and Herbert Thurston (eds.), Butler's Lives of the 
Saints (New York: P. J. Kenedy & Sons, 195>6), III, 
5>l6. The word "omer” also refers to a Hebrew dry 
measure, equal to three and one-half quarts; see any 
standard dictionary, e.g., Webster's New Collegiate 
Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.: G. & C. Merriam Co.,
19̂ 8')'. p". 586.

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 4-5; Kem, "Genealogy,"
P. 5
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having made his entrande into the world in 1855> his lust
for adventure found new fascination in the events which
complemented his growing pains.

Some of Omer’s first memories were of the exciting
days of the Civil War. He grew up in a family deeply
committed to the Northern cause, for opposition to
slavery had been a factor in his grandfather’s decision
to move from Virginia to Indiana. And, while abolitionist
Joseph Kem had remained a Democrat, Omer’s father, Madison
Kem, quickly joined the new, anti-slavery Republican
party. He had proudly supported its first successful
presidential candidate, Abraham Lincoln, in his war

£against secession. Little Omer idolized those youths
old enough to don the blue uniforms and march southward

7from tiny Hagerstown. And, most important of all, he 
became imbued with a strong loyalty to the political 
party which led the nation to victory.

The end of the Civil War in 1865 brought a rebirth 
of both the agrarian and frontier tradition in Omer’s 
family. His father once more decided to strike out for 
the west, this time to Missouri. Omer’s uncle farmed

^Kem, ’’Genealogy,” p. 10.
^Kem, ’’Autobiography, ” I, 6.
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there, and Madison Kem saw a chance to give up carpentry 
and return to his first choice, farming. The family 
traveled by train, passing the nights in blankets 
spread on the station house floors, and soon arrived in 
the new promised land. But, three days was enough to 
convince Madison Kem that he could serve his family 
interests better back in Indiana than in the chaotic 
border state of Missouri. So, with bags still packed 
from the original trip, Omer and the family returned to

g
the Hoosier State.

After the abortive jaunt further west, the Kem 
family settled down on a rented farm near Luray, Indiana, 
where Omer received his first significant formal education. 
He received his first schooling at the Science Hill 
School House, and spent enough time there to learn the

Q”three R's" thoroughly. Yet, like most farm boys of 
his day, he could go to school only during the three or 
four winter months when chores were less demanding. As a 
result, his real education was in the practical work on 
the family farm. By the time Omer Kem was thirteen, he 
had become well acquainted with the rigorous demands of

8Ibid.. I, 31.
9Kem, "Autobiography," I, 27; see also Ibid..

I, 18, where he speculates on the possibility that he 
received some schooling in Hagerstown, Indiana.
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the agrarian life. Most of his brothers and sisters were 
either married or working on their own, and Qmer was the 
one son still available to help his father in the fields. 
The result was an early inculcation of the ideals of the 
American yeoman: a sturdy independence derived from a 
life contingent only upon personal industry and a plot 
of ground, plus the belief that the independent farmers 
were collectively the backbone of society. These ideals, 
learned in life's school, would guide Kern's future course.

Because he was called upon to do the work of a man, 
young Omer made especially early attempts to prove him
self. One opportunity came when the Lake Brie and 
Western Railroad, which ran near the Kern farm, celebrated 
its completion by setting out a keg of whiskey for free 
public consumption. The thirteen-year old drank until 
he became sick, and then received a parental thrashing 
which only added to his misery. Prom that day on, Omer 
Kem categorically refused the "evil juice,“10 and later 
became a prohibitionist. He could prove his manhood 
more comfortably by doing the man-sized job required of 
him on the farm. He found this to be challenge enough.

Indeed, Omer came to derive positive pleasure from 
rural life. The freedom which it permitted had much to

10I b i d . .  I ,  31.
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do with the development of his independent mind. Omer 
Kem and his father were their own masters, and it was up 
to them to do the work that would keep the family fed 
and housed. The boy enjoyed relative freedom, once his 
chores were completed; and the chance to own and care 
for his own horse, ”Roudy," gave him both a means of 
travel and the pride of a personal possession. Whether 
young Omer made his weekly trip to nearby Springport for 
the supplies and the mail, or just went visiting relatives 
and chums,^ he learned to love the liberty which agrarian 
life bestowed. Omer Kem*s adolescent years developed a 
spirit of independence that he would never fully control.

Omer’s youthful enthusiasm for adventure usually 
took him away from home, since he was the only youngster 
around; and, thanks to "Roudy," he spent much of his 
spare time visiting with his married sisters. Elmira 
Kem Stonebraker and her husband, James, entertained him 
often, and he returned the favor by helping with the farm 
work there. In l8?l, when Omer was fifteen, his father 
and James Stonebraker decided to move northwest to the 
wilder and cheaper lands in Huntington County, on the 
Wabash River. There, in the ,,slashes,, of Indiana, Omer 
Kem obtained his final two winters of schooling. He 11

11Ibid., I, 19, 22-23
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spent the summer of 1872 helping his father work the
leased land; and that winter, he made his last three

12mile walk to school.
After this, Omer struck out on his own, never again 

to live at home. As his first independent venture in 
life, he worked in the timber area of northern Indiana, 
doing everything from felling trees to hewing out barrel 
staves. He often returned to visit his family on the 
Stonebraker farm, and on one of these trips met a young 
lady recently arrived from North Carolina. Nancy Lenora 
Benson had lost her father in the Civil War, and she and 
her mother had left the smoldering ruins of Sherman’s 
devastating march to settle on the Indiana frontier in 
about 18?1. She was a girl of slight build, with a 
charming femininity and a radiant natural beauty. Omer 
Kem began to court her, at first because of a friend’s 
dare; but, their relationship soon blossomed into a 
depth of mutual love and understanding. For a young man 
in the midst of starting his own life on the frontier, 
nothing would be better than the aid and companionship 
of a wife. So, on the evening of March 18, 18714., Omer 
Madison Kem took Nancy Lenora Benson as his wife, in a 12

12Ibid., I, 32-36
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ceremony performed by the pastor of the local United 
Brethren Church in the Benson home.1^

With a team of horses that was only partly paid 
for, a plow, an old wagon, and a few household Items, the 
young couple settled down In an old log cabin. Kem work
ed out the summer as a lumberjack, and then purchased 
house logs for six dollars with which he built their 
first real home. He built the new cabin on the Stone- 
braker farm, and, with Nancy pregnant, Omer spent the 
last of his savings for a cow. Their first child was 
born here, in December of I87I4., but the boy died of 
cholera at the age of eight months. Kem helped work 
the Stonebraker farm in the meantime, but this only meant 
immediate security for him with little hope for the 
future.

In the fall of 1875, Omer Kern’s father decided to 
return to eastern Indiana, near Blountsville. At the 
same time, the younger Kem decided to join the Stonebraker 
family in a move westward within Indiana to the prairie 
lands near the Illinois border. On land near the town 13

13Ibid., I, 31-ip.. The description of Kern’s wife 
Is based on the few recollections of his son, Claude 
Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, obtained in a 
personal interview, July 8, 1961; and, on the colored 
portrait which is In the possession of Claude Kem.

1^"Kem, “Autobiography,” I, 4.0-42.
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of West Lebanon, James Stonebraker rented one hundred 
acres, which proved to be enough for two men and two 
teams of horses to farm. In March of 1876, the two 
families moved their belongings to the newly leased 
farm. Omer Kem sold his log cabin and the past year's 
crop, and hoped with the proceeds to support his family 
until the next year's harvest. He left his again 
pregnant wife with her mother, but after she gave birth 
on March 1 1 , l8?6, to a daughter, Maude, she joined him

15on the Indiana prairie.
The Kems soon found that they had merely trans

ferred to a new location the hand-to-mouth existence of 
their first home. Lacking capital with which to buy 
land, they had again become renters. The tract that 
Omer Kem and James Stonebraker rented cost them a; yearly 
rental of f>l|_.00 an acre. A good yield of corn was 
essential to their success, and yet interminable rain 
fell on the Indiana prairie in the summer of 1876. Their 
crop was a total failure. Omer Kem, having already sold 
his only cow in order to pay for medical expenses, now 
had to sell one of his horses to pay his share of the 
rent. Then, with the coming of March, 18??, James

1%bid., I, 14.2 -1+3 .



Stonebraker died, and Omer Kem gave up the jointly rent
ed farm."^

For the next two years, he and his family scratched 
out an existence on rented farms. With plenty of muscle 
and no money, Kem traded a ditch-digging job for a 
neighbor’s cow. But, by the fall of 1878, with poverty 
ruling the Kem family, Omer Kem decided to take what he 
later called vacation." He packed the family and 
some of their belongings into the farm wagon, and set 
out on a 2^0 mile trip back to eastern Indiana for the 
winter. The trip took six days, but the visit with 
relatives lasted two months. In March, the moving month 
for tenant farmers in search of newer and better oppor
tunities, 0. M. Kem returned to western Indiana to begin 
working his fifth rented farm in as many years. And, 
in the meantime, a second daughter, Malinda Ann, was 
born, further increasing his responsibilities. Yet he 
still had to struggle along on a hand-to-mouth basis,
totally depending on the annual harvest as a means of 

17survival.

l 6 I b i d . ,  I ,  4 3 -4 4 .

1 7 i b i d . ,  i ,  4 5 -4 6 .
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In 1880, Kern moved out of the state of Indiana, this 
time settling on a tenant farm near Danville, Illinois. 
Even though he rented less than one hundred acres, this 
proved too much for him to handle. So, he sub-let half 
of it to his wife’s cousin, George Russom, and then 
settled down to two years of farming in the same location. 
The first year, 1880, brought a good crop, and also a 
male heir who died shortly after birth. Nevertheless, 
there were still four mouths to feed at the Kern table.
Omer Kern had little economic security to show for his 
labors and could hope for little more in the future as 
long as he spent half of his time in the fields working 
to pay the rent. He needed permanence and security, but 
the only way he could obtain both was through the owner
ship of his own farm land. Thus, by his second year on 
the Illinois farm, Omer Kem began to think in terms of
the traditional farmer’s panacea: a plot of land that

l 8
he could call his own. For him, it became the solution 
to his pauper status, as well as the key to the cornucopia 
of nature.

In October of 1881, Kem thus gave eager attention to 
the news that the Otoe Indian Reservation in southeastern 
Nebraska would be thrown open to settlers in two months.

18Ibid.. I, 48
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He believed that federal law would permit him to homestead
some of the land or, perhaps, to buy it for $1.2 5 an acre.
He thought that, for the same amount as it cost him to
rent fifty acres of land each year, he could buy outright
ownership to 160 acres of unbroken government land. But,
time was of the essence, and this chance of a lifetime
would not wait. By the middle of November, he and a
neighboring farmer, Frank Blankenship, decided to strike
out alone to survey the situation in Nebraska. Their
families stayed behind to reduce travel expenses and as
protection in the event that the expedition proved a 

19failure. Kem believed that he had nothing to lose; 
but, on the other hand, he had failed to make sure that 
he had something to gain. He would seek cheap or free 
land, even at the risk of going on a wild-goose chase 
from eastern Illinois to Nebraska.

On Thanksgiving Day of 1881, Omer Madison Kem and 
his neighbor entrained for Beatrice, Nebraska, which was 
near the Otoe Indian Reservation. Aboard the train, he 
learned that the lands in question had long since been 
rented to settlers, and that they would now be auctioned

~*~̂ Ibid., I, 4.9-50; Solomon Devore Butcher, S . D. 
Butcher’s pioneer history of Custer County and short 
sketches of early days in Nebraska (Denver: The Mer
chants Publ i sh ing Co., 1901), pp. 34-9-350.
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off to the highest bidder. Thus ended his dream of a 
farm at a bargain price, and the chase appeared to be at 
an end before it really started. But, at the same time, 
Kem learned that government lands were still available in 
the Loup River country northwest of Kearney, Nebraska. 
Having come this far, the would—be farm owner decided to 
change the destination of his three-fifth’s fare land 
inspection ticket from Beatrice to Kearney, and try again 
for a bargain. Upon arriving in Kearney, Kem and his 
friend met two men from newly organized Custer County who 
assured them that government land was open in the area.
So, the two travelers got a ride in a wagon, and after a 
two day trip, reached the Muddy Creek country of Custer 
County. Its chief settlement, the new town of Broken 
Bow, consisted of two sod buildings. One housed a gen-

20eral store and the other sheltered the local blacksmith.
At the time, the county consisted largely of cattle 
ranches; but, in the 1880*8, its population, like that of 
the entire state, would triple because of the influx of 20

20Kem, “Autobiography,” I, 50-52. The town of 
Broken Bow, Nebraska, was not officially located and 
platted until June of 1882. “The name was suggested to 
the post office department by Wilson Hewitt who found 
on an old Indian camping ground in the vicinity a 
broken bow and arrow;“ see, Lillian Linder Fitzpatrick, 
Nebraska Place-Names (Lincoln, Nebraska! University of 
Nebraska Studies in Language, Literature, and Criticism Number 6, 1925), p. ij.6.
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such homesteaders as Omer Madison Kem.
The new Promised Land, as Kem saw it in the late

fall of l88l, was a grassy table land rolling into the
eastern edge of the sandhill and cattle country. The
Muddy Creek drained the Custer County area before flow-

22ing into the Loup River and thence into the Platte.
Near the creek were several canyons which yielded anything 
from scrub timber to choke cherries. The land itself 
was "Virgin soil with not a thing on it but grass, 
gophers, and prairie chickens." Yet Kem could count 
as advantages the easy access to water and wood, the 
apparent fertility of the earth and, above all, the 
availability of free title under the federal land laws.

Within a week after his arrival in Custer County,
0. M. Kem and his companion each filed claims to 320 
acres of table land. Kem selected 160 acres under the 
provisions of the Homestead Act of 1862, and an ad
ditional 160 acres adjoining the homestead under the 
Timber Culture Act of 1873. The entire claim lay about 
three and one-half miles northwest of Broken Bow, which 21 22 23

21James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln, 
Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1955)» p. 203.

2201son, pp. 7-11j Shannon, p. 1 7 .
23Ibid., I, 55*
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shortly became the seat of Custer County. After making 
application for the land and paying the small filing fee, 
Kem and Blankenship rode the "Star Route" mail buekboard 
back to Kearney, and took the train from there to eastern 
Illinois. The entire trip had taken just two weeks, and 
for the young man of twenty-six, it had meant the launch
ing of a new life whose heights would know no limits.^

Three hundred and twenty acres of land that he could 
call his own awaited him in Nebraska, and Omer Kem lost 
little time in making the final preparations for his most 
significant move west with the American frontier. The 
great distance involved meant that, once settled in 
Nebraska, there would be little chance of returning to 
the Indiana home. The only possible exception would be 
if Omer Kem met with failure in his new endeavor; but, 
even then, his temperament would hardly allow an open 
admission of defeat. Kem therefore sent his wife and the 
children with his father, who had come to take them home 
to eastern Indiana. Nancy was again pregnant, and he 
knew that she would be safer at home while he made the 
final preparations for the move to Nebraska. He sold 
everything which he could not take west, and then packed 
the household goods and the few pieces of farm equipment

24Ibid., I, 52-53
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he owned, making arrangements for shipment by railroad 
in the spring. With this job completed, Omer Kem joined 
his wife and family in Indiana for the final farewells. 
While there he again became a father, with the birth on 
January 27* 1882 of Claude Julian Kem. The Kerns would 
thus bring two girls and an infant boy with them to the 
western plains.2"*

Because of the economic necessity of raising a crop 
to support his family, Kem wished to move to his Nebraska 
land In time for the planting season. But his wife,
Nancy, had developed eye trouble and a severe cold; and, 
in addition, their new baby had become seriously ill.
So, Kem decided to go ahead alone, and call for his family 
after he had built a house and tested the Nebraska sod.
In March of 1882, Omer Madison Kem left the Hoosier State 
with a heart full of worries, but with the necessity of 
insuring a living for his growing family. He had arranged 
to have his neighbor, Prank Blankenship, ship his family 
belongings by train from Illinois, since Kem would take 
the train from Indiana. At Kearney, he met Blankenship, 
reclaimed the Kem possessions, and hauled them with his 
own team and wagon northwest to the first farm he ever

25Ibid., I, 53-51*..
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owned.
By March 6th, 1882, Kem found himself in the midst

of 320 acres of Nebraska sod which had never seen a plow.
He had a team of mares, one plow, a wagon, some necessary
household goods, and less than one hundred dollars in his
pocket. But, he now had his own land in addition to the
two necessary attributes for frontier farming: a strong
back and a sturdy constitution. The first thing that he
did, upon arrival, was to write his wife that he had made
a safe journey and that everything was going well. Next,
he set out to break the sod on his land; and also, rented
23 acres of cultivated land to insure some security for
that year’s harvest. Kern’s neighbor, James D. Ream,
rented him the land and took him in while he was busy

27building his first sod house on the claim.
In building sod houses, Kem and his fellow settlers 

made a necessary adaptation to life on the plains. As 
on earlier frontiers the pioneers had used logs to build 
their cabins, so the Nebraska homesteader used local 
materials to replace the scarce timber. The result was 
the sod house, constructed of the one raw material that 26 27

26ibid., i, 5U.-55-
27ibid., 1 , 55-56.
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was readily available to provide a quick and economical 
means of obtaining shelter. Kern's first step in con
structing a home for his family was to select a firm 
patch of blue-stem sod on his farm and to plow it into 
foot wide strips. He cut each strip into two foot 
lengths and stacked them so as to form walls for his 
soddy which were two feet thick and sixteen by twenty- 

four feet long. Kem framed the door and two windows 
with wood and also used some of the little timber avail
able for the ridge pole and rafters which supported the 
sod roof. When finished, his sod house boasted windows 
of glass or greased paper and a coating of plaster-like 
gypsum on the interior walls. The house offered pro
tection from the elements but also discomfort from the 
vermin living In the sod. In addition, a real danger 
existed in the enormous weight created by the roof when 
waterlogged by rain. But, thanks to extra timber supports, 
Kem escaped the latter risk. By June of 1882, he wel-

a O
corned his wife and family to their new home in Nebraska.

After an exceedingly wet and cold spring, 0. M.
Kem had established himself in good fashion. He had 
twenty-five acres of plowed land on his own claim, a 
tubular well sunk for fresh water, plenty of wood cut

28Ibid.. I, 62-63.
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and hauled from the canyons, and some extra provisions
and cash earned by hauling merchandise from Kearney for
the storekeepers in Broken Bow. On one of these trips,
made during the following winter, he brought the first
safe to the growing metropolis of Broken Bow. The safe
weighed about 5»500 pounds, and carrying it by horse
and wagon to the office of the County Treasurer earned
one hundred dollars for Kern. With cash in his pockets
and the fruit of an excellent harvest stored away, Omer
Madison Kem had finally made some headway in his struggle

29for agrarian success.
Kem helped to lay not only the secular but also the

religious foundations of Custer County. During his first
summer in Nebraska, he aided in establishing a Sunday
School which met on his homestead until the building of

30a church in Broken Bow. Kem himself had grown up as 
a Methodist and his grandfather, Joseph Kem, had been a 
licensed exhorter in that faith. In the l82j.O*s, however, * 30

Ibid., I, 61j.-66; Omer Madison Kem, "O. M. Kem 
Lands in Custer County,” Pioneer Stories of Custer 
County Nebraska, ed. Emerson R. Purcell (Broken Bow, 
Nebraska: Custer County Chief. 1936), pp. 20-23.

30Interview with Mrs. Edna Beal of Broken Bow, 
Nebraska, July 5, 1961. Mrs. Beal recalled the role 
playedti by Kem in establishing the first Sunday School 
in the area. She is the daughter of George Rufus 
Russom, and a contemporary of the Kem children.
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th.© Kerns had come under the Influence of the spiritualist 
excitement which had swept the country in the wake of 
the strange experiences of the Pox sisters of Rochester, 
New York. Joseph Kern had regarded spiritualism as the 
work of Satan, and had once attempted to order out of the 
house the evil spirit whom he held responsible for the 
inexplicable movements of a table. 31 But both Joseph's 
son and grandson knew of the story, with the result 
that a family tradition developed concerning the mysteries 
of the spirit world. For Omer Kern, spiritualism would 
later offer an escape from the unwelcome bonds of formal 
religion. As he himself admitted, he had too much pride 
of intellect to bow wholly to the teachings of any mini
ster or church. He continually asked questions, engaged 
in religious arguments, and pointed to what he deemed 
’'absurdities1' in the Bible. He disputed the right of any 
preacher to call him a sinner when he himself did not 
know what he had ever done wrong 1 Though he continued 
for a time to worship with his wife and family in the 
local United Brethren church, he was fast becoming a 
deist in his approach to divinity and a spiritualist in

3%em, ’’Autobiography,” I, 77; Kem, "Genealogy,”PP• ¿“3•
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his personal attitude toward religion."̂ 2
The year of 1883 brought personal tragedies which 

might well have turned Kern’s mind more toward the 
mysticism of the occult. While Ceres smiled again on 
his crops, Pluto struck at his family. In July, he re
ceived word of his mother's death. Then in October, his 
wife and children caught typhoid fever. With only one 
doctor in the county, medical care depended mainly upon 
frontier cures. But, these were not enough; and, on 
October 25, 1883, Nancy Kern succumbed to "walking typhoid,”
leaving three equally sick children for their father to

33nurse back to health. At a time when Omer Kern could 
finally make a well-earned grasp at happiness, the bur
dens of life had once more stayed his hand.

Totally out of funds, and without an opportunity to 
hire a woman to care for the children, Omer Madison Kem 
donned the apron over his work clothes to become father, 
mother, nurse, and provider to his children. On one 32

32Kem, "Autobiography,” I, 77-8?. Kem treats the 
topic of religion in many places throughout the eleven 
volumes of his memoirs. In his later life, he dedicated 
himself to seeking to discredit everything in the Bible 
which he could not rationally explain. Although he 
demanded a logical explanation for all facets of formal 
religion, he himself unquestioningly accepted spirit
ualism because of "personal" experiences with the occult.

33Kem, "Autobiography," I, 67-68.
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occasion, he made an attempt to make cookies for them, 
only to end with a sticky mess of dough in his hands and 
the words of disgust: nDad-rot the stuffin*^ But, the 
year following the death of Nancy Kem was far more grim 
than humorous. To survive, Kem traded his 160 acre 
timber claim for a team of horses, some nursery stock, 
and a small amount of cash. Later, he sold the stock, 
rented his homestead, and worked at odd jobs in Broken 
Bow. He was in desperate straits, but he refused to 
give up and admit defeat. In the winter of l881j.-85,
Kem arranged to have friends care for his children while 
he worked at twenty dollars a month as a sheepherder for 
one of his neighbors. Spring brought “Aunt Polly” 
Woodley to the precariously perched but proud Kem house
hold, to help her deceased niece’s husband raise the 
children. While a stern task-master to the children, 
she helped Omer Kem get back on his feet and into the 
fields

•^"Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.
-^Kem, “Autobiography,” I, 68-70.
^^Ibid., I, 70; Interview with Claude Julian Kem 

of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8. 1961, in which he re
called “Aunt Polly’s discipline,” and also that he had 
played in the yard "while George Russom’s mother, 
another lady who helped out occasionally, sat rocking 
in her chair in front of the Kem sod house, smoking her corn-cob pipe.
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In the spring and summer of 1885, while out attempt

ing to sell books and household utensils to his neigh
boring farmers, Kern found a new parent for his brood.
He began to court Alice Maria Lockhart, who had recently 
come from Lima, Ohio, to live with her married sister.
The young girl soon learned to respect and love this 
rugged farmer eleven years her senior; and soon Omer Kem 
asked for her hand in marriage. On November 22, 1885, 
they were married at her sister's home in the small town 
of Merna near Broken Bow."^ It proved to be the begin
ning of a fifty-six year covenant of mutual love and 
harmony. In the meantime, on October 21]., 1885, 0. M.
Kem had made a payment of $200 on his 160 acre homestead, 
under the provisions of the federal law which specified 
either five years residence or the payment of $1 .2 5 an 
acre after three years as final proof of ownership.^ 
Undoubtedly, the main reason why Kem chose the latter 
method was to provide a collateral for borrowing money. 
Three days after making final proof on his homestead, Kem

3 7 Kem, "Autobiography," I, 72.
38

n , Pi^al receipt for payment of Southeast
thfpiï; iSl 1 3 rI?wn* 1P W ,  Range 21, West, In tne £ile No. I034, Custer County, Nebraska (Office of
the Register of Deeds, Broken Bow, Nebraska). Here- 
axter cited as Kem Land Records, Broken Bow. A 
photostatic copy of the final receipt is in the possession of the author.
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took a $600 mortgage, at eight per cent annual interest, 
39on his farm. He needed the cash to cover his $200

payment on his landj but, in addition, he had to purchase
more farm equipment, build a small "soddy" barn, and buy
a new team of horses to replace the old team which he had
brought from Illinois and which had since died. But,
most important of all, Qmer Kem wanted to build a new

IlOand bigger sod house for his new bride. Thus, at the 
close of 1885, Omer Madison Kem had re-established him
self and earned a new lease on life.

For this frontier farmer, life had brought inter
mittent moments of joy and heartache. He had carried on 
his family*s tradition by cultivating the agrarian spirit 
and by moving ever westward. Omer Madison Kern's struggle 
with the soil had shaped a yeoman ready to face any 
cnallenge and confident that he would eventually succeed. 
Farm life did something to a man that sustained his 
optimism, that stimulated independence and personal 
pride in his own industry, and that altogether had de-

Kem Land Records, Broken Bow, October 27, 1885.
Kem, "Autobiography," I, 71« Kem erroneously 

attributes the amount of a later and larger mortgage 
to this first mortgage, and then never mentions the 
fact that he did take out two mortgages. Evidently, 
in writing the memoirs many years later, he totally 
forgot that he had had to take two mortgages on his homestead during the 1880* s.
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veloped Kern into a self-sufficient, pensive young man. 
Like many another nineteenth century farmer, Omer Madison 
Kern had sought his fortune on the frontier, and his 
experiences had typified the homesteader1s hope and 
heartbreak. The lessons he had learned during his first 
thirty years could make him a fitting spokesman for his 
millions of fellow agrarians.



CHAPTER II

TRANSITION AND TURBULENCE

By the year 1886, Omer Madison Kern had become a 
typical Nebraska homesteader, even to the point of 
having a mortgage on his farm. Such a debt had become 
an unhappy characteristic of the homesteader on the 
plains, as each farmer found it increasingly more 
difficult to survive and succeed. Kem and the other 
farmers whom favorable federal legislation had attract
ed to Nebraska would become increasingly embittered by 
the frustration of their dreams of prosperity."*" Kem 
himself would more and more forget his gratitude to the

The number of settlers actually benefitted by 
the land laws was much less than had been anticipated 
by the federal government. See, Fred Albert Shannon, 
The Farmer's Last Frontier: Agriculture, 1860-1897. 
Vol. 7: the Economic History of the United States 
(New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 19i+̂ ), pp. fTT- 
63; Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform: From Bryan 
to F. D.JR. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), p. 29 
and pp. 5h-~56; Ray Allen Billineton, The Westward 
Movement in the United States (Princeton: D. Van 
Nostrand Company, Inc., 1959), pp. 82-83. In addi
tion, this problem is developed in a negative manner, 
by emphasis on the role of the railroads and land 
speculators, in John D. Hicks, The Populist Revolt:
A History of the Farmers* Alliance and the People’s 
Party (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska 
tress, 1931)» pp. 1-20.
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Republicans whose laws had given him his lands and 
would instead blame them for the bad economic conditions 
which made it difficult for him to profit from his new 
domain. And, indeed, he and his fellow farmers could 
rightly complain that their interests received only 
scant attention in the post-Civil War United States.
Kem would have little difficulty in showing that Re
publican tariff, railroad and currency policies either 
did not benefit or positively injured the farmer. Hence 
he would soon take the lead in advocating political 
solutions for agrarian problems.

And yet, in addition to the effects of national 
policies, there were basic problems which went far toward 
explaining the plights of Kem and the other Nebraska 
homesteaders. Kem found that farm ownership, the panacea 
for the ills of his days of tenancy, could and often did 
prove to be a heavy burden. The possession of at least 
160 acres of arable land, coupled with agrarian ambi
tions, brought unthought of responsibilities. Whereas, 
before Kern’s move to Nebraska, he had found one-half 2

2He later noted that these laws did open the 
agrarian door by affording him cheap land. See, Omer 
Madison Kem, ’’The Autobiography of Omer Madison Kem” 
(unpublished, in the possession of Kem*s son, Claude 
Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon), I, 52-53. Here
after cited as Kem ’’Autobiography.”

2



this amount of land to be much more than enough for him
3to farm, he now faced the task of properly utilizing 

more than 160 acres. The homestead which he now owned 
outright placed new problems at the door step of his 
sod house, and presented an enigma which he had never 
before considered possible: the threat of over-invest
ment in landA Already, Kem had had to take a $600 
mortgage in order to expand operations. And, in fact, 
too much land proved as much of a difficulty as having 
none at all. However, he did not realize the immediate 
impact of this problem, and would not do so until the 
steadily declining agricultural prices caught him and 
his farmer-friends in a disastrous financial squeeze.

A further difficulty for Kem lay in the soil and 
weather conditions on the Nebraska plains. The lower 
Great Plains area, which included the Kem homestead,

32

3̂See above, p. 12 and p. 15. The problem presented 
by large holdings of land and limited amounts of capital, 
as it affected the homesteaders on the plains, is best 
discussed by Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1931), pp. I4.O7-I4.O8.

%iie impact of this problem for Nebraska home
steaders, which basically stemmed from a lack of capital, 
is clearly indicated by James C. Olson, History of 
Nebraska (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1955)* pp. 166-168. His chart comparing the 
original and final homestead entries offers proof 
positive, for less them half of the original entries 
made between 1863 and 1900 received a final proof of ownership from their occupants.
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contained a soil which demanded periodic replenishment 
by the occasional planting of legume crops. It is 
entirely probable that this was one factor never ap
preciated by Kern, for he was a wheat and corn grower. 
Nebraska presented fresh, grassy, and unbroken land,
but with less actual top soil than that found in the

5more forested lands back East. As a result, momentary 
crop successes often prefaced long-range and confounding 
problems. But, most important of all, climatic condi
tions intimately determined the nature of the harvest 
which Kem could expect each year. Nebraska's weather, 
as that of the Plains in general, fluctuated between
extremes of protracted rainfall and sporadic drought,

6and periods of extreme heat and inclement cold. As a 
result, Kem often found himself at the mercy of unpredic
table natural forces which had to be taken in to account 
with each year's crop.

Fortunately for Omer Kem and the other Nebraska 
homesteaders, the year 1885 had shown the benevolent 
visage of nature to the plains. He had harvested a good 
crop, married again, and had taken the time to break 
more of the sod on his 160 acres. He had attained

^Shannon, pp. 16-18 and 169-172; Webb, pp. 27-33«
£
Olson, pp. 12-13? Shannon, pp. 22-23«
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financial solvency, thanks to the sheepherding job of the 
previous winter and the extra job which he had assumed 
during the summer of 1885. He had canvassed Custer 
County for the Crete Nursery Company; and this, in ad
dition to his sales of books and household items, had 
brought in the extra cash necessary to cover the interest 
charges on his small mortgage. All in all, the year 
had seemed to prove that good times were once more just 
around the corner.

For the first time since coming to Nebraska, Omer 
Kem began regularly to attend the United Brethren church 
at Custer Center. He had previously helped to establish 
a Sunday School and had sent his children to it. But 
now, thanks to his wife, he himself again went to ser
vices. "Allie," as Alice Maria Kem came to be called, 
momentarily restored his faith in Christianity, but it 
was to be a short-lived experience. 0. M. Kem was too 
head-strong and intellectually arrogant to "get religion; " 8 
especially when things began to look up for him on the 
homestead. He welcomed Sunday as a day of rest, but the 
other six days on the Kem homestead demanded hard work

7Kem, "Autobiography," I, 72.
8Ibid.
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and long hours• And that would be accomplished regard
less of whether or not he "had" religion.

In the following year, Kem further expanded his 
farming and seemed almost able to grasp the security and 
success which had hitherto eluded him. After working 
late into the spring in breaking the final portions of 
his sod land, he plowed and planted all 160 acres for 
the first time. Since he had no help from his children, 
who were all too young for work in the fields, Omer Kem 
had to hire a man to insure a good return from the 160 
acres under plow. The two men worked the farm "for all 
It was worth" that year, as he later recalled, but the 
unexpected again plagued his agrarian ambitions. This 
time the weather tolled the death knell. A hail storm 
in August, immediately prior to the harvest, severely

Qdamaged every crop from wheat and corn to watermelons.
As a result, Kern’s attempt to enlarge his operations 
suffered another setback.

The crop failure necessitated outside employment, 
for the simple reason that the family needed some means 
of sustenance during the winter months. On the occasion 
of this latest misfortune, Kem took a job as a reporter 
for the Custer County Republican, since it stood in

9Ibid.
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agreement with his own tradition of political allegiance. 
This job introduced him to the conflict between the in
coming homesteaders and the established cattlemen, and 
his reporting soon embroiled him in the quarrel. The 
closest cattle ranch was the Brighton Ranch, some twenty 
miles southwest of Broken Bow, and its cowboys had de
veloped a bad reputation for their involvements with the 
neighboring homesteaders. The repercussions of Kem’s 
written denunciations of these cattlemen almost became 
more than he had bargained for; but, as usual, he stuck 
to his guns and blindly charged further into the thick 
of the controversy.

As he later recalled, his personal investigations 
"proved” that the sheriff of Custer County had closely 
allied himself with the cowboys of the Brighton Ranch.
Kem could not understand why no cowboy had ever been 
arrested, when he "knew" that they constantly harassed 
the farmers in the territory. Kem made public assertions 
to that effect in the Republican. In answer to these

10

Ibid., I, Tlj.• No file of this newspaper exists 
until 18957 with the exception of a few scattered editions 
from 1892 and I89I). in the Nebraska State Historical Library in Lincoln, Nebraska.

~̂ Lbid., Solomon Devore Butcher, S. D. Butcher’s 
pioneer history of Custer County and short sketches of 
early days in Nebraska [Denver: The Merchants Publishing Coi, 1901;, pp. 176-179.
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charges, the newspaper published a letter from the 
foreman of the Brighton Ranch, Charley Allen, which 
openly attacked and threatened the writer of the articles. 
Omer Kem replied in kind, this time signing his full 
name and address instead of the nom-de-plume which he had 
been using. The next time he went to Broken Bow, he 
carried his Smith and Wesson "thirty-two” on his hip, in 
good frontier fashion, and bluffed both the foreman and 
the sheriff into silent acquiescence. Years later, Kem 
remarked that he wondered what would have happened had 
the foreman "called my bluff by appearing at my door 
with a ¿4-5, red eyed and grinning." One result of this, 
Kern’s first political crusade, was that it aided the de
feat of the sheriff in an election race against a home-

13steader in 1886.
This episode certainly did little to curb Kern’s 

vaulting ego; on the contrary, it encouraged him to 
think of himself as the defender of his fellow farmers. 
Perhaps the chance to contemplate general agrarian ills 
and to speculate about possible remedies provided him 
with an escape from his own problems in getting more than 
a marginal living from his homestead. At any rate, he 12 13

12Kem, "Autobiography," I, 75.
13Ibid., I, 74-76.
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definitely had had personal experience in agrarian prob
lems. His family tradition had been one of a lack of 
agricultural success, and Omer Kem had accomplished little 
more, even though he no longer had to depend on rented 
land. He made little progress, and the fact that most of 
his fellow farmers appeared to be in the same predicament 
dictated a typical Kem analysis of the situation. The 
ramifications of his newspaper work brought him to the 
realization that he could associate his trials with those 
of the rest of the homesteaders. And from this point on, 
it took little effort on the part of Kem to begin to let 
his personal tribulations dominate his total perspective.

The years after 1886 piled up further grievances 
for Kem against the hardships of frontier life. First, 
pestilence again struck his family. In January of 188?, 
Allie gave birth to their first child, a boy whom they 
named Omer Albert. But typhoid fever returned to the 
Kem "soddy," and the youngster succumbed to it shortly 
before his second birthday.1^ In that same period of 
time, worsening climatic conditions brought the threat 
of famine to the plains. The summer of 1886 had been 
extremely hot, but at least there had been an abundant 
rainfall. Then, in 1887, a ten year drought began which

^Ibid., I, 73.
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threatened all agriculture in western Nebraska. The dry
scathing heat stunted the homesteaders’ crops, and burned
the range for the cattlemen. By the end of 1888, Kern’s
homestead had turned into scorched stubble and thirsty 

15sand. In such circumstances, the birth on August 5» 
1888, of another Kern child signified the doubtful bless
ing of another mouth to feed. Nevertheless, Kern proudly
named the boy Huxley Darwin Kem, after the famous and

16controversial evolutionists, as if to proclaim to the 
world his defiance of orthodox Christianity. Kern’s 
sufferings made him increasingly more rebellious toward 
both the spiritual and temporal orders.

If natural forces could not bring Kem to his knees, 
basic economics did. The market prices on wheat and 
corn, from 1886 to 1890, fell to all time l o w s At 
each harvest time, Kem faced a glutted market that beat 
the local prices down even lower; and, as prices declined, 
he had to produce more in order to reap an equal return. 
Then, when the drought set in, the possibility for in- * 1

•̂ Ibid., I, 88; Hicks, pp. 30-34; Shannon, pp. 307-309TH5fstadter, p. 57.
lfeKem, "Autobiography,” I, 73.
1^Hicks, pp. 30-31; Shannon, pp. 294-295; Solon J. 

Buck, The Agrarian Crusade, Vol. 45: The Chronicles of 
America Series (riew Haven: Yale University Press, 1920),pp. 102-106.



creased production totally disappeared. Kem, like so 
many other western farmers, stood on the brink of bank
ruptcy. He had never had enough capital to assume fully 
the responsibilities of farming 160 acres, even though 
he had worked at several outside jobs and had taken a 
small mortgage on his farm. Then, when prices continued 
to fall, his production for the general market caught 
him in a vicious circle. Kem needed to operate his farm 
at full production; but, he could not accomplish this 
without first amassing the necessary capital from the 
sale of his crops. In short, the money that he needed 
in the spring of the year could not be obtained until his 
harvest the following fall. Under normal conditions, Kem 
could depend on his savings from the preceding year’s 
crop; but, climatic and soil conditions had put him one 
step behind the usual cycle, seriously hampering any 
possibilities for the expansion necessary to supplement 
the price declines. For six years, he had dangled on an 
economic thread. Now, the combination of drought and the 
declining farm market severed that thread, leaving Kem 
destitute and despairing.

If Gmer Kem had become disillusioned and discon
tented by 1887# utter despair set in as a result of two 
more successive seasons of devastating failure. More



than ever before, the injustice of agricultural life slap
ped him into anger, but not submission. Since his tem
perament forbade an admission of defeat, Kem took the only 
course of action available by acquiring a newer and larger 
mortgage. He refused to accept it as an emblem of defeat, 
but rather as the ultimate stop-gap measure necessary to 
outlast nature’s wrath. So, on December 20, 1888, Omer 
and Allie Kem filed the mortgage record at Merna, Nebraska. 
They contracted to borrow $1,550 at six percent per annum 
for a period of five years. Kem again received extreme
ly fair terms, considering the risk involved for the

19Eastern mortgage company. In this way, he paid off his * 19
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Mortgage on Southeast Quarter, Section 13, Town
ship 17, Range 21, West in Custer County, Nebraska (Land 
Records in the Office of the Register of Deeds, Broken 
Bow, Nebraska). Hereafter cited as Kem Land Records, 
Broken Bow. A photostatic copy of the mortgage record 
is in the possession of the author. This second mortgage 
taken by Kem appears in his memoirs as the only one which 
he had; and, when he mentions this mortgage, he dates it 
as of 1885. See above, page 26, footnote 39.

19Unfortunately, "statistical data on the size and 
composition of credit markets in Nebraska prior to 1930 
are unavailable." Gerald E. Gleason, "Trends in Federal 
Credit in Nebraska, 1930-1955: Influences on Institutions 
and Credit Structure" (unpublished Pn.D. dissertation, 
Department of Economics, University of Nebraska, 1961), 
p. 10. However, Shannon, p. 188, notes that "even after 
1900, Western interest rates were often 12 and 15 per 
cent, while Eastern banks had idle funds awaiting offers 
of 3 or 4. per cent." Hicks, p. 82, notes that after 188?
rates of seven or eight per cent on real estate were 

now regarded as extremely low."



first loan and insured the survival of his family. On
February 1, 1889# Kem received his release from the $600 

20mortgage# but only because he had now gene $950 deeper 
in debt. And, for 0. M. Kem, debt would come to repre
sent the apogee of economic injustice.

The burden of ever-present failure on the farm 
brought a significant, but not unwarranted, change in 
the life and personal ideals of Omer Kem. Basically, 
it meant a revolt against his traditional Republican 
loyalties. He had faithfully followed the waving of the 
"bloody shirt," voting for Hayes in l8?6 and Garfield 
in 1880. He had continued the Kem tradition which dic
tated support of Lincoln's party into the l880’s; but 
changing times now called for a re-evaluation of politi
cal principles. Kern’s reasons made sense: he was a man 
of no personal vices who seemed doomed to a life of 
penury. At the same time, he refused to admit failure 
or defeat, clinging to the belief that the yeoman’s
trade represented the noblest calling, both for himself

21and for mankind. When his indigent status worsened, 
Kem decided that there had to be some external cause for 
the entire situation. That extraneous force, as far as * *

Kem Land Records, Broken Bow, February 1 , 1889«
"̂*"Kera, "Autobiography," I, 88.



Kem knew, had to be the factor controlling economic 
policy and programs; and, on the national level, the 
fault therefore seemed to Kern to be with his own long 
dominant Republican party.

Omer Kem had been driven from his traditional
political beliefs because of economic realities. By the
end of 1888, his extended state of poverty had turned his
disillusionment to outright hate for the Republican party.
According to Kern’s logic, the Republicans had long ago
cut the western farmer adrift from their ship of state.
Eastern financial and industrial interests, acting through
the Grand Old Party of Abraham Lincoln, had perpetrated
penury on the ggrarians for their own profits by a tariff
that increased costs for the farm necessities, and by
general exploitation through high freight rates and a

22frozen supply of money. However, Kem had not yet filled 
the void left by his rejection of the Republican party by 
any equally vigorous allegiance to another group. Politi
cally, Kem had become a drifter; but, nevertheless, he 
had developed a totally different perspective concerning 
politics and its influence upon his own status in life.
He had long been a prohibitionist; and, as early as the 
summer of 1887, he had attended the Prohibition party’s 22

22Ibid.. I, 89.
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state convention held in Lincoln, Nebraska. But, that 
party represented a narrow special interest, and Kem saw 
little hope that the Prohibitionists could enact general 
reforms for the farmers. 23

At the same time, Omer Kem had associated himself 
with the Union Labor party, a recently organized group 
which did hold promise for economic reform. It too, 
however, represented only a narrow segment of the dis
contented; and, at that, it had not been organized in 
the immediate interests of the farmer„ But, since the 
Union Labor party did represent a fresh attack upon the 
Republicans, Kern’s main concern had been realized. In 
August of 1888, Allie packed his bags, and Omer Kem en
trained for St. Louis to attend a national Union Labor 
convention. He participated in its proceedings, and 
even gave a short speech to the delegates.2 -̂ But, by 
this time, Kern’s political wanderings had uncovered an 
organization which had been set up to meet his own 
agrarian interests.

Despite his flirtations with the Prohibition and 
Union Labor parties, Kem ultimately found the basis for

23Ibid., I, 89-90.
^Letter from Mrs. McKinley Kem Carr of Santa 

Monica, California, March 13, 1962, in the possession 
of the author. The source of the recollections is Mrs. 
Omer Madison (Alice Maria) Kem, who lives with Mrs. Carr.



a far stronger political protest. The Farmers' Alliance
had been introduced to Nebraska in i860, but the good
crop years to 1885 had severely handicapped any chances

25for real growth. But from that time on, as worsening 
conditions affected more and more farmers, Kem had be
come cognizant of its existence and potential. At the 
same time that he had actively joined the Union Labor 
party, Kem had associated himself with the Alliance.
He had become a charter member of the Custer County 
group in 1886, and actively assumed the role of organizer 
and orator during the next two years. For the first 
time, he got up on the stump and aired his views to any 
and all farmers who might take the time to listen. His 
message was a clear and simple one: there could be no 
reason for the farmer to try to increase his production 
until a fair price could be had for his labors. Since 
the Republicans had done their best to destroy the farmer, 
the only answer lay in the farmers organizing to protect 
their interests against the "exploiters." The message
which he preached in Custer County hit home, for his 2

2^01son, pp. 225-226; Hicks, pp. 96-103; Shannon, 
pp. 311-317.

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 90-91.
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county boasted the largest number of Alliance groups in
, 27the entire state by 1890.

The Farmers* Alliance, as originally established, 
continued the agrarian traditions of the Granger move
ment. But, it adamantly declared itself to "...be 
independent in politics, and non-partizan in character." 
Its purpose, therefore, was to provide unity for the 
farmer, with particular emphasis on the prescribed heir-
archy of values: "first, social; second, education;

29third, financial; fourth, political." The largest 
share of its program emphasized social gatherings and 
lectures on the farm problem, with special pains taken 
to promote a spirit of farm unity. The Alliance itself 
delved into politics only by way of endorsement of can- 27 28 29

27Alliance (Lincoln, Nebraska), July 31, 1889. The 
editors claimed "over 200 local Alliances" in Nebraska 
"by 1886," with fifty seven in Custer County. The date 
given must be questioned as a statement of fact, but it 
probably is a typographical error. And, the number of 
Alliances given is extremely high; see, e.g., Hicks, p. 
103. Nevertheless, it does point to a certain recog
nition of the Alliance strength within Kern’s home county.

28Alliance, June 12, 1889. This edition marks the 
first publication of the Nebraska State Alliance.

297Hicks, p. 128, quoting H. L. Loucks, "Alliance 
Business Effort in Dakota," National Economist. 1:21 
(March 14, 1889); J. M. Thompson, "The Farmers* Alliance 
in Nebraska," Proceedings and Collections of the Neb
raska State Historical Society. Series II, Vol. V 
Lincoln, Nebraska), 1902, pp. 199-201.



didates "who might better represent the farmer. For the
most part, it enjoyed its non-partisan role, for it
meant that as its strength increased the Republican and
Democratic candidates became more fervent in their court-

30ship of the Alliance.
The 0. M. Kem temperament demanded more action and 

less words; for, by the close of 1888, he had become a 
real political activist. Since he had rejected and now 
attacked the Republicans, he could see no reason why the 
farmers should not form their own political party. The 
Democrats in Nebraska, since statehood, had never received 
more than token support at the polls, while the smaller 
groups like the Prohibition, Union Labor, and Anti-Mono
poly parties garnered even less in numerical backing.
All four groups attracted only scattered support, in 
fluctuating numbers, and with only sporadic fervor.
What Omer Kem wanted was a special interest party which 
would be dedicated solely to the farmer.^1 And, with 
this in mind, he turned to the Alliance as the one poten
tial weapon which might possibly break the tight clamp on 
state and local politics which the Republicans had maintained. 30 *

30Olson, p. 227, and 30.
^^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 91.



The fruits of his labors for the Farmers' Alliance 
in the Custer County area quickly became evident. During 
the spring and summer of 1889, Kem and his fellow 
Alliance men decided that the time had come for indepen
dent political action. Kem knew that the majority of 
the electorate in Custer County were farmers, and that 
nature's scourge had not limited itself to his own 
homestead. Although farm production recovered substan
tially from the previous years of drought, the market 
prices dipped to new lows. The time for united action 
appeared imminent, for there now existed a chance to 
fill the void left by numerous political parties which 
did not actually represent the farmer. As a result,
Kem and the other amateur "politicoes" in Custer County 
decided to test their new found strength.

With the predominantly agricultural Custer County 
rife with economic discontent, Omer Madison Kem and his 
Alliance allies voted for an end to non—partisanship.
In the summer of 1889, they met and formed "The Inde
pendent Party" in Broken Bow, anticipating the county 32

32Olson, p. 216. The price of wheat, for example, 
had jumped thirty cents per bushel in 1888, but then 
dropped thirty-one cents from this level in 1889. This 
huge price fluctuation in wheat did not hold true for 
corn, Kern's main crop, which fell to its lowest level of the decade in 1889.



elections to be held that fall. Every man nominated by 
this group was an "honest-to-goodness dirt farmer" in 
Custer County, and all belonged to the Farmers' Alliance. 33 
Their party organization consisted of every subordinate 
Alliance in the county, since it was the one ready made 
core of unity available. In this way, the "Independent" 
candidates possessed both a platform and an eager group 
of supporters. They had little trouble associating 
themselves with the problems of the other farmers, and 
their message of anti-Republicanism soon proved a threat 
to the old party machinery.

In the meantime, and prior to the actual formation 
of "The Independent Party," Omer Kern had received the 
Union Labor party's nomination for the University Board 
of Regents. As one of the early political agitators in 
his vicinity, he had already gained a reputation as a 
man with no inhibitions for speaking his mind about the 
farm situation. Moreover, his local popularity as a 
stump speaker with the Alliance had grown by leaps and 
bounds. Although he had been busy in the fields at the 
time of the Union Labor convention, Kern received and 
accepted the nomination.^ Thus, when the local Alliance 
formed "The Independent Party," with his aid and en- * 3

33Kem, "Autobiography," I, 91.
3^Ibid., I, 90.

49
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couragement, Kem had already become a candidate for 
office. As a result, he could not accept a position on 
the local ticket. Once the harvest season had passed,
0. M. Kem struck out for the first time on the campaign 
trail. He ran on the Union Labor ticket, but he actively 
spoke out for the Alliance slate in Custer County. And 
since misery loved company, Kem saw no conflict of interest 
whatsoever in speaking out against the Republicans from 
both platforms, since both represented economic discon
tent .

As to the Alliance part of Kern’s campaigning, he 
took an active part from the very beginning in the fast 
and furious pace set by ’’The Independent Party."
Alliance rallies# flowing with the local color and fervor 
which naturally united all of the homesteaders in the 
area, provided opportunities for the third party candi
dates and for 0. M. Kem. The county campaign opened 
appropriately on the Fourth of July, as a herald of the 
impending agrarian revolution. The celebration took 
place in Ansley, a small town near Broken Bow, and be
gan with a grand procession of the farmers. Many rode 
on horseback. In the midst of the festivities, Omer 
Madison Kem gave his first major political address, and 
reportedly "told the ringsters some truths that gagged

35ibid.
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them to swallow." Extravagant estimates numbered the 
picnicking and frolicking group at nearly 5»000. From 
this point on, the 11 Independent" campaign rolled smooth
ly from one Alliance rally to the next, while Kem divided 
his time between working at home and politicking through
out the county.

Once his field work ended, candidate Kem took to
his personal duties as a nominee for the Union Labor
party. He and a lawyer friend from Broken Bow named
Knox traveled in a farm wagon through Blaine, Valley,
Sherman, and Loup counties, calling for "more money and 

37less whiskey!" The election for University Board of 
Regents would be statewide, but Kem could not afford to 
get out much beyond his own backyard. Moreover, he 
did most of his work in Custer County for the Alliance 
slate, since he had no chance of election himself.

The experience gleaned from his first campaign 
proved to be an invaluable asset to Kem. It meant an 
enlargement of the perimeter of his acquaintance with 
local farmers, and served to broaden his belief in the

Alliance, July 17, 1889. The actual report, on 
attendance and Kern’s speech, was from Mason Cit>y, Nebraska, under date of July 7, 1889.

-^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 90.
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righteousness of the agrarian cause. He met other 
farmers who faced marginal survival and similar problems. 
But, the flourishing crops of 1889 at first made it hard 
for Kem to convince the farmers that, unless they took 
immediate action, their world would be foreclosed around 
them. Kem himself cribbed 5,000 bushels of corn from 
100 acres. Nevertheless, he could point to farm prices 
and truly stun his fellow farmers. The grain elevator 
in Broken Bow offered eight cents per bushel at harvest 
time, and later bought corn for upwards of twenty cents.38 
The "magnificent crop" had gone for nought since, at 
those prices, Kem could have just as easily used the corn 
for winter fuel. So, while nature had worked against 
him in the campaign, economics had supported him; and, 
after 1889, both would unite to aid his cause.

In the election which followed Kem* s dual campaign, 
he went down to defeat, as expected; but, the Alliance

38Ibid., I, 92.
39And, many farmers in the Kansas and Nebraska areas did use their corn for just that; see, Hicks, p. 59. The 

market price never got above thirty—five cents per bushel, 
and averaged twenty-eight cents in 1889; see, Shannon, p. 
167> and Hicks9 p# 56# Therefore* it is safe to assume 
that the actual price received by the farmer in western 
Nebraska was much lower than the average, for the market 
price is that which was quoted by the grain merchant in Chicago or Minneapolis.
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ticket in his home county emerged victorious, as was not 
expected. Kem in his bid for the University Board of 
Regents on the Union Labor ticket, received a straight 
party vote in twenty-eight of Nebraska’s eighty-eight 
counties. The only exception was in Custer County where 
he doubled the normal vote cast by Union Labor support
ers for their other nominee in the race for the two 
Board positions. Nevertheless, Kem failed to capture 
any of the state’s counties and received only a total
of 2,959 scattered votes out of a grand total of 3314-»501

i|0cast. As a Union Labor candidate, Kem received less 
actual support than any of the nominees running on the 
Republican, Democratic, and Prohibition tickets but 
slightly more than his Union Labor running-mate. But, 
despite his personal defeat, Kem could feel proud of 
the success of the Custer County "Independents,” for 
whom he had campaigned.^""1"

The campaign of 1889 in Custer County by the 
local Alliance had failed to obtain even token support 
from the state organization, even in the face of its

^Nebraska Blue Book, 1901-1902. (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
State Journal Co., 1902), pp. 202-203.

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 91; Alliance, November 
9, 1889.
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sweeping victory. The movement's state publication, the
Alliance, had almost totally ignored the Custer County
candidates, undoubtedly because the campaign represented
a revolt against the non-partisan principles of the

h.2Alliance. Once the vote had been tallied, however, the
Alliance and the Republicans alike began to realize that
Custer County had opened new political vistas which
demanded recognition. Nevertheless, the general opinion
in the State Alliance remained adamant that such political
action "...would destroy the Alliance as a distinctly

43farmer's society." A few months later, the leaders
did concede that such action as that taken in Custer
County would be wholesome for agrarian interests as
long as it did not carry the official Alliance imprima

ittur. During that time, however, the Nebraska Alliance 
would try to walk the imaginary line it had established

42 -
Alliance » September 21, 1889• The state organization is here reported to have declared the Custer 

County^"action" illegal, in terms of the Alliance con
stitution. The publicity freeze was then put on, for 
the next report on the Custer County campaign does not 
appear until the brief remark on November 9, 1889, that the ticket had been elected.

^Alliance. November 30, I889.
44Farmers' Alliance, May 17, 1890. This is the 

same newspaper as the Alliance. with merely a change of name in 189O0



between total Involvement and idealistic non-partisan
ship .

Omer Madison Kem, convinced that the Alliance must 
become more than a social club, soon set out to famil
iarize himself more directly with the entire Alliance 
organization. On December 3» 1889# less than one month 
after the election, he went to the St. Louis meeting of 
the National Farmers* Alliance as the representative of 
the Custer County group. He attended but did not par
ticipate in the attempts made to unite the Northern and 
Southern f a c t i o n s F o r  0. M. Kem, however, the trip 
merely added more coals to the already roaring blaze 
within him which demanded political action on the part 
of the Alliance. On his return trip, he stopped off 
at the State Alliance office in Lincoln, and reported 
on affairs back in Custer County and on the St. Louis 
meeting. Both John Powers, a leader in the State 
Alliance who would soon be elected its President, and Jay 
Burrows, the actual founder of the State Alliance in i860 
and now the editor of the Alliance, welcomed his appeal 
for political action, but refused to swing the state

55

'Alliance, December 11\., 1889; Hicks, pp. 119-123



organization away from non-partisanship Kem returned 
to Broken Bow still convinced that, if the farmers were 
to have any future recognition as a political entity, the 
entire Alliance organization had to follow the lead of 
Custer County.

On his return, Omer Kem accepted political patron
age in return for his efforts in the election of 1889.
He became the deputy county treasurer, under the newly 
elected "Independent” Treasurer, David Weimer. When Kem 
took office in January of 1890,^ he temporarily ended his 
career as an active farmer• He leased the homestead out 
on shares, and moved his family of five into a rented home 
in Broken Bow.^ Evidently, Kem rapidly adjusted to 
public office and town life, for he soon bought the house 
and two lots. On February 10, 1890, he closed the deal, 
paying a total of f>l,100.^-9 He still owned the farm, and

56

^6Kem, "Autobiography,” I, 92. This observation 
by Kem is well substantiated by the editorial attitudes of the Alliance through May of 1890.

^ 1 6 id., I, 91-92; William A. Howard (ed.), 
Biographical Sketches of the Nebraska Legislature and 
National and State Officers of Nebraska (Lincoln. Neb- 
raska: Press of Jacob North & Co., 1895), p. 19; Thomas 
Weston Tipton, Forty Years of Nebraska At Home and In 
Congress (Lincoln, Nebraska: State Journal Company.T962), p. 517. *

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 91-92.
^9File Record, II4.:562, of Warranty Deed to Lots 

II4. and 15, Block $7i(- in Broken Bow, Nebraska (Land 
Records in the Office of the Register of Deeds, Broken Bow, Nebraska).
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the $1,550 mortgage that went with it. But, he had 
quite clearly decided to make his stay in town, and 
perhaps in public office, as permanent as possible.
The transition from the sod to a frame house signified 
the real turning point in his life.

In the short space of five years, Omer Madison Kem 
had passed from failure to success and respectability.
He had struggled hard to make his homestead produce 
yet, in the end, he had had nothing to show for it ex
cept an enlarged mortgage. Stark economic facts of 
life had combined with climatic conditions to foment 
and further his troubles, but he had learned that both 
could be put to good use. Kem, and the Custer County 
Alliance, had catapulted into the political arena in 
1889; and, once in its midst, he would find it hard to 
withdraw. The county elections had merely whetted the 
appetites of the local Alliance, and had helped to lift 
Omer Kem out of the penury of western farm life. His 
ambition would soon shift to bigger objectives. The 
transition from farmer to farmer’s advocate took little 
time, and soon Omer Madison Kern’s drive and zeal would 
bring him to the summit of western Nebraska politics.



CHAPTER III

A RED-HEADED TEMPEST ON THE PLAINS

By 1890, Omer Madison Kern had matured both in his 
personal ideals and in his reaction to agrarian realities. 
Whereas transition and turbulence had characterized his 
first thirty-five years, he had at last become consistent 
in his own principles. In a word, Kem had "arrived."
His forceful and dynamic temperament, coupled with a 
vigorous independence of mind, had catapulted him into 
a new, but well-suited, role as a political agitator. 
Economic realities had provided the impetus and the sus
taining factor in the crusading zeal which had taken hold 
of 0. M. Kem. But, his reaction had been far more violent 
than that of the other discontented farmers, simply be
cause he had never shirked the opportunity to take matters 
into his own hands. He had long ago learned that man must 
be the master of his own destiny; and, though economics 
and politics had intervened to prevent his mastery, Omer 
Kem could not stand by in watchful waiting for his world 
to disintegrate. When he had become aware of the losing 
battle being fought by agriculture against industrialism, 
Kem had naturally and vehemently refused to betray his
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birthright by silent submission. He had had too much 
pride and self-righteousness to admit defeat and move 
back east as many other homesteaders had done.^ When 
indigence had cornered him in his "soddy,M Omer Kem could 
do nothing but fight back with all of the weapons at his 
disposal. Hence, he had readily accepted baptism in the 
political arena in 1889«

Omer Madison Kern’s reaction to agrarian ills had 
stemmed from his own temperament, but his fellow farmers 
soon showed that they shared his feelings. He consis
tently captivated his farm audiences by his appearance, 
background, and words. Short, muscular, dressed in
overalls, and endowed with flaming red hair and a handle- 

2bar mustache, Kem easily personified action and agrarian
ism. Whether he spoke as the organizer for the Alliance

John D. Hicks, The Populist Revolt: A History 
of the Farmers1 Alliance and the Peopled Party (Lincoln. 
Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1931), pp. 32- 
35. It would appear that the number moving out of 
Nebraska because of the drought and hard times was far 
less than in other states. In this regard, Hicks over
states his case; but, his emphasis on the malcontents 
who, like Kem, stayed on is valid. See, James C.
Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1955)» pp. 161 and 203.

2Omer Madison Kem, "The Autobiography of Omer 
Madison Kem" (unpublished, in the possession of Kem1s 
son, Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon), I,
2-3» IV, 95« Hereafter cited as Kem, "Autobiography."
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or as a candidate for political office, his colorful
features demanded attention. His most appealing quality,
and the only one which counted as far as the western

3farmers saw it, was the fact that he was one of them. 
Kem abundantly typified the frontier farmer in a manner 
which facilitated his fellows' identification with him. 
The gospel Kem preached catered to the agrarian inde
pendence of mind, and seemed to indicate a "common sense" 
solution to all of the farmers' troubles. His answer 
lay in the Alliance, which sought to establish itself 
as the financial and political agent for the farmers 
His venomous outpourings against the Republican party, 
as the representative for the "exploiters," appealed 
largely to the general distrust which western farmers 
had for the East. Moreover, 0. M. Kern's demand for 
independent political action offered the discontented 
but proud farmers the opportunity to gain recognition

3Olson, pp. 231-232. 
kAs to the role played by the Farmers’ Alliance 

in financial matters, see Hicks, pp. 132-1^0. A pur
chasing and selling company, incorporated by the Custer 
County Farmers' Alliance, offered 10,000 shares of 
stock at $10 per share "to deal in all products of the 
farm, and buy and sell all supplies needed and used 
by its stockholders." 0. M. Kem was not listed as one
of the incorporators, as reported by the Omaha Daily- 
Bee in the Alliance (Lincoln, Nebraska), July 2ip, I089.
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as a unit. As a result, Kem had everything in his favor. 
And, from a strictly economic point of view, he had 
nothing to lose by giving up his decidedly unsuccessful 
career as a farmer.

Thanks to the amazing successes of himself and 
the other Custer County "Independents," Omer Kem had 
become ambitious to spread further the movement for a 
new party composed of farmers. On January 7 and 8, 1890, 
when the Nebraska Farmers1 Alliance held its annual 
meeting at Grand Island, he and the other delegates from 
Custer County unsuccessfully renewed their efforts to 
commit the organization to independent political action.^ 

3-nS to accept defeat, Kem and his fellows met short
ly thereafter at Kearney with S. Edwin Thornton, an 
influential leader in the state organization, to discuss 
the possibility of fielding an independent, Alliance- 
supported candidate for Congress for the fall election.6 
In March at Ravenna, Kem joined a group of Alliance men 
from several of the counties in the Third Congressional

5farmers1 Alliance (Lincoln, Nebraska), January 18, 
1890. As of 1890,the Alliance changed its name to the 
above. At this meeting, John H. Powers was elected 
President of the Nebraska Alliance, and deplored all 
political action by the Alliance. Seven months later, 
he would be running for governor on the Alliance ticket.

Kem, "Autobiography," I, 92.
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District, and they issued a call for a congressional
7nominating convention. Kem, by now, had broadened his 

political operations to the point where he saw a pos
sibility that the Farmers * Alliance might grant outright 
support of political action.

But before an actual nominating convention could 
be held, the group needed some sort of organization with
in the district; and here, Kern’s ambitions for concerted 
Alliance action began to reach fulfillment. Not all of 
the loosely connected local Alliances could be depended 
upon for support, at least as long as the State Alliance 
refused to endorse the movement. But this problem 
reached a compromise solution when, on April 22, a meet
ing in Lincoln of county presidents and organizers of 
the Alliance gave tacit consent to the idea. It endorsed 
the convention for the Third District, but emphasized 
again that " this will not be an Alliance convention.n 
It would be ,f. ..only a Peoples' jsiVJIndependent Conven
tion in the highest sense of the term." The state lead
ers, John Powers and Jay Burrows, further advised the 
local Alliances, in distinctly vague terms, to "take the

7Ibid. There is no evidence available which 
would substantiate the facts of the meeting with 
Thornton or the informal conference held at Ravenna, other than the Kem recollections.
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most available agency at hand” in securing the election

Oof candidates who would represent the farmer. For Oraer 
Madison Kem, tacit consent meant tacit victory for his 
viewpoint; and, in reality, it did represent a decided 
weakening in the non-partisan principles of the Neb
raska Alliance. Consequently, on May 29, 1890, Kem 
went to Grand Island to meet with representatives from 
the Knights of Labor, the Union Labor party, and the 
Farmers' Alliance, and this meeting made the final pre
parations for the congressional convention. It would 
be held on July 15 at Columbus, and would represent the 
Alliance and other farm and labor groups. The absence 
from the Grand Island conference of any representatives
from twenty-eight of the fifty-two counties in the Third 

9District indicated, however, that Kern's dream of farmer
unity still remained a long way from full realization.
But, Kem had cause to be increasingly confident for,
two days after the Grand Island meeting, the Nebraska
Grange voted to join efforts being made for a farm 

10party.

g
Farmers' Alliance. May 17, 1890; Olson, p. 230.
9Farmers' Alliance. June Ilf., 1890.

1 0Farmers' Alliance. May 3 1, 1 8 9 O 0



in the month and a half preceding the convention 
itself, the local Alliances, with the newly obtained 
blessing of the state organization, began drumming up 
support for the impending birth of a new farmers* party. 
Local newspapers, either of Alliance or anti-Republican 
leanings, provided publicity, and many new newspapers 
sprang up to dramatize the agrarian cause. Indeed, the 
"People*s Independent" campaign began long before the 
party had organized. In addition, the state Alliance 
bent to the pressures exerted by Kem and the other west
erners by openly calling for a state convention of the 
"People*s Independent Party." After being confronted 
with a petition containing over fifteen thousand signa
tures collected in four weeks, the Alliance's secretary, 
James M. Thompson, acquiesced and set July 29 as the 
date for the meeting to be held in Lincoln. 11 The Neb
raska Alliance had finally decided to scrap its non- 
partisanship. For 0. M. Kem, the final political 
breakthrough had been made.

He and the other delegates from Broken Bow inde
pendently decided to support their local lawyer, the man 

12named Knox who had aided Kem in his ill-fated 1889 *

•^Farmers' Alliance. June 28, 1890.
^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 93.
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campaign on the Union Labor ticket. By July 15, 1890, 
the newspapers supporting the Alliance-sponsored con
vention had already mentioned two other possible candi
dates . The first was Judge Henry J. Shinn of Custer 
County, whom the Alliance had elected to the bench in 
1889J and the other, Charles D. Shrader, was a long
time leader in the state Alliance.1^ Omer Kem did not 
actively seek the nomination, but he had already become 
well known as an agitator and activist. His Union 
Labor campaign, coupled with four years of stump speak- 
ing for the Farmers’ Alliance, had made him popular 
throughout the Custer County vicinity. Kem went to the 
convention two days ahead of time to work with the plat
form committee, and with the avowed intention of cam
paigning for Knox. At this time, as he later recalled, 
several of the delegates suggested that he be the nominee, 
but he refused even to consider it.1^ However, by the 
time the convention opened, popular support had begun to 
grow for 0. M. Kem.

On July 15 to 17, 1890, at Columbus, Nebraska, 
occurred one of the more rustic political meetings which

f a r m e r s ’ / Alliance. July 5, 189O; Kem, rtAuto- biography," I, 93.
"^Kem, ’’Autobiography, ” I, 93.
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had as yet taken place In the s t a t e . W i t h  the possible 
exception of a few men like Omer Kem, the delegates 
assembled had never before attended any political con
vention. They represented farmers and laborers from 
all counties north of the Platte River, with the ex
ception of Douglas and Sarpy counties. This area com
prised the Third Congressional District, which was so
vast that most of the men had never met each other be-

16fore. They had come from their homesteads and the 
small towns with a common desire to unite for the fall 
election. Political accouterments advertising several 
possible nominees had been severely frowned upon, since 
they smacked of what Kem later called, "old party 
methods.n Tt}e only banners allowed were those which

15Farmers' Alliance, June 11+, 1890. Here the 
organization for the convention was announced. The 
basis of representation was one delegate for every 
ten delegates present at the local county conventions. 
The basis of representation for these county meetings, 
held prior to July 15, was one delegate for every 
twenty members in a subordinate Alliance, or local 
organization of the Knights of Labor, Trade Assemblies, 
or Labor Clubs; and, any group with less than twenty 
members might send one delegate.

"^William a . Howard (ed.), Biographical Sketches 
of the Nebraska Legislature and National and State 
Officers of Nebraska (Lincoln, Nebraska: Press of 
Jacob North & Co., 1895)> p. 19; Nebraska Blue Book, 
1901-1902 (Lincoln, Nebraska: State Journal Company, 
1902), pp. 272-273-

•^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 93; IV, 96.
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denounced the Republican party and its three term con
gressman from that district, George Dorsey. But, even 
though they denounced the trappings of the ancien regime, 
the organizers of the convention, Kem included, still 
followed traditional political procedure. Committees 
were established, and the various reports issued forth, 
just as in any Republican convention. The one innova
tion, that of taking all votes by acclamation, might 
have been intended to further democratic principles, but
it could also have provided a method for stampeding the

1 Aloosely organized delegations.
After the adoption of the platform by a voice vote, 

Delegate Kem stood up, placed Knox’s name in nomination 
for the congressional seat, and then sat down amidst a 
profound silence. 11 Seconds later, he heard his name 
called out. Immediately, the convention erupted into a 
mass of whooping, shouting, arm-iiaving, and hat-throwing 
supporters, acting "like lunatics" as he later recalled. 8 19 20 
A motion from the floor asked that the nomination be 
made unanimous, and the vox populi rang out once more for 
Omer Madison Kem. The stampede method, as allowed under

l8Ibid., I, % S IV, 96.
1 9Ibid., I, 94.
20Ibid.
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the acclamation rule, certainly smacked of "old party
methods." But, Omer Kem maintained throughout his life
that he had not sought the nomination, and that it had

21come without his knowledge or encouragement.
Be that as it may, it did not take Omer Madison 

Kem long to decide in favor of acceptance. He later 
noted that "it seems that this was an arranged plan... 
to...make it impossible for me to refuse the nomination. " 21 22 
Nevertheless, several hours later, Kem delivered a two 
hour speech of acceptance. In it, he asked for the 
wholehearted cooperation of everyone for the campaign, 
promised to do his best to win the November election, 
and then launched into a tirade against the Republican 
party and its "puppet," Congressman George ¥. E. Dorsey.
Kem emphasized the fact that he had no money with which 
to wage the campaign, and particularly made mention of 
his own $1,550 mortgage. * In Alliance and labor circles, 
Kem was accepted with open arms, for his speech had 
given them exactly the gospel which they wanted preached.
As for the Republicans, they replied with sneers and an

21Ibid., I, 93-91*.; IV, 95-
22Ibid., I, 91*..
2^Ibid., I, 91+; IV, 95-96; Omaha World-Herald. September 5# 1890.
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ad hominem attack upon the new party’s candidate. The
Republican Fremont Tribune challenged the wisdom of
placing legislation "in the hands of paupers."* 2 "̂ But
such words only provided another rallying point for the
farmers, who also looked upon themselves as "paupers11-—
thanks to the Republican party’. The word itself became
a real issue during the ensuing campaign, thanks to the

29newspapers which supported Kem.
Undoubtedly, the most lasting contribution in this 

regard came from the pen of A. L. "Doc" Bixby, a staunch 
Republican journalist from Lincoln, who coined a ditty 
which shortly attracted national attention. Upon hear
ing Kem’s acceptance speech, he wrote:

I cannot sing the old songs,
My heart is full of woe;
But I can howl calamity ,
From hell to Broken Bow. b

^Omaha World-Herald, August 2, 1890, quoting the 
Fremont (Nebraska) Tribune. As in the above edition, 
the ¥ or1d-H e raid of July 18, 189O, just three days after 
Kem’s nomination, put up a vigorous editorial defense 
of Kem, thereby answering the Republican attacks coming 
from the Omaha Daily Bee, the Fremont Tribune, and the Nebraska State Journal.

2% b l d .; Alliance. July 26, 1890, and August 23, 1890; 
Omaha World-Herald. September £, 1890. All of these news
papers taunted the Republicans for their use of the term 
"pauper" in relation to Kem. A further attack came on 
September lip, 1890, when the Nebraska State Journal re
ferred to Kem and the Populists as representatives of the 
shiftless, lazy and improvident among the homesteaders...."

2bFarmers’ Alliance, July 19, 1890; also quoted in Hicks, pp. 158-159.
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Kem later added the terra "calamity howler" to his own
repertoire, using it frequently in his speeches both at

27home and in the nation's capital. For the Republicans, 
it was a handy label of derision; but, for 0. M. Kem, it 
signified the fact that he had the courage to face the 
economic realities of the day.

Obtaining the nomination of a totally new and in
experienced political party was one thing, but winning 
the election to Congress would be quite another. Omer 
Kem faced a difficult task. He was so little known 
outside the immediate vicinity of Broken Bow that the 
newspapers consistently misspelled his name during the

pQearly stages of his campaign. Yet, he had in his 
favor his own determination, the enthusiasm of the dis
contented farmers and, most important of all, the con
version of the entire Alliance machinery into the 
People’s Independent Party. On July 29 at the Alliance 
convention at Lincoln, Kem "worked his arms like pump * II,

27'U. S., Congressional Record, 53rd Congress, 1st 
Session, 1893, XXV, Part 1, 853; Kem, "Autobiography,"
II, 21-22.

®̂jpor example, the Omaha World-Herald, July 15»
1890, had referred to the nomination of "Mr. Kemm."
This common misspelling appeared frequently in all 
newspapers until election day, as did the frequent 
reference to "Omar Kemm."
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handles," according to a sympathetic journalist, in an 
attempt to garner public recognition and support for his 
candidacy. He won state endorsement, ^  as well as the 
adoption of a general platform which supplemented the 
Columbus resolutions. Thus, he now had a solid basis 
for his impending campaign. In addition, S. Edwin 
Thornton, the man who had given the original support to 
Kern and Custer County in their fight for an Alliance- 
supported congressional convention, accepted the re
sponsibility for managing Kem* s campaign in the Third 

32District. So, in three busy months, the entire 
Alliance network of organization had become that of the 
Peoplels Independent movement. Kem*s candidacy had been * 3

2<̂0maha World-Herald, July 30, 1890.
30Farmers1 Alliance. August 2, 1890. Kem did 

make a short speech at the state convention; and, 
according to a sympathetic reporter, it was "highly 
appreciated by all." A good description of the state 
convention can be found in Olson, pp. 231-232; Addison 
E. Sheldon, Nebraska: The Land and the People (3 vols.; 
Chicago : The Lewis Publishing Company, 1931), I, 
680-693» Sheldon mistakenly states that Kem was nominated at this convention.

•^Omaha World-Herald, July 30, 1890.
32Kem, "Autobiography," I, 95; Farmers* Alliance. 

July 26, 1890, in which Thornton issues a call for 
addresses of anyone willing to work. Hence, Kem had 
started organizing his campaign before the state convention at Lincoln.
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instrumental in shifting the Alliance from non-partisan- 
ship, and he could now benefit from the support of the 
far-flung machinery.

Moreover, Omer Madison Kem received from the 
•Alliance convention at Lincoln a platform upon which he 
would long stand. The Lincoln platform reflected the 
agrarian spirit of democracy and was a total endorsement 
of the theory of a Republican "plot” against western 
agriculture. In regard to the latter, the platform on 
which Kem would make his campaign demanded the free 
coinage of silver and government issue of paper money, 
the abolition of the "land monopoly," federal control 
of the means of transportation and communication, and 
reform of the tax system. 33 Since Kem had consistently 
cried out against the agents of "spoliation and robbery" 
for the past three years, such a platform merely rein
forced his own approach to the problem. The money 
question especially became a personal fetish for him.
Aem maintained that the Republicans purposely held the 
supply of money down, thereby enabling "the money loaner 
and manufacturer to manipulate the money market" to their 
own benefit but at the cost of the farmer and laborer.* 3̂ "

33uhe complete platform appears in Omaha World- Herald, July 30, 1890. -----
3^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 114.
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In actuality, the per capita amount of money had de
creased steadily, while the nation’s population had 
grown by leaps and bounds. Kern maintained that this 
"plot” against the commoner had been knowingly arranged 
so that the farmer could not afford the necessities of 
life or pay off his debts. What Kem wanted was an in-

36flated currency; and, his conviction on this point grew 
concomitantly with the increasing emphasis placed by his 
party on the issue of the free coinage of silver.

In addition, Kern’s attention centered around sev
eral other political and economic reforms. Besides the 
People’s party pledge to secure the Australian ballot 
system, the eight hour day for all non-farming laborers, 
and an increase in pensions for Civil War veterans, Kem 
spoke out in 1690 for the adoption of the initiative, 
recall, and referendum. One thing for which he did 
not campaign, and which he never publicly endorsed 
throughout his political career, was prohibition. The 
People's party had refused to take a stand on that question, 
believing that the opposition might use prohibition to 3

3'Slicks, p. 88.
Kem, “Autobiography, ” I, lli],. 

37Ibid., I, 1 1 5.
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confuse and cloud the more basic issues. Even though 
Kern, and many other Independents, personally believed 
in prohibition, he would not allow it to become an issue 
in his campaigns. His contact with the Prohibition 
party had taught him that the question was a political 
liability which he could not afford. But, in general, 
Kem and the People’s party offered, by their platform, 
something to placate every major class of malcontents; 
and, in this, he and the other members of the party 
proved that they could play the game of politics as well 
as their Republican opponents. The major emphasis, 
maintained throughout the campaign, remained on agrarian 
issues, since the Alliance overshadowed the other 
groups once it swung into the thick of politics. The 
Farmers’ Alliance had become the People’s party, and 
that was the way candidate Kem had wanted it from the 
outset of his career as an agitator.

On August 8, 1890, Omer Madison Kem opened his 
canvass of the Third District in the town of Atkinson 
in Holt County.-^ Having leased his homestead on 
shares at the time of his move to Broken Bow, he did not

3®01son, p. 233.
■^Oraaha World-Herald. August 8, 1890.

38
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have to worry about any interference from farm work. 
But, for that matter, none of the other western farmers 
had cause to worry about harvesting their crops. The 
ten-year drought resumed after its recess in 1889, de
vastating the farm crops and aiding Kern's campaign.
For twenty days during the month of July, the tempera
tures reached above one hundred degrees.^"® This, 
coupled with agricultural prices which continued their 
decline,̂ ""*" literally drove the westerners into Kem1 s 
waiting arms. In lieu of raising crops, Kem offered 
the farmers the next best thing: in the words of the 
Kansan, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lease, the chance to raise 
"more Hell I This they did, under the stimulation of
the two hour diatribes of their fellow farmer, 0. M. 
Kem. At Atkinson, he shared the platform with John 
Powers, the President of the Nebraska Alliance and the 
People’s party candidate for governor. From this point 
on, however, Kem struck out by himself, and only shared

^Sheldon, I, 693«
hi Fred Albert Shannon, The Farmer’s Last Frontier: 

Agriculture, 1860-1897. Vol. V: The Economic History 
of the United States (New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 
Inc., 1945)» p. 293.

^^Hicks, p. 160.
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his platform occasionally with the other candidates on 
the People's Independent ticket.

With few railroads available to take him into the 
fifty-two counties of his district, Kem did most of his 
traveling by horse and wagon.^ Even if he could have 
campaigned completely by rail, he certainly would not 
have received the free passes bestowed lavishly on the 
incumbent Republicans.^' The funds for the campaign 
depended mainly upon the many Alliances scattered through
out the "Big Third." In addition, Kem could and did

h.5pass the bat after each rally. His opponents correct
ly called him a "pauper,” because he hardly had a cent 
to his name. He made sure that the family in Broken 
Bow had enough to live on, thanks to the rent received 
from the homestead; but, this was his only source of in
come. On August 1, Kem had resigned from his position 
as deputy county treasurer,^6 thus eliminating that 
salary. Later he would often recall that he wondered

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 9lj.-95*
^Olson, pp. 219-220 and p. 245.
ii.5^Letter from Mrs. McKinley Kem Carr of Santa 

Monica, California, September 22, 1961, in the possess
ion of the author. The source of the recollections is 
Mrs. 0. M. (Alice Maria) Kem, who lives with Mrs. Carr.

Zi6Howard, p. 19; Kem, "Autobiography," I, 95.
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"if any man has the moral right to take the financial 
risk that I did."^7 The fact that his own economic 
survival was at stake complemented the plight of the 
farmer in Inducing Kem to put more zeal and dedication 
into his campaign.

Kem campaigned in a different town each day from
August 8 through November 3, the day before the election.
The only exception he allowed came midway in his travels,
when he took a three day vacation to visit with his

48family. His campaign manager and secretary, S. Edwin
Thornton, set up daily schedules for two weeks in ad-

49vance, and Kem never missed any of these appointed 
rallies. On several occasions, especially in particular
ly isolated western farm areas, he held the rallies in 

50an open field. In all cases, he went wherever he could 
get a farm or working class audience, and this meant 
that his meetings almost always carried the sponsorship 
of the local Alliance. The size of his job was as big 
as the Third Congressional District. The territory com-

^7Kem, "Autobiography," I, 95.
^Farmers* Alliance. October 1 1 , 1890.
49All of these weekly schedules were published in full in the Farmers1 Alliance. as well as in the 

other Alliance newspapers throughout the state.
50Alliance, August 23, 1890, and September 6, 1890.
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prised the whole of Nebraska north of the Platte River, 
with the exceptions of Douglas and Sarpy counties, and 
also included Perkins County south of the river. But, 
with the Alliance machinery at his disposal, Kern’s main 
concern was whether his team of horses could stand the 
strain of daily moving. He himself never worried about 
the grueling pace which took him from one end of the 
state to the other.

Once the '’clod-hopper” or "hayseed”, as his Re
d-2publican opponents derisively called him, entered a 

town in his farm wagon, the cheers and banners went up.
The farmers would parade through the town in their wagons, 
and then retire to the center of town where Kem would 
address them from his wagon. In some cases, as on 
October 10 at Fullerton, his zealous supporters would 
build a miniature sod house on the platform to emphasize 
Kern’s common bond with the homesteaders The crowds

^Howard, p. 19.
^Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, 

Oregon, July 8, 1961, in which he recalled his father 
having to change teams of horses about twice a week during the campaign.

53Farmers’ Alliance. August 23, 1890, makes first 
mention of these specific terms applied to Kem. They 
supposedly originated with the Nebraska State Journal.

^Farmers' Alliance. October 25, l890j Mary 
Louise Jeffery, "Young Radicals of the Nineties," in 
Nebraska History, Vol. XXXVIII, No. 1 (March, 1957),
PP* The author's recollections capture thespirit of the Alliance crusaders, and give a vivid 
description of these details of the campaign in 1890.
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varied in number, with favorable estimates ranging as
high as three thousand for the rally on September 1 in
heavily rural Boone County. The local Alliances
usually arranged an outdoor barbecue for the farmers,
and a roast ox on a spit ordinarily filled the bill. In
all cases, Kem asked for the faith of the farmers and
guaranteed that he would do all in his power to fight
the "trusts” and "monied interests" which had figuratively
placed the westerners in captivity. With red hair
waving, and puddles of perspiration pouring from his
brow, Kem stood with clenched fist and a beckoning hand.
He spoke, in proud terms, of having "chased a corn

96cultivator" all his life, and feverishly waved his own 
$1,590 mortgage to show the fruits of his labors.^7 Kem 
demanded reform: reform of the money and taxation 
system, so as to remove the burden from the commoners; 
reform of the railroads by placing them under federal 
regulation, thereby eliminating the "vultures" who 
preyed on the farmer through exhorbitant freight rates; 
reform of the government by taking control of it away 
from the special interests and restoring it to the

99Omaha World-Herald. September 2, 1890.
96Wahoo New Era. August IZ4., 1890.
57ouster County Chief. February 26, 19ij.2.
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people; reform of the land system, to eliminate the
Eastern speculators and mortgage companies who "exploited1' 
the natural misfortunes of the farmer; and, reform of the 
tariff, so as to destroy the false and costly price 
structure erected against the farmer and for the indust- 
rial interests. To this, the Alliance members and 
the laborers answered: "Amen, Brother Kern!

Omer Madison Kem certainly received aid and encour
agement from all sides, even unintentionally from the 
Republicans. The incumbent Republican, Congressman 
George Dorsey, was an influential party politician, being 
the chairman of the House Mays and Means Committee at the 
time. In the eyes of Kem and the farmers, this was proof 
positive that Dorsey was a "tool of Wall Street. " 60 Also, 
because of his opponents position in Congress, Kem easily 
labeled Dorsey as the man responsible for the enactment of
the tariff and money laws which Kem contended had brought

, 61economic chaos to the farmers. With special regard to

^8Kem, "Autobiography," I, 95 and H 3-I1 5 .
59The title, "Brother Kem," appears in many of the 

Alliance newspapers, as a standard salutation for Alliance members. See, Alliance. December 14, 1889.
^Farmers1 Alliance. May 24, 1890.
6^Norbert Robert Mahnken, "The Nebraska Congressional 

Delegation and Tariff Legislation, 1880-1900" (unpublished 
M. A. Thesis, University of Nebraska, 1939), p. 71.

x
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the tariff issue, Kern received the aid of a vigorous 
publicity campaign waged against the Chairman of the 
House Mays and Means Committee. Late in the campaign, 
Dorsey drew a charge that he had wired Matthew Quay, the 
Republican National Chairman, for help against the 
revolt personified by Kem. The wire purportedly read: 
“Have the manufacturers quote lower prices, and deny that 
the McKinley bill raises prices. If this is not done it

ZL pwill cost thousands of votes in Nebraska." Since the 
McKinley Tariff of 1890 had just raised tariff rates to 
new highs, candidate Kem had plenty of ammunition to fire 
at Congressman Dorsey. Whether or not the telegram had 
been sent could never be proved; but, the anti-Dorsey 
segment of the press treated it as an accepted fact.

Moreover, Dorsey became embroiled in a bitter intra
party struggle for power with the Republican candidate 
for governor, Lucius Richards;̂  and Omer Kem again bene- 
fitted from the opposition forces. Every non-Republican 
newspaper in the state made Dorsey fair game for per-

6)2Wahoo New Era, October 2j>, 1890. The telegram 
is also referred to in the Omaha World-Herald and the Farmers♦ Alliance.

k^Omaha World-Herald, August 9» 1890; Wahoo New 
Era, August ll+, 1590 and September 18, 1890. Richards 
owned the Fremont Tribune. the paper which had origin
ally called Kem a “pauper" and which waged a vicious smear campaign against him.
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sonal attacks, stating that his "white-slave" recipients
of patronage had saved the day for him in his squabble
with R i c h a r d s T h e n ,  the fact that Dorsey owned a
bank in Ponca did little to help his cause. Several pro-
Kem newspapers stated that Dorsey had admittedly "taken"
nearly $60,000 from his bank for the campaign.^ In
addition, the anti-Republicans bandied the rather inane
term, "Dorseyism," until it became a household expression

66among the farmers. No one knew exactly what it meant, 
except that it signified the evil and corruption of the 
Republican "plot" as personified by Dorsey. In most 
cases, these attacks simply replied in kind to the

^Omaha World-Herald, July 30, 1890. The Wahoo 
New Era, September 18, 1890, pictured the campaign in 
terms of "Dorsey, third term postmasters, Wall Street 
on one side and Farmer Kemm [sic] and the people on the 
other." In a later edition, the New Bra, September 
25* 1890, stated that Dorsey had 116 federal office
holders in the Third District.

. Sterling Morton, History of Nebraska, ed. by 
Albert Watkins (3 vols., 1st edition; Lincoln, Nebraska: 
Western Publishing and Engraving Company, 1913), p. 230. 
The author states that Dorsey’s First National Bank of 
Ponca failed in 1892, thanks to Dorsey’s "financial 
rottenness."

66This term first appears in Farmers * Alliance,
May 24, 1890. It subsequently appears in the World- 
Herald and the Alliance newspapers. Significantly, 
it was well in use long before Kem was nominated, and 
indicates the help which Kem received from the negativism of the press.
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Republican sneers; but, at any rate, the free exchange 
made for a colorful, if not mud-slinging, campaign.
Words were as cheap as corn in 1890, and Omer Madison 
Kem cashed in on the former since the farmers could not 
cash in on the latter.

While Kern's main opposition came from the Repub
licans, he faced other obstacles on his wagon ride to 
the banks of the Potomac. Although the Democrats had 
been weak in Nebraska since the Civil War, they had 
high hopes of slipping to victory between the Repub
licans and the People's party. The Democratic Omaha 
World-Herald openly cheered the fact that Kem repre- 
sented a large bloc of ex-Republleans; and, although 
sympathetic to Kem in the interim before the Democratic 
convention in August, it really hoped that this leakage 
from the Republican ranks would be enough to bring 
victory for its party nominee, William Thompson. Kem 
had not actually sought an endorsement from the Democrats,
but he had received eighty-six votes in that party* s68convention. So, he faced a Republican incumbent, a 
Democrat, and a Prohibition candidate, William L. Pierce.

Yamaha World-Herald. July 15, 1890, and August 11-1-, 1890.
/ Q
°Omaha World-Herald. August 11, 1890; Wahoo New

Era, August lip, 1890.



With a field of four candidates, Kem' s campaign inex
orably demanded daily and tireless stump-speaking in 
every corner of the "Big Third."

That 1890 would not repeat the traditional Repub
lican sweep in Nebraska grew evident as the campaign 
waxed hot through the cool months of autumn. True, the
state had since its inception elected only one non—Re-

69publican to the House, and none to the Senate, and
three-term Congressman Dorsey had always enjoyed a six

70to eleven thousand vote majority. Each election had 
increased the majority for Dorsey and had further 
strengthened Republican and railroad control of Nebraska 
politics. But when the Kem brand of "fire and brimstone" 
oratory hit the "Big Third" in 1890, what originally 
appeared to be a tempest in a teapot became a full-blown 
political hurricane. Even though Kem faced three oppon
ents and also possessed little political experience, he 
soon held a distinct advantage over the other candidates. 
He had a sizeable anti-Dorsey element working in his 
interest, even though it need not have been pro—Kem. In 
this sense, the campaign's extremely negative aura worked 
to Kern's advantage, for it created a void which he could

69 ~Olson, p. 225.
70Omaha World-Herald. September ij., 1890.



easily fill. The Alliance machinery, plus the drought
and low farm prices, soon gave him positive support.
With nearly one hundred Alliance newspapers beating the 

71Kem drum, and more than fifteen hundred local Alliance 
72groups, the People’s candidate had a decisive advan

tage. Most important, Kem was from the farm and possess
ed a mortgage; and this, he would never let his rural 
audiences forget. All in all, 1890 just was not a year 
for Republican victory.

While Kem had the political situation well in hand, 
he did face one minor revolt in his home county. A 
small Alliance group in Custer County, numbering five 
members, bitterly waged a short attack on Kem in the 
closing days of the campaign. But, since it was only 
one group out of the eighty-eight organized in the 
county, Kem had little cause to worry. The quarrel 
stemmed from what the Alliance press called "a private 
greivance,n the exact nature of which never became 
clear; and, as was to be expected, the Republican press 
leaped at the opportunity to discredit Kem. The Kem 
supporters immediately expelled the five "ex-Republicans"

^Olson, p. 228; Wahoo New Bra. September 25, 1890; 
Clifford Ernest Bowman, "The Populist Press of Nebraska, 
1888-1893’‘ (unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of 
Nebraska, 1936), pp. 20-21;..
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^^Olson, p. 228; Farmers’ Alliance. November 20, 1 8 9 0 .
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from the Custer County Alliance network, but not be
fore their voices had tarnished the glittering shield 
of farm unity previously presented in Kern's backyard.

On November 1, Omer Madison Kem wearily finished 
his final rally with a rousing speech in Broken Bow.
The Republican press wishfully claimed that Dorsey "... 
gained strength through this meeting,"7^ but the time 
for facades of strength had long since passed. Kem 
spent the next two days at informal get-togethers in 
his home county. Then, after casting his ballot, Kem 
retired to Lincoln on the î th to await the official 
election returns. Here he first met his youthful 
counterpart William Jennings Bryan, the Democrat-Populist 
candidate from the First Congressional District.7^ The 
Democrats and "Populists," as the press had dubbed the 
Peoples' party, awaited the expected demise of the 
Republicans. Their joint celebration over the corpse of 
the ixepublican "devil" would not be long in coming.

While Kem took an early but slim lead over his 
three opponents, the election in the "Big Third" hung in

73

Farmers' Alliance. November 1 , 1890. This paper 
attributed the publicity for the disagreement to the 
Omaha Daily Bee and the "B & M (Burlington and Missouri Railroad] State Journal."

7^Nebraska State Journal (Lincoln), November 2, 1890.
7'’Kem, "Autobiography," I, 96.
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the balance for a week. But, with all of the votes 
tabulated, Omer Madison Kem and People’s party accept
ed the farmers’ wreath of victory. He received 31,831 
votes, while his closest opponent, the incumbent Re
publican Dorsey, gathered 25,1*40• The third place went 
to the Democrats and their nominee, Thompson, with 
22,353; while the Prohibition party amassed a grand 
total of 961 votes. In his successful bid for Con
gress, Kem captured twenty-eight of the fifty-two 
counties. His greatest victories came in the counties 
surrounding and including Custer, for this was the area 
where most of the homesteading had been centered. At 
the same time, he showed an ability to obtain a margin 
of victory in several counties on the eastern and western 
borders of Nebraska. In the counties which remained 
Republican, Kern’s defeat was usually by only a slim 
plurality. This was especially true for every county 
west of Custer. Not only did he capture heavily rural 
areas, but he also emerged victorious in those counties 
in the "Big Third" containing most of the western towns.̂

76Nebraska Blue Book. 1901-1902 (Lincoln, Nebraska: State Journal Company, 1902), p. 272-273.
77Ibid.; See Appendix B, for a map of the election 

returns, and additional data on its results.
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Hence, Kern’s victory sounded the death knell for the 
Republicans, and produced what they themselves called 
“a political revolution."^®

The thunderbolt with red hair had struck, leaving 
farmer unity and political chaos in his wake. In gen
eral, Kern’s dramatic victory had represented a total 
rejection of the "special interests” against which he 
had so ardently campaigned. But, in reality, it had 
also meant the uprising of a new special interest group: 
the farmers. Long left on the fringes of growing 
economic wealth, they had risen in revolt to demand a 
greater share of the nation's prosperity. While Kern had 
viciously attacked the "monied interests," his campaign 
had positively represented a cry for the agrarian inter
ests. And, in so doing, Kem had fostered a consensus of 
agrarian opinion which placed extreme emphasis on the 
"have-nots" and their struggle for economic and political 
redemption. The end result had been an emotionally 
charged class struggle, which had been as much fostered 
by Republican charges of "pauper" candidates as it had 
been by Kern’s pleas to the discontented farmers. The 
campaign of 1890 had been waged with an almost religious
like zeal and had been directed toward real economic

Omaha Daily Bee. November 9, 1890.
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problems which grew in the wake of rising industrialism. 
In the process, Omer Madison Kem had been successful in 
tying his personal ambitions to the rampant discontent. 
The wedding had produced a professional farmers’ advo
cate, possessed of the opportunity to carry the agrarian 
crusade into the hallowed halls of Congress.

By his election to Congress, Kem had secured for 
himself a new lease on life. As he later admitted, 11... I 
was greatly relived [sic] in a financial sense for I had 
taken desparate [sic] chances that would have ruined me 
had I failed. " ' 7 Instead of abject poverty, his victory 
had secured to him an annual income of $5000, plus 
travel and stationery expenses. Moreover, his election 
had won for him and for his agrarian crusade, and had 
thereby confirmed his faith in the righteousness of his 
cause. He had fulfilled his promise to the nominating 
convention by doing his best to be elected; for, as a 
matter of fact, he had accomplished the nearly impossible 
by cracking the two-party system wide open in his first 
attempto Now, Omer Kem had another, and much bigger and 
more difficult, promise to fulfill for all of the farmers 
in the Third District. Because of his election to Con
gress, he would now have to take the battle into the 
very stronghold of the "enemy.”

79Kem, "Autobiography,” I, 97



CHAPTER IV

THE FARMERS' ADVOCATE GOES TO WASHINGTON

As if to show that "Farmer Kem" had come of age as 
a politician, he directed his first official action to 
his supporters. In a public letter printed in the 
"party press," Congressman-elect Kem gratefully acknow
ledged the confidence placed in him by his fellow farmers. 
In all sincerity, Kem stated that "...I owe my present 
position to the great common people, from them, of them, 
and by them. I belong to them and evrything [[sic] I can 
do for their welfare shall be done." Moreover, he warned 
that the farmers must not rest on their laurels of 1890; 
rather, he declared, "we have taken hold of the plow,
[[and] let him who looks back perish. " 1 With this latter 
bit of advice in mind, 0. M. Kem planned an early trip 
to Washington, D. C., but first stopped in Omaha for the 
meeting of the Northern Farmers * Alliance on January 27, 
1891.

The purpose of the Omaha conference was to assess 
the political victories won by independent candidates like

Omer Madison Kem, "The Autobiography of Omer 
Madison Kem" (unpublished, in possession of Kern's son, 
Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon), I, 97» 
Hereafter cited as Kem, "Autobiography."
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Kem in the states surrounding Nebraska. Thanks to his 
own election victory, Omer Kem had been selected as a 
delegate-at-large. He did not take a conspicuous part 
in the proceedings of the conference, and did not even 
obtain public recognition of his presence.^ Although he 
was, and would remain, loyal to the Alliance movement,
Kem had little to do with the actual machinery of the 
national organization. His strength lay in Custer County 
and in western Nebraska; and, he never played more than 
a minor role in the Northern Alliance. Kem had witnessed 
and aided the transition of the Alliance into the 
People's party; and, after 1890, the Alliance organiza
tion at all levels was pushed aside as an entity in 
itself. Omer Kem correspondingly withdrew from the 
Alliance movement at the same time. Whatever attention 
he did get in the waning Alliance came by way of his 
seat in Congress, and not because of his playing organi-

2John D. Hicks, The Populist Revolt; A History 
of the Farmers' Alliance and the People's Party (Lincoln. 
Nebraska:University of Nebraska Press, 1931), p. 210.

•̂ Wahoo New Bra. January 1, 1891.
•̂The daily reports of the conference, January 

27-30, 1891, as found in the Omaha Daily Bee and the 
Omaha World-Herald, make no mention of Kem whatsoever.
It seems probable, however, that he did attend; see,Kem, "Autobiography," I, 97-98.

2
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zational politics. In subsequent years, he came to 
depend for his support less on the Alliance than upon 
his personal popularity with his farmer constituents.

Following the three-day Alliance meeting, Kem 
joined the other Congressmen-elect in Lincoln. He, 
William A. McKeighan of the Second District, and William 
Jennings Bryan of the First District then traveled by 
train to the nation’s capital, leaving from Lincoln 
about the first of February.'* At Washington, they ob
tained housing for the next winter in a hotel, and then 
made attempts to familiarize themselves with their future 
jobs. With their certificates of election in hand, they 
observed the governmental machinery in action at all
levels. They spent one week on and off the floor of the

6House and Senate where Omer Kem, in conjunction with 
McKeighan, lobbied for $50,000 worth of seed to be dis
tributed among the drought-ridden Nebraska farmers."^
On his return to Broken Bow, Kem wrote another letter 
for the "party press," again damning the force of the 
"money power" which "have steadily tightened their grip * 7

^Wahoo New Era. January 22, 1891; Kem, "Autobiography," I, 98.
^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 98.
7'Wahoo New Era. February 19, 1891.
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on the purse-strings of the nation. He described the 
existing situation in Washington as a battle of “Greed 
vs. Production,” and once more promised to do all in his 
power to restore an economic balance in favor of the 
farmer. 8

On his return trip from Washington, 0. M. Kern had 
stopped in Indiana to visit his relatives. Then, in 
June of 1891, after attending a meeting at Cincinnati 
to consider organizing a national independent party, 
he again went back to his boyhood home to be with his 
dying brother, Randolph. While there, he received his 
first governmental draft, for S4JL6 .20 , in payment for 
the travel expenses incurred during his February trip to 
Washington. After the death of his brother, Kem returned 
to Broken Bow, with the intention of depositing his check 
in the local bank. But, only several days before his 
return, the bank had failed. Now, more than ever before, 
Kem realized the dangerous ramifications of the economic 
plight of his region. The bank failure further confirmed 
his belief in the impending calamity against which he had

Qso effectively “howled;“ Once again, a personal in

ti
Ibid.. April 23, 1891.
Kem, “Autobiography," I, 99.9



volvement with the common predicament facing western 
farmers brought a special note of urgency to Kern’s de
mands for financial reform.

But, since the new Congress would not meet until 
December of 1891, barring a presidential call for a 
special session, Kem’s crusade at the national level 
would have to wait. He had ample time for recreation 
during the summer and fall, and he made good use of this 
first opportunity to take a vacation from all worldly 
chores. He and his second wife, MAllieM decided to take 
a two months’ trip into northwestern Nebraska, Wyoming 
and Montana. For the Congressman-elect, the tour meant 
a respite from farming and political campaigning; and, 
for his wife, it was almost a belated honeymoon. Leaving 
Broken Bow in June, they traveled by horse and wagon, 
camped out under the stars, and did just enough hunting 
and fishing to meet their immediate needs. They stopped 
off for a visit to the Custer Battlefield on the Little 
Big Horn River in the new state of Montana. 10 The Kems’ 
ability to take such a trip clearly indicated their 
sudden rise above the level of mere subsistence. Upon 
their return in mid-August, Omer Kem took several speaking

9k

•̂®Wahoof New Bra. June ij., 1891.
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engagements and then made final preparations to assume 
his duties in Washington.

Kern's second trip in 1891 to the nation’s capital
placed him in a situation far removed from his environs
of western Nebraska. Since he had no personal contacts
in Washington, Kern had taken a room in one of the local
hotels. But, at the same time, he also made the personal
acquaintance of a certain Dr. T. A. Bland. This man had
written Kem shortly after his election, inquiring about
the several Indian tribes living in the "Big Third."
Kem met the Bland family, and decided to rent their
second-floor bedroom since their house was only five

12blocks from the congressional buildings. At the same 
time, Kem discovered that the Blands avidly practiced 
spiritualism. He had come in contact with the occult 
when his own family had lived in Indiana, but in Neb
raska he had attended his wife's church. Now, however, 
he decided that spiritualism deserved special and in
dependent scrutiny. Kem quickly developed a personal 
fascination for it, and its mysticism came to dominate 
him for the rest of his life. Spiritualism held both 11 12

1 1 Ibid.. September 17, 1891; and, October 1, 1891, and October 15, 1891.
12Kem, "Autobiography," I, 102; Interview with 

Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.
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a scientific and modern appeal; but, for 0. M. Kern, it
also bad a special attraction due to his long-standing

13distrust of formalized Christianity.
Thanks to the "mediumistic" powers exhibited by 

the Blands, Omer Kern could depend upon a constant con
tact with the spirit world. Slate-writing, in his 
opinion by spirits, particularly appealed to Kem, and 
through it he received messages from deceased members 
of his family. In addition, he found through several 
notes received on the slate that he had the support of 
the late Senator Benjamin F. Wade for his agrarian 
crusade. The occult powers really outdid themselves, 
however, when Kem received an unsolicited message from 
Abraham Lincoln. The message read:

Dear Sir:-
My ideal of a Government was one that should 

be in fact, of the people, by the people and for 
the people. A radical change must be effected 
before the government can even approximate the 
right the true and the good to all whose Inheri
tance of a common right shall be equal.

Truly, A. Lincoln.
From such messages, Kem could gain renewed confidence 
both in his agrarian crusade and in his belief in

^Kem, "Autobiography, 11 I, 76-87, 102-113; and scattered references to manifestations of spiritualism 
in all of the other ten volumes.

^Ibld., I, 112
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spiritualism. He attended weekly seances throughout 
his six year term in office, and "experienced" visions 
and visitations frequently. At the Bland home, "mediums 
and manifestations" flourished, providing a rewarding 
atmosphere to which to retire after a long day "on the 
hill. " 15

On December 7, 1891, the Fifty-Second Congress 
opened,1  ̂ and Kern’s public career began. Once establish
ed in Washington, Kem quickly adapted to his new role as 
a farmers’ advocate in Congress. He met with the other 
Alliance-elected and pledged members in a caucus organi
zed to promote political unity. The main issue was the 
impending election for Speaker of the House, and the 
Alliance had already bound its representatives to sup
port neither the Republican nor Democratic candidates.1  ̂
When congress met on December 8, Kem and seven other 
western Independents agreed to obey the Alliance direct-

1^Ibid.. I, 102-1 1 3.
lbR. S., Congressional Record. 52nd Congress, 1st 

Session, XXIII, Part 1, 5» Hereafter cited as CR.
^Hicks, pp. 221-223? Comer Vann Woodward, Tom Watson: Agrarian Rebel (New York: The MacMillan 

Company, 1938), pp. 190-193.
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ive by voting for Thomas E. (“Tom") Watson of Georgia. 18 19 20
But all the Alliance-backed Southern congressmen except
Watson bolted the Alliance caucus1^ to vote for the
successful Democratic candidate, Representative Charles

20Crisp of Georgia. The Republicans# who had norm
ally controlled the House since the Civil War, thus 
sank into minority status. But, for Kem, this shift 
of power between the old parties denoted a change of 
hands but not of heart. Kem, by his very first vote, 
had shown himself to be an agrarian rebel against 
both traditional parties.

The cost of Omer Madison Kem* s radicalism quickly 
became clear. After the organization of the House, he 
and Tom Watson took segregated seats on the extreme 
right of the Republican section. 21 Kern’s open declara
tion of war against both political parties netted him 
relative anonymity when it came time for the committee 
assignments to be made. Although his assignments were 
fitting and pertinent to his personal background and to

l8CR, XXIII, Part 1, 8.
19ibid.: Woodward, pp. 190-193.
20CR, XXIII, Part 1, 8.
21Woodward, pp. 193-19ij..
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the interests of his constituents, Kem* s seats on the 
Committees on Indian Affairs and on Expenditures in the 
Department of Agriculture would give him only slight 
influence over the general business of the House. 22 
True, he fared better than that bolting Democrat, Tom 
Watson, whom the Democratic majority banished to the 
committees dealing with the census and the militia.2^ 
Yet, on the other hand, Kem saw his Democratic colleague, 
William Jennings Bryan, take Dorsey’s old place on the 
powerful Ways and Means Committee,2^ Both Kem and 
Bryan were unknown in Congress, and both had been elected 
by and as western radicals. Bryan, however, had now 
reaped his reward for placing loyalty to party above
loyalty to the Alliance in the recent contest over the 
speakership.2^

22CR, XXIII, Part 1, IO3-IO4 .
23Ibid.j Woodward, p. 198. According to Woodward. 

Congressman Tom Watson observed that he had been placed in charge of a militia which does not exist and a census which had already been taken....w
2i*DR, XXIII, Part 1, 103-104.

Hf5beiVr -he Peerless Leader; William 
TO'SSf * 3 (E6W E^rrar & Rinehart, Inc,J-VE9J, p. I35. Bryan had shifted his support from
Dem?cn«ra? W^ lam Springer of Illinois, a western
t h T v l m l n J i Z  °/isV n °Tder t0 swlnS the election to ^ o m  Georgia. This came after Springer
offi- d 4.5 d5al wlth CrisP which guaranteed Bryan a seat on the Ways and Means Committee.
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Nevertheless, Kern found In Bryan both a sympathe
tic and helpful hand as the First Session of the Fifty- 
Second Congress got down to business. Both were 
neophytes to Washington politics, but Bryan did possess 
a political advantage by virtue of the fact that he 
belonged to the ruling Democratic party. During the 
next three years, Kem found many an occasion to trade 
on Bryan1s growing political prestige. Moreover, Kem‘s 
marked tendencies toward fusion with the western Dem
ocrats, coupled with Bryant Increasing agrarian 
sympathies, gave a middle ground upon which Kem could 
hope to escape from congressional anonymity. As 
Bryan’s reputation grew, both as a politician and an 
orator, Kem came to rely more and more on his colleague 
from Nebraska, especially for the chance to obtain 
recognition from the chair. Clearly, however, no close
personal relationship ever existed between Kem and
R 26 Bryan.

In terms of actual political allegiance, Omer 
Madison Kem kept close to the coat tails of Tom Watson. 
The two had much in common, beside their Alliance 26

26Bryan Correspondence, 1890-1897 (Library of Congress, Manuscripts Division). There is not a 
single record of any personal correspondence to 
Bryan from Kem throughout the latter’s terns in Congress.
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affiliations, for both came from the school of flam
boyant, stump-speaking oratory. Yet Omer Kern lacked 
the color of either Watson or of that western Indepen
dent, Congressman "Sockless Jerry" Simpson of Kansas.
The young journalist, Hamlin Garland, provided vivid 
descriptions of the latter two, but reported that Kem 
had "a sort of smileless gravity" about him which
reflected the hard condition of the people he repre- 

27sented. Of this, Kem could be most proud, for he 
was the only genuine "dirt farmer" among these three 
agrarian representatives. Throughout his first term 
in Congress, Kem followed the leads of Watson and 
Simpson, becoming a "party man" because it proved con
sistent with his personal ideals. He could offer the 
little band of congressional Populists the benefit of 
his contacts with Bryan and a personal dedication which
caused a friendly editor to describe him as "a dagger 

28to monopoly. Omer Kem never gave any cause for his 
constituents to doubt his wholehearted antagonism toward 27

27Woodward, p. 195» quoting Hamlin Garland, in Arena. Vol. V (1892), p. 457. -----
^Wahoo New Bra, October 15» 1891# quoting 

Petersburg (Nebraska) Index. the
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"the monopoly ends of the two old parties. " 29
However, his association with the "People’s Party 

of the USA" never was as strong as his established 
relationship with the congressional. Independents. On 
May 11}., 1890, he had attended an Independent convention 
held In Cincinnati which had been called to consider the 
possibility of organizing on the national level."30 
Later, on February 19, 1892, Kem received a congression
al leave of absence "for urgent business" in St. Louis. 31 
At this meeting, he witnessed the formation of the 
national party, known thereafter as the Populist party. 32 
But, in both instances, Omer Kem did not take sin active 
part in the proceedings. He never obtained any national 
political prominence in either Alliance or party circles; 
and, what is more, he never made any attempts in that 
direction. Personally, he believed that the possibility 
of fusion with the western Democrats had to be considered 
as one dependable way in which to insure the enactment

29Wahoo New Era. October 15, 1891, quoting Congressman-elect Kem directly.
30¥. L. Gaston and A. R. Humphrey, History of 

Custer County, Nebraska (Lincoln, Nebraska! Western Publishing and Engraving Company, 1919), p. 298.
31CR, XXIII, Part 2, 1355.
32Kem, "Autobiography," I, 105-106; Hicks, pp.221- 222.
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of political and economic reform* Kem* s main concern 
centered around the overthrow of the Republican domi
nance and the restoration of political control to the 
hands of the agrarians. 33 34 As a result, he had a prag
matic attitude which demanded both considerable detach
ment from the national Alliance party and a personal 
attempt to maintain his own individuality and indepen
dence .

Congressman Kem had taken little time in establish
ing himself as an individualist and a radical in the 
House of Representatives; and, likewise, he let little 
grass grow under his "sod-busting" feet once the Congress 
settled down to its legislative business. On January 5, 
1892, he introduced his first bill, providing for a 
total revamping of the nation's financial system.3^ As 
in the campaign of 1890, Kem maintained that the supply 
of money available to the public had been deliberately 
sustained at low levels to the detriment of mortgagors 
and farmers like himself. The platform on which he had 
been elected demanded the free coinage of silver, since 
this addition to the national currency would naturally

33Kem, "Autobiography," I, 89.
34CR, XXIII, Part 1, 133.



Increase the money supply. The Sherman Silver Pur
chase Act of 1890 had already provided for four and 
one—half million ounces of silver to be bought each 
month at the market price; but, the Republican admini
stration had refused to use the silver to redeem 
federal notes and had continued to prevent inflation 
by backing the currency with gold. 35 While the national 
banks also issued notes, these too were limited in 
total quantity by the supply of federal bonds which the 
law required the banks to own as a reserve for thèir 
notes. As a matter of fact, less dollars circulated in 
1890 than had in 1865, even though the population had 
doubled and the volume of business had trebled in this 
same period. Therefore, Gmer Kem decided to start 
a program of general financial reform with a revision 
of the system of state and national banks.

Since Kem wished to safeguard the money which 
westerners did possess, Kern's first bill provided for 
the establishment of a general system of federally 
operated banks. In this way, he would drive out the

1 0 4

35Gilbert G. Fite and Jim B. Reese, An Economic 
0fQBof United States (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939;, p. 441.

36Ibid.; Hicks, pp. 8 7-8 8.
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wildcat and ” fly-by-night11 banks and mortgage companies, 
hoping at the same time to protect his constituents from 
high and fluctuating interest rates through a stability 
gained by government control. Craer Kern’s first pro
posal in Congress also allowed for ”an adequate volume 
of full legal-tender coin and paper money. 1,37 This 
did not necessarily dictate the use of silver coin, 
but it did mean that Kem wanted the supply of money 
inflated to a point which would aid his penurious 
farmer-constituents. Later, his wrath for the loosely 
organized system of banking would lead him to support 
all measures calling for a congressional investigation 
of, as well as a tax on, the circulation of money by 
the many banks set up across the country. 33 Kern’s 
original bill died a natural death in committee, but 
he continued to flood the hopper with many variations 
which would provide the same basic reforms. 37 38 39

Omer Kem made the financial issue one of the main 
themes of his first address to the Congress• On February 
27, 1892, the short and swarthy red-head from the plains

37CR, XXIII, Part 1, 133.
38Ibid., Part 6, 5085; Part 7, 6860.
39CR, XXVI, Part 2, 3439.
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rose to make his maiden speech, in which he lodged a 
vehement indictment of past government treatment of 
the Indians. Although this was the principal issue 
before the House, Kem quickly diverged into an attack 
upon the source of revenue on which the Indian appro
priations bill depended. In a well prepared speech, 
the fiery-eyed Kem first damned the selfish and greedy 
Indian agents and laconically pointed out that it was 
"much easier to feed an Indian than to fight him."
Then he forthrightly attacked the House for tradition
ally burdening the poorer classes with most of the 
taxes needed to "feed" the Indian and all other depen
dents on the federal budget. Moreover, he vigorously 
demanded an end to the exploitation of the masses by 
the railroads with their excessive freight rates, by 
the national banking corporations, and by "all of the 
otner institutions of robbery." In the process of 
developing this theme, Kem successfully fought off the 
harassing tactics of three Republicans by giving short 
and gentlemanly replies to their seemingly inane 
questions. Thus, the thirty-six year old Kern’s first 
attempt at oratory on the floor of the House was an 
open challenge to the "vested interests," and their
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"exploitation" of the money of the people.^
More significant than the fact of the speech it

self was the gleeful reception which it received in 
Nebraska's Third District. The Alliance newspapers 
dramatized Kern's feud with the Republicans and singled 
out Congressman Edward Hogue Funston of Kansas as his 
chief adversary. In the course of Kern's address,
Funston had offered to bet the Nebraskan that the inter
est on federal bonds had been made taxable. After 
raising Funston’s original offer of a wager to fifty 
dollars, the red-headed Populist had proved his point 
by citing the relevant legislation. Kem had then 
readily accepted the fruits of victory, and had de
posited Funston's fifty "Republican" dollars in the 
coffers of the Populist party.^ The Alliance papers 
cheered the "education" which Kem had given to one of 
the "Wall Street bootlickers."^ In addition, one of 
Kem's constituents wrote a poem in eulogy of this 
"triumph" over the Republicans which began as follows:

^°CR, XXIII, Part 2, 1256-1258.
^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 116.
il2^ Wahoo New Era, May 5, 1892 and May 12, 1892.
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'Twas when the hosts of mammon 
In the congress of our land,
Were arrayed against our plowman 
In a struggle hand to hand;
When they strove to save their idol With their sophistry and gaff,
As they bowed in humble homage 
To the banker's golden calf.
When they bleated for his calfship 
Who by Kem was sorely pressed,
As he plead the cause of labor 
And of all who are oppressed.
Then a member known as Punston,
Tried to check the rushing torrent 
As the plowman told them how,
U. S. bonds were free from tax 
But not so the poor man's cow.
Then our gallant plowman read him 
Prom the statutes of the calf,
How the nations very lifeblood 
Had been made the banker's staff

With such popular reaction, Oraer Madison Kem could look 
forward to continuing endorsement of his fight for fin
ancial reform by the Congress.

The financial issue, including both governmental 
policy and practice, confronted Congressman Kem in the 
form of various and sundry proposals before the House.
He wanted an inflated currency; and, once the issue of 
free silver was introduced, Kem accepted it as the real 
answer to the inadequate money supply which had crippled

^Kem, "Autobiography, was written by a certain H. 
County, Nebraska.

1» 116-117. The poem G. Stewart of Box Butte
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the farmer. The Populists and western Democrats sought 
to force the issue, hoping to garner enough joint sup
port to ram the proposal down the Republicans' throats. 
Therefore, as early as March 7, 1892, Kern joined his 
colleagues from Nebraska in a move to force a special 
ordering of the silver bill.^ Under the leadership of 
Richard Bland of Missouri, Kern and the other "silver- 
ites" obtained recognition, even though the bill 
eventually returned to the congressional pigeon-hole.
On March 25» the bill did come out of committee, but 
it then had to survive the many motions to reconsider, 
table, recess and adjourn. When Bland finally gave up, 
agreeing to adjournment,^ Kern and the others retired 
in disgust.

Although obsessed with the financial issue, Kem 
faced questions of foreign policy with a similarly sec
tional and provincial attitude. The first major issue 
confronting the House had come up on January 6, 1892 
when a Senate resolution reached the floor calling for 
the shipment of food to the starving Russians. Kem 
voted for an amendment providing for shipment by the

^CR, XXIII, Part 2, 1825-1831.
^5Ibid., Part 3, 2543-2554-
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Navy, but the bill died through a motion for indef
inite postponement.^ Obviously, Congressman Kern 
welcomed any opportunity to open new markets for farm 
products, even if it meant purchase of grain by the 
federal government for a mission of mercy to czarist 
Russia. On other questions of foreign policy, Kem 
adhered to the principle that the only pertinent con
cern of the government should be for its own people, 
whom Kem generally equated with the farmers. He con
sistently voted against all appropriations for a rail
way- canal survey to be made in Nicaragua,̂ "7 for the 
only immediate beneficiary in Kern's eyes would be the 
Eastern shipping interests. Another question before 
the House involving foreign policy, Chinese immigration, 
also had definite domestic overtones. Kem flatly 
opposed the admission of Chinese,**-8 as did the Populist

49party, on the grounds that it would mean a flooding 
of the American labor market. Moreover, he personally 
believed that the white man was the producer of a

**-6Ibid.. Part 1, 176.
**-7Ibid., Part 4, 3897; Part 6, 5858.
^8Ibid., Part 3, 2916; Part 4, 3925- 
49^ Hicks, p. 444, gives the complete Omaha Platform of July 4» 1892, in Appendix P.
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superior civilization, and that he should continue to
dodominate America. For the most part, however, the 

First Session of the Fifty-Second Congress faced prob
lems of domestic import; and, in every case, Kem viewed 
his decision in terms of its impact on the western 
farmers.

Although the issue of United States tariff policy 
did contain certain foreign ramifications, Kem approach
ed it from a purely domestic point of view. His 
election in 1890 had meant popular endorsement of his

dicall for drastic tariff reform, and his subsequent 
voting record in Congress marked an attempt to hammer 
this demand into law. On April 5» 1892, the question 
of repealing the tariff on wool, which the McKinley 
Bill of 1890 had raised above the fifty percent level, 
revived the East-West conflict over protectionism. Kem 
helped in voting down various Republican attempts to 
delay action through repeated quorum calls and motions 
for recess. Two days later, the bill passed with Kem

qnThis conclusion is based solely on the judgment 
of the author, after an interview with Claude Julian 
Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.

^Herbert Robert Mahnken, "The Nebraska Congressional Delegation and Tariff Legislation, 1880-1900" 
(unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Nebraska, 1939), 
P • 72.



voting in the majority. Another tariff, this one on 
"binding twine," could be felt by Nebraska farmers 
through higher prices for these harvest supplies, and 
he thus voted for its reduction.'*3 Congressman Kem 
continued to view the tariff as a colossus built for 
the interests of big business, and consistently support
ed Bryan's fight for freer trade. These "pop-gun"
bills, to which reductions in the tariffs on tin and

514-lead were later added, all passed thanks to the 
western coalition of Populists and Democrats. In all 
cases, Kern’s adamant anti-tariff attitude reflected his 
vehement animosity and distrust toward anything which 
did not directly benefit his constituent farmers.

Another variation upon Kern’s anti-Republican, 
anti-monopoly theme was his attack upon federal land 
policies. On May 10, he pioneered attempts to establish 
a policy of irrigation projects to be set up in western 
N e b r a s k a . B u t ,  his main concern was with the securing 
of better opportunities for cheap land for any farmers

^2CR, XXIII, Part 3, 2933-2976; Part 4, 3057.
^3Ibid., Part 4, 3141 and 3842.
^Ibid., Part 6, 5906 and 5915.
55

£>2

Ibid., Part 5, 4139
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wanting to homestead as he had done. On June 29, Con
gressman Kem took to the floor with a plea to halt the 
'’monopolizing1’ of western lands by the ’’corporations, 
syndicates, and trusts. ”^ 3 Throughout the First Session, 
he demanded the outright forfeiture of all railroad land
grants, and further attacked the railroads by asking for

97an inquiry into their postal service. By associating 
the hated railroads with the question of western land, 
he could often simultaneously hit two targets.

As in his attack on existing land policies, Kem 
generally concentrated on negative demands for the 
elimination of what he deemed economic abuses. Hence, 
he assailed the agricultural marketing system, and 
pictured the middle man as an opulent easterner whose 
dealings sapped the lifeblood of the laboring farmers.
He supported measures which would rigidly regulate and 
tax trading in agricultural options and futures.^ He 
also sometimes opposed exploitation of labor by business. 
He voted for an eight hour law for all non-farming

^6Ibid., Part 6, 5630-5631.
^7Ibid., 5125, 5151 and 5169; Part 7, 6219.
58Ibid., Part 6, 5077
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workers; and, with the recent Homestead Strike still 
fresh in mind, Kem supported a resolution demanding an 
investigation and condemnation of the use of Pinkerton 
agents by employers. Kem thus sought to make common 
cause with the servants of Big Business against their 
master and his foe.

Kem also supported political and constitutional
reforms tending toward greater democracy. Shortly after

6lbis vote for statehood for Arizona, which would have 
increased western strength in Congress, he backed a 
plan to increase the role of the people as a whole in 
their government. Thanks to the gift of twenty minutes 
of Bryan’s speaking time, Kem had an opportunity to 
endorse a proposal for the direct election of Senators. 
He contended that, under the existing system of electing 
Senators by the state legislatures, it was always 
possible "for those who have their millions to bribe 
one, five, ten, or twenty votes even in order to 
accomplish their ends...." But, he cried, it was "not 
possible to bribe a whole state," and hence he advo-

59Ibid., 5736-5737.
60Ibid., 5864.- 5869, and 5870.
61

59

Ibid.. 5089
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cated the popular election of members of the upper
house. In addition, Kem favored the popular election
of the President, thus eliminating the “middle man" in
the guise of the electoral college. Upholding the
right of the people to govern themselves, he contended
that only popular rule could remove the “money power"

62from political domination.
On July 29, 1892, the Honorable Omer Madison Kem 

retired from the congressional battleground to give an 
accounting of his stewardship to the common people. He 
had not taken the time to attend the national convention 
of the People’s party at Omaha on July 4, 1892. But he 
had taken the time, in the midst of the recurring debate 
on free silver, to join with the other Populist congress
men in a telegram of support and greetings to the dele
g a t e s . ^  The Populist convention had completely endorsed 
his activities in the Fifty-Second Congress, and had put 
forth the famous “Omaha Platform" which outlined the 
very same solution to economic and political woes that 
Congressman Kem had voted and spoken for in the House. 
Thus, when Kem finally took a leave of absence from

62Ibid., 6072-6074.
k-Waha World-Herald, July 3, 1892.
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Congress "on account of i l l n e s s , he could return to 
Broken Bow on a wave of public support. A further en
dorsement from a Kearney meeting of his own constituents 
on August 3 gave Kem the assurance of re-nomination by 
the People's party. The expected nomination for a
second term came Mby acclamation," without competition

66or a solitary dissenting vote. The calamity-howling
crusader, though without personal victories to his
credit, would be allowed another chance.

For Kem, the campaign of 1892 differed greatly
from that of two years earlier. The "Big Third" had
been re-districted in 1891 by the Populist controlled
state legislature. The new arrangement, based on an
expansion of Nebraska's congressional delegation from
three to six members, reduced the size of his district
by eliminating its eastern third and redesignated it as

67the Sixth District. In 1890, Kem had had to fight

6î CR, XXIII, Part 7, 69^1 and 7060.
69̂Addison E. Sheldon, Nebraska: The Land and the 

People (3 vols.j Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Com
pany, 1931)» I* 718; F. R. Harrington (ed.), Nebraska 
Party Platforms. 1898-1938 (Works Progress Admini
stration; Lincoln Nebraska: University of Nebraska, 
1940), p. 176.

k^Wahoo New Era, August 11, 1892; Howard, p. 20.
^Qlson, p. 238.
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as an Independent against a strong Republican machine 
backing the incumbent; but, in 1892, he was the incum
bent with an effective, farmer-supported network behind 
him. Moreover, Kem had a national Alliance party on 
which to rely for additional backing. He ran as a 
"Populist-Independent" and did not associate himself 
with the Democrats. Nevertheless, hostile elements of 
the press charged that Kem, McKeighan and Bryan had
arranged an interchange of Democratic and Populist votes

68in their respective districts. Kern's opposition came
from the same three groups that he had faced in 1890.
The Republicans put forth James Whitehead, a lawyer from
Broken Bow; the Democrats nominated an unknown named A. T.
Gatewood; and the Prohibition party decided to campaign

69for Reverend Orlando Beebe. Since the main cause for 
concern would be the Republicans, Kem immediately

70challenged Whitehead to a series of sixteen debates.
In doing so, Kem departed from the traditional refusal 
of an incumbent to share his platform with an opponent;

AftPaola E. Goletta, "William Jennings Bryan's 
Second Congressional Campaign," Nebraska History.Vol.
XL, No. 4 (December, 1959), pp. 27B-279.

^Howard, p. 20.
70Kem, "Autobiography," I, 133.
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but, by now, his individualism and self-confidence 
would not allow any thoughts of being defeated. Never
theless, Congressman Kem had to contend with a Repub
lican resurgence from the debacle of 1890 which would

71win the three newly created seats in Congress. But, 
on the strength of a heavily agrarian electorate in the 
Sixth District, Omer Kem again emerged with the laurels 
of victory. He received 16,328 votes; Whitehead got 
llj.,195; the Democrat, Gatewood, collected only ¡4.,2 0 2 ;

72while the Prohibitionist captured a total of votes.
Kern’s re-election meant substantial support for the 

role of agrarian rebel which he played in the First 
Session of the Fifty-Second Congress. There he had ful
filled all of his previous campaign promises, giving 
the Nebraska farmers exactly the kind of representation 
they had wanted. In return, the voters of the Sixth 
District had given him a majority support in seventeen 
of the thirty-three counties in his district. All of the 
other counties went to the Republican candidate, except 
for one county in which Kem and Whitehead ran a dead * 1

7101son, p. 238.
72Nebraska Blue Book. 1901-1902 (Lincoln, Nebraska: 

State Journal Company, 1902), p. 277- The official 
returns can also be found in the Wahoo New Era, December1, 1892. -------
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heat. Even in the latter counties, Kem still captured
slightly more than thirty-nine percent of the total
vote cast, while the Republican gathered only forty-
four percent in victory. Once again, Kem ran well in all
areas of his district and won his greatest victories in

73the heavily homesteaded areas around Custer County.
With this hearty endorsement, Kem could return to 

Congress to renew his attack on the business interests 
and his search for measures of relief to the farmers.
He had condemned the railroads, the banking interests, 
and the “tools of Wall Street“ in Congress with the 
same spirit in which he had spoken out for popular 
government, the interests of all laborers, and the 
restoration of an economic balance in favor of the 
farmer. To this extent, Congressman Kem had represented 
a special interest in opposition to another vested 
interest; but, in his mind, he had represented the 
larger and nobler group. With this record, Kem had 
readily gained the renewed approval of his constituents. 
The Honorable Omer Madison Kem could return to the 
Second Session of the Fifty-Second Congress convinced

^Ibid. See Appendix C, for a map of the election 
returns, and additional data on its results.
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of the righteousness of his cause and assured of the 
necessary popular support for the continuation of his 
crusade.



CHAPTER V

THE SAGA OF A SUCCESSFUL FAILURE

While Congressman Omer M. Kem had won a popular 
mandate in the election of 1892, he increasingly found 
after his return to Washington that he was suffering 
more than the contumely customarily reserved for junior 
members of the House of Representatives. Isolated on 
committees of only nominal importance, Kem would face, 
for the first time in his short career as a politician, 
a situation where his voice won no acceptance. His 
shouts for agrarian reform, when allowed, would merely 
echo through the halls in meaningless cacophony. Like 
prairie whirlwinds, Kem and the handful of congressional 
Populists could "howl11 but could succeed only in raising 
a little dust. The Republican sun had shone too long, 
and in too many of the right places, to permit a few 
gusty speeches to bring relief for the farmers * economic 
and political drought. Even in the face of worsening 
financial conditions throughout the country, Omer Kem1s 
voice would evoke only growing derision from the conser
vatives controlling Congress.
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The lines of battle over the financial issue had 

been well defined in Kem's first session in the Congress, 
but victory for the "silverites" seemed imminent with 
the election of Cleveland in 1892# Kem, however, soon 
learned otherwise; for, even though the new President had 
been elected on a Democratic platform calling for tariff 
revision and the status quo on the financial question, 1 
Cleveland had quickly called a special session of Con
gress, which would convene on August 7» 1893, to de-

2stroy the Sherman Silver Purchase Act of 1890. A
financial panic in the spring of 1893# which quickly
became a major depression, was the immediate cause of
Cleveland's attempt to restore business confidence by

3curbing further inflation. This breach of faith with 
the westerners, as Kem saw it, merely proved again that

Paxton Hibben, The Peerless Leader: William 
Jennings Bryan (New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 
1929). p. Ii4.9.

Richard Brandon Morris, Encyclopedia of American 
History (New York: Harper & Brothers, 19^3)# p. 263.

^Ibid. The financial crisis began in November of 
1890 with the failure of the British banking house of 
Baring Brothers, which brought the forced sale of 
American securities. On April 21, 1893» the H. S. 
gold reserve dipped below the #100 million mark, and 
fell to the $80 million level by December 30, 1893.
In between, on May 5# stocks on the New York Stock 
Exchange dropped severely, with the crash coming on 
June 27, 1893.
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the "vested interests" could wear both Democratic and 
Republican robes over their solid gold vests.

Even though Cleveland1s anti-silver purpose had 
been made clear# Kern and the other westerners approached 
the special session with high hopes. For them# the free 
coinage of silver meant an enlarged currency and, there
fore, the provision of a panacea for the debt-ridden 
western farmers. Kem and his fellow "silverites" wel
comed the opportunity, for which they had long called, 
to place their issue squarely before the people. On 
August 11, 1893» the Democratic administration introduced 
its bill calling for the repeal of the Sherman Act of

Q U1890. Congressman Kem immediately supported the time 
limit placed on debate, as proposed by Congressman 
Richard ("Silver Dick") Bland of Missouri.^ During the 
debate on the administration's proposal, the "silverites" 
hoped to ram through its antithesis. And, from that 
point on, the House of Representatives began a furious 
debate.

U» S. Congressional Record. 53rd Congress, 1st 
Session, 1893, K X V ,  fart 1, 241. Hereafter cited asCR.

Îbid.. 243.



On August 24> during an evening^meeting of the 
“Sliver Session,” the fiery, red-haired Populist member 
from Nebraska, with a torch-like tongue to match, took 
to the floor in what would be the apogee of his entire 
congressional career. The Honorable Omer Madison Kem 
first noted the fact that those who had “sneeringly 
referred to the Populists as cranks” were now “howling 
the loudest.” All of the wrath and venom in his mus
cular body poured out in masterful invectives hurled 
at the merchants, trusts, British bondholders, banking 
corporations, and the "betrayers of the people1s con
fidence” who now resided in Washington. After damning 
the "money mongers of the East,“ Kem dug in his'Popullst 
heels and thundered: “For others I can not speak, but 
for myself, live or die, sink or swim, survive or perish, 
I am for free coinage, 16 to 1 , and am willing to stay 
here till it is secured or my term in congress expires. 
The vicious attack reflected all of the hate which Con
gressman Kem could conjure up, and he knew full well 
that it had been warranted. He did not have to look far 
for justification of his wrath. His home—state was on

124

6
I b i d . .  8 53 - 8 5 8 .
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the verge of total financial collapse, with the Capital
National Bank of Lincoln leading the way in January
amid a disclosure of a sordid connection between bank
speculation and state government. In all, twenty-one
state banks with a capital of $22,1+00,000 failed in

7Nebraska in 1893, giving Kem part of the raison d* etre 
for his verbal onslaught.

Following Kem1s powerful indictment of the repeal 
bill and its sponsors, he cast his vote for an amendment 
providing for free coinage of silver at the ratio of 
sixteen to one. The conservative Republicans and admin
istration-supporting Democrats fought back with frequent 
demands for quorum roll calls during which they sat
silently in their seats. After the parliamentary

8maneuvering, the House voted down the amendment. Com
promising "silverites" next offered four amendments which 
progressively devalued the ratio of silver to gold to
as low as twenty to one, but Kem either abstained or

9voted against these last-ditch attempts. On August 28, * 8

?F. R. Harrington (ed.), Nebraska Party Platforms, 
1858-1938 (Works Progress Administration; Lincoln, 
Nebraska: University of Nebraska, 191+0), p. l8l.

8CR, XXV, Part 1, 1001+.
9Ibid., 1001+-1007.
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1893* the vote came for the repeal of the clause re
quiring the purchase of silver, and it easily carried. 
Kern cast his ballot against repeal, 10 but the conserva
tive, eastern Democrat-Republican coalition handily sunk 
the silver ship of state, with Kem still inside it. * 11

Though Kem*s hope of financial reform was all but 
lost, Nebraska’s only avowed Populist congressman still 
remained on the offensive. Undaunted by what he deemed 
to be Cleveland’s blatant perfidy on the money question, 
Kem and the westerners decided to test the administration 
on its promise of tariff reform. When the issue came to 
the floor of the House, the defeated "silverites" made 
an immediate move to add a provision for a graduated in
come tax. Once again, Cleveland's conservative friends 
reacted apprehensively, attacking the "anarchists" and

1QIbid., 1008.
11That the issue had sectional overtones is 

evidenced by the following: 1 ) thirteen Republicans 
supported free silver, with ten being from states west 
of the Mississippi; 2) twenty-four Republicans voted against repeal of the silver purchasing clause, with 
seventeen being from states west of the Mississippi 
and all from states west of the Appalachians; and 3) 
of the twenty-six Democrats who first voted for free 
silver but then, under administration pressure, voted 
for the repeal of the silver purchasing clause, all 
but three were from states east of the Mississippi.
Th© total representation in the Hons© at tti© time 
stood at 219 Democrats, 127 Republicans, and 8 
Populists. See, Ibid.. 100ij-1008.
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crying for a halt to the "communist march. But, with 
Bryan in the lead, and Kem not far behind, the westerners 
made it clear that the income tax rider was a part and 
parcel of the Wilson-Gorman Tariff Bill; and that, if 
the conservative eastern Democrats wanted to save their 
public face through tariff revision, they would have to 
take all or nothing.

On January 31» 1894» Congressman Kem took to the 
House floor once again, this time to aid in cramming 
the income tax amendment down the Presidents throat.
He pointed out that the income tax would restore the 
public financial burden to "that class of citizens” 
which had escaped it ”to the extent of $640,000,000.”
To back this statement up, Kem then introduced four 
pages of statistical data into the Congressional Record, 
taking pains to point out that the provision for the 
graduated income tax had been first publically demanded 
in the Populists' "Omaha Platform. ”13 In the end, the 
Wilson-Gorman Tariff, with the income tax rider, passed 
and became law without Cleveland's signature.1^ But

fih t12ill£ben’ p- !57, quoting the attorney, Joseph Choate, who lead the battle in court against the income
u & X  •

1 ,  2 9 3 - B S  XXVI# P a p t  2# 17i|J* 5 — ' XXVI# A p p e n d lx '  P a r t

"^ibben, p. I63.
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Kem soon had further evidence to support his ’’conspiracy" 
charges. In 1895» a conservative-dominated Supreme 
Court disregarded its previous approval of the Civil 
War income tax and declared unconstitutional the new 
levy on incomes. Congressman Kem and his western 
colleagues had won a momentary victory, but had lost the 
war for reform.

Disappointed by his defeat on the silver and tax 
issues, Omer Kem later charged, in a personal challenge 
from his seat in the rear of the House chambers, that 
"the Republican party is responsible for enacting the 
law [s] which destroyed the money of the people, and the 
Democratic party is responsible, by its administration, 
for carrying out [those laws] to the very letter. " 16 He 
had lost faith in both political parties, and they had 
long ago relegated him to the status of oblivion. Both 
parties quarantined Kem, for the reform-ridden plague 
which he bore, and only the western segment of the 
Democratic party sympathized in the least with his efforts.

1^Oscar Theodore Barck, Jr. and Nelson Manfred 
Blake, Since 1900; A History of the United States in 
Our Times(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1952), 
pp. 32-33« The case was Pollock v . Farmers1 Loan and Trust Company.

16CR, XXVIII, Part 2, 1 4 6 3 .
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Thus, while Congressman Kern could boast of seeing his
constituents "rightly” represented, he had to face the
fact of the futility of his crusade for agrarianism.

Nevertheless, while Kem could not win his major
fights for his constituents, he did seek to render them
exemplary service in the performance of his routine
duties. He attended practically every sitting of the
Congress; and, during the battles of the "Silver
Session" and the subsequent efforts for tariff reform,
he held a record of attendance which among those of
Nebraska's six members was second only to that of 

17Bryan. Moreover, he had done so during a period of
excessive congressional absenteeism. On only one
occasion did the House issue a "warrant" to summon him
to his seat, and that was in the closing weeks of his
third and final term in office when he had completely

18given up his political career. On the matter of 
petitions from citizens and groups in his district, Kem 
faithfully entered every one in the Congressional Record, 
and used them repeatedly as proof positive of the popular 17 *

17'Wealth Makers (Lincoln. Nebraska), October 18,
189*}..

l8CR, XXIX, Part 1, 611.
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support he had for his political decisions. When at 
home in Nebraska# Oner Madison Ken also strove to nerit 
the title of ’’The People's Congressman." He made him
self readily available to receive the people's petitions 
and letters, and maintained an open door to the office 
he had constructed in his home in Broken Bow.1<?

Ken's actions in Congress drew varying reactions 
from the newspapers back in Nebraska. The Alliance- 
Populist press generally clung to Ken, since he con
sistently acted in support of its principles. In the 
words of one editor, it "glorie [d] in his grit," trum
peting the fact that Kem had never faltered in his 
battle against "plutocracy." Moreover, Ken's position 
as the personified antithesis of the Republican party 
brought him sympathetic publicity from the several 
Democratic newspapers in the state. As their leading 
journal put it, Kem was the most "conscientious member 
of Congress" and had become well known to Nebraskans for 19 20

19Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage 
Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961, in which he recalled the 
addition which his father had constructed onto the 
house as his office after being elected to Congress, 
and the steady business his father had there whenever 
he was home during a congressional recess.

2 0Custer County Beacon. June 1 1 , 1896.
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his "firm and courageous and faithful [devotion] to 
duty.

At the same time, the Republican press continued 
its personal attacks on Kem, calling him everything from

p p  p  o"that red-headed rooster" to a "non-entity" and 
a "picaroon."* 2 -̂ What pleased the western farmers be
came anathema to the Republicans; and what was a matter 
of principle to 0. M. Kem had become the subject of 
ridicule to the "old guard" of Nebraska politics. Kem 
simply took these attacks as indicative of the fear 
aroused by his noble crusade, ignoring the smears and 
stooping to reply on only one occasion. On October 17, 
1893# Congressman Kem answered the charges made by the 
Omaha Daily Bee in a short speech made on the floor of 
the House. The hostile assertion was that he and Bryan
had not supported a certain bill for the benefit of 

25>Nebraska. Kem simply pointed out to Edward Rosewater,

^Omaha World-Herald, September 28, 1891}..
PPThe Ansley (Nebraska) Chronicle, February li}., 1896.
2-̂ The Ansley Chronicle, January 31» 1896, quoting 

the Alliance Guide.
2^Custer County Republican, June 18, 1896, quoting 

the Lincoln (Nebraska) Courier.
2^0maha Daily Bee, October 13, 1893»
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the Bee* s editor, that neither he nor Bryan had been 
members of the Fifty-First Congress which had considered 
the proposal. And, he gibed, if anyone should be blamed 
by the Republican press, it had to be "the Republican 
delegation that represented Nebraska at that time.,,£:

Neither attacks nor applause unduly affected Kem's
realistic assessment of his political prospects. What
little progress his crusade had made in Washington had
been with the aid of Bryan and the western Democrats.
Kem saw little chance to gain further reform under the
political status quo; for two terms in Congress had
shown him that success required more than personal
dedication and sectional shibboleths. As a Populist,
Kem soon realized that he could not obtain reform "by

27bucking the tiger alone." As he later recalled, the 
Democrats, by 1891}-# had "stole enough of our [Populist] 
thunder to check our growth," while the Republicans 
had managed to hang on in the face of growing opposition 
from the westerners. As a result, he became convinced 
that only through continued cooperation with the western 26 27 28

26CR, XXV, Part 3, 2603-2601}..
27Omer Madison Kem, "The Autobiography of Omer 

Madison Kem," (unpublished, in possession of Kem's son, 
Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon), I, 131}.. 
Hereafter cited as Kem, "Autobiography.

28Ibid.
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Democrats could he achieve the reforms desired by the 
29Populists; and, at the same time, such cooperation had 

become necessary in order for Kem to protect his 
political life against a Republican resurgence in Neb
raska.

When convention time arrived in 1894, Congressman 
Kem found himself caught between the diminishing politi
cal strength of his own party and a re-vitalized Repub
lican opposition. As early as 1892, his Populist 
colleague in the House, William McKeighan, had been 
forced to run as a Populist-Democrat fusionist.^0 In 
that same election, the Republicans had been able to 
re-capture the control of the state legislature, even 
though a coalition of Democrats and Populists could

31defeat them. Thus, by 1894» Omer Kem had developed 
serious doubts about running for a third term on the 
Populist ticket. He did not attend the Populist Con
gressional Convention in the Sixth District, even

3°Addison E. Sheldon, Nebraska; The Land and 
the People (3 vols.; Chicago! The Lewis Publishing 
Company, 193D, I, p. 723.

^James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln, 
Nebraska; University of Nebraska Press, 1955), p. 238.
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though it was held in Broken Bow during a congressional 
32recess. Nevertheless, Kem received the nomination,

but not until a rival candidate, William Greene, had
openly canvassed the delegates in his own behalf. For
the first time, Omer Kem did not receive his Populist

33nomination by acclamation and without opposition. He 
accepted the opportunity for a third term, but did so 
with an announcement that he would campaign as a 
”Fusionist and Populist.

One month later, on September 2j+, the Democrats 
met at Broken Bow for their congressional convention 
and cleared the way for an endorsement of Congressman 
Kem by turning the decision over to a five man committee. 
This group was to decide between nominating a Democratic 
candidate or endorsing Kem. The chairman of this com-

 ̂William A. Howard, Biographical Sketches of 
the Nebraska Legislature and National and State Officers 
of Nebraska (Lincoln, Nebraska: Press of Jacob North & 
Co., 1895)» p. 20.

3^Ibid.; The Wahoo New Era, July 26, I89I4., announced 
its support for Greene.

-^Sheldon, p. 723; Howard, p. 20.
■^Omaha World-Herald. September 25» 109i+> J. Sterling 

Morton, History of Nebraska, ed. by Albert Watkins, (3 
vols., 1st edition; Lincoln, Nebraska: Western Publish
ing and Engraving Company, 1913), III, pp. 261-262.
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mitfcee sent his personal assurances to Bryan that "we
will formally nominate him |~Kem]] as soon as the proper
papers can he arranged."-^ Eleven days later, the
committee completely "endorsed" Omer Kem for a third

37term in Congress, thus consummating the bid for fusion 
which Kem had made after his Populist nomination. As 
Kem saw it, the Democrats, who had little strength in 
western Nebraska, had fused behind him as a "moderate"

q O

Populist. The immediate goal for both parties, as
announced in the Democratic press, was to defeat the 

39Republicans. And, in the Sixth District, Congressman 
Kem was the most likely man to do the job.

The ensuing campaign was Kern's final battle in 
Nebraska politics, and he applied himself with his usual

 ̂Letter from M. B. Gearon to William Jennings 
Bryan, October 3» l89i|., in the Bryan Collection 
(Library of Congress, Manuscripts Division; Washington, 
D. C.). In the citations in the above, footnote #35» the name is spelled "Gering."

-^Qmaha World-Herald. October ll;., 1894. This 
marked the official endorsement by the committee. 
However, as early as September 28, this newspaper 
editorially announced that Kem should be endorsed, and 
this editorial was referred to as the "exact" course 
of action which the committee would follow in the 
Gearon-Bryan letter of October 3, 1894.

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, I3I4..
Omaha World-Herald. September 28, I89I4..39
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vigor. Thanks to Kern’s committment to fusion, his only
opponent of note was the Republican nominee, Matthew
Daugherty. Kem debated with Daugherty in public meetings
held throughout the Sixth District.^-0 Kem’s opponent
imparted a certain note of confusion to the debates, and
to the campaign in general, by supporting the free coin-

illage of silver at a ratio of sixteen to one. As a 
Republican, he evidently knew that he would fast become 
a political corpse unless he could meet Kem head-on over 
the issue of financial reform. Yet, despite Daugherty’s 
desperate tactic, Kem kept the loyalty of the farmers.
He clashed with his opponent on the financial issue, and 
soundedly attacked him for Republican ’’protectionism" on 
the question of the tariff.^-2 Kem had the support of 
the state organ of the Alliance-Populist movement, which 
went so far as to publish a full-page eulogy and summary 
of Congressman Kem* s career in Washington.^ And, once 
more he presided over Alliance picnics held in his honor.

-̂°Kem, "Autobiography," I, 134..
^Wealth Makers. October 18, 1891+..
^2Gmaha World-Herald. September 25, 1894. and 

October 6, 1894-*
^Wealth Makers, October 18, I89I4-.
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Near the close of the campaign, he participated in a 
day-long tribute to him given by the people of his own 
Custer County.1̂  Best of all for Kem, he received a 
comfortable majority on election day, obtaining 17,077 
votes to the lij.,676 cast for his Republican opponent 
Omer Kem won only one more county than did Daugherty, 
but he ran so well throughout the Sixth District that he 
did not lose a single county by more than ninety votes A 6 
But, even though victorious for the third straight time, 
Congressman Kem soon had a new political problem to face.

In the aftermath of the election of 1894, a 
political feud arose in which Omer Kem lost much of his 
political control in his home county. In the early 
summer of 1893# an anti-Kem faction gained control of 
the Custer County Alliance-Populist machinery, and 
nominated its members for the county positions to be 
filled in November of 1895- 0. M. Kem not only protested
the action, but he actively campaigned for several weeks

I, l34!Undated newspaper cllPPing in Kem, »Autobiography,

. ^Nebraska Blue Book. 1901-1902 (Lincoln,State Journal C o m p a n y , , p. 281. “

and fonS!Lf??6n<\iX,,Di f0r a map of the «lection returns, and for additional data on the results.
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in the fall against two of the men nominated.^ One of 
the men he opposed was William Greene, the candidate for 
County Judge and the man who had unsuccessfully tried 
for the nomination to Kern1s seat in Congress in 1894- 
In the end, his opponents won out, leaving Kern and his 
supporters out in the political cold. An Alliance rally 
held in Broken Bow to ratify the election victory passed 
resolutions condemning Kern’s "betrayal,” and declared 
that the Custer County party could no longer be held 
"responsible for his official acts. Thus, Kern had 
a glaring political reality staring him in the face, 
providing one more reason for him to ponder his political 
future with misgivings.

Nevertheless, Congressman Kem continued to assert 
his righteousness in having opposed his own party’s 
candidates. He claimed that his opponents had sought 
public office only for personal aggrandizement. And, 
for the first and only time, the local Republican press 
wholeheartedly supported Kem, and complimented him for

^Custer County Beacon, October 31, 1895.
48Ibid., November 21, 1895.
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his "conscientious convictions to duty."4' In his 
reply to the Custer County resolutions, Kem defended his 
actions as the “true position“ necessary to maintain 
“sacred Populist principles." Furthermore, if being a 
"good" Populist meant "stultify [ing] myself, by support
ing men for office whom I know are not fit for it, then 
I do not want to be a Populist in good standing.” He 
proudly declared, "I would rather be right than the chief 
of any party." But, although the local group ultimately 
dropped its assertions and gave its congressman nominal 
support, Kern's feud marked the end of agrarian unity in 
his behalf. He had characterized his opponents as 
opportunists who hid "behind the guise of Populist prin-

51ciples," but he himself had become vulnerable to 
cr^-kicism for his fusion with one of the despised old 
parties. Kern's growing political weakness may well have 
been important in his decision to quit politics.

k9The Ansley Chronicle. November 22, 1895 and 
December 6, 1895; Custer County Beacon. November 21, 
1895, gives a specific note of Populist disgust at the Republican defense of Kern's actions.

0̂Custer County Beacon. December 19, 1895, gives the complete reply made by Kem to these charges.
51Ibid.



Of all of the reasons Kem might have had for re
tiring from public life, the one which he later emphasized 
was purely personal. Six years in Congress had meant 
an almost complete alienation from his growing family.
Kem1 s children by his first marriage had grown into their 
teens with little chance for fatherly care, and he soon 
found that he had "to get acquainted" over again on each 
of his returns from Washington. Since 1889, he had added 
three daughters to the family of four children which he 
had left in the care of his second wife when the call 
had come for political action. Kem’s wife, "Allie,"
had visited him in Washington for short stays in 1892 and 

53again in 189!}.̂ but he had not had enough money to move
the whole family from their home in Broken Bow to the

514-nation's capital. Not until February 1, I89I+, had Kem
finally paid off his $1,550 mortgage on the original

55homestead^ which he continued to rent out on shares.

140

-^Kem, "Autobiography," I, I3I4.-I35.
53Letter from Mrs. McKinley Kem Carr of Santa 

Monica, California, September 22, 1961, in the possess
ion of the author. The source of the information is 
Mrs. 0. M. (Alice Maria) Kem, who lives with Mrs. Carr.

^Kem, "Autobiography," I, 135.
55File Record of Mortgage Release on Southeast Quarter, Section 13, Township 1?, Range 21, West, of 

Custer County, Nebraska (Office of the Register of Deeds, Broken Bow, Nebraska).
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Even though his position in Congress had brought him 
financial solvency, it had done so at the cost of in
terminable, lonely stays away from his family. Thus,
by 1895# Congressman Kern had already decided to with

erdraw completely from Nebraska politics"^ and had fixed 
upon a new site for his home.

While serving in Congress, Kem had met Judge 
John Bell, a Democratic congressman from Colorado, from 
whom he had learned of several opportunities in Bell's

57home county. As a result, during the summer of 1895» 
Omer Kem and his thirteen-year-old son, Claude, had 
packed their gear for a four hundred mile journey to 
Montrose, Colorado. They had travelled with two other 
men in Kern's horse-drawn wagon and had camped out by 
night. Kem had taken a survey of the country as soon 
as they arrived at the home of Judge Bell, and had de
cided that it would be a perfect place to resume his 
agrarian vocation. He had bought a 160 acre farm which 
had been abandoned because of several mortgages, but 
which had over one hundred fruit-bearing trees on it.

-^Kem, ’’Autobiography,n I, I34.-I35. 
57Ibid., II, 21}..



Kem had paid $15 per acre, or $>2ij.00, which was the 
total amount of the mortgages. He had been unable, how
ever, to take personal possession until the end of the 
Fifty-Fourth Congress; so, he had therefore rented out 
his new farm until the summer of l897.^8 By the end of 
1895» then, Omer Madison Kem had definitely committed 
himself to a quiet exit from Nebraska and from his 
short, but colorful, political career.

With all of his personal plans made, Congressman 
Kem returned to the political battle in Washington. In 
the Fifty-Fourth Congress, Kem had to play his role as 
a ridiculed reformer in the face of a Republican resur
gence. He was the only non-Republican out of the six 
representatives elected from Nebraska in I89I4.. And, 
with the return to the speakership of Thomas Brackett 
(“Czar") Reed of Maine, the Honorable 0. M. Kem fell 
under a subtly imposed ban which prevented any of the 
eight Populists from gaining the speaker’s rostrum. He 
had had enough trouble escaping anonymity under the Dem
ocrats* Speaker Charles Crisp of Georgia, and once had 
had to threaten Crisp openly with the prospect of

58Ibid., II, 25-28.
59Olson, p. 2lj.O



having all unanimous consent legislation blocked until 
Kem would be recognized to present his own bill.^® But 
now, the gag rule imposed by Reed proved to be the final 
blow. On December 2 8 , 1895» Kem vehemently damned the 
Republicans for refusing representation to his Nebraska 
constituents by the restriction. The speech appeared 
in the Appendix of the Congressional Record, never 
having been allowed to reach the floor.^ Hence, Kem* s 
last term would be a political nightmare.

In addition to the Reed gag, Congressman Kem and 
the other Populists suffered from the loss of former 
leaders. Tom Watson had long ago succumbed to concerted

L  pefforts employed against him in the election of 1892. 
Then, in l89i|., Kem* s ally and sympathizer from his home 
state, William Jennings Bryan, had read the handwriting 
on the wall and had retired to the front office of the 
Omaha World-Herald. Besides the resurgent Republicans, 
Bryan had also faced the hostility of the Cleveland ad
ministration as a result of his role in the passage of 
the Wilson-Gorman Tariff. The man who had retaken con-

k°Kem, "Autobiography," I, 118-119.
61CR, XXVIII, Appendix, 8-13.
62Comer Vann Woodward, Tom Watson: Agrarian Rebel 

(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. 220.
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trol of the state’s Democratic party from Bryan’s 
admirers in the summer of 1893 had been Cleveland’s Sec
retary of Agriculture, J. Sterling Morton of Nebraska

63City. For Kem, the entire story of the demise of 
Watson and Bryan fitted neatly into his belief in the 
"conspiracy” ruling Washington. He and the remainder 
of the Populist faction in Congress became political 
wanderers, with every man a self-designated leader. Kem 
regularly nominated the unsuccessful Populist candidates 
for Speaker of the House,^ but he never really assumed 
political leadership of the rebel r e f o r m e r s . ^  In the 
final analysis, Congressman Kem became a political in- 
pendent, both by choice and by virtue of the reality of 
his situation. * 6

%ibben, pp. 154-155* states that "President Cleveland sent for the Hon. J. Sterling Morton...and 
gave him the job of chief executioner" in preventing 
Bryan’s return to Congress in 1894*

6̂CR, XXV, Part 1, 201 (August 7, 1893), where Kem nominates "Sockless" Jerry Simpson of Kansas; CR, 
XXVIII, Part 1, 2 (December 2, 1895), where Kem 
nominates his personal friend, John C. Bell of Colorado.

Ad-'As a matter of fact, there are indications 
that Kem withdrew from "party" politics. He had been 
listed as an editor of the National Watchman, a Populist 
weekly published by the congressional delegation. But, 
his name appears for the last time on March 30, I89I4.. 
See, National Watchman, Vol. 4., 93* 1* and the follow
ing issue, Voi. 4., 54* 1 (April 6, 1894)*



Nevertheless, Omer Kem possessed too much mettle 
to give up his fight In the face of almost Insurmount
able obstacles. Instead, he waged a vigorous counter
attack throughout the Fifty-Fourth Congress, becoming a 
one-man thorn-In-the-slde as far as the ruling Repub
licans were concerned. When, on February 11, 1896, a 
bill reached the floor of the House which would have 
regulated the practice of medicine and surgery, Kem 
lodged an objection "to any proposition that tends to 
monopolize the art of healing." The House erupted 
with numerous questions asking Kem to analyze the com
petence of "hair doctors, corn doctors, and faith

67healers." But, Kem stuck to his guns, declaring that 
the results of "the medical egotists" could be found in 
"every graveyard in this country." He paralleled the 
situation with that of the "theological egotists" who
were too dogmatic to tolerate any and all views toward

68religion. Kem built a surprisingly concise case 
against what appeared to be a non-partisan proposal, and 
succeeded in delaying passage for several days. But, as

z /
CR, XXVIII, Part 2, 1604-I60g.

67Ibid., 1605.
68Ibid., 1607
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to the religious analogy which he drew, Kem clearly 
sought to defend his own fascination for spiritualism.

But if that instance had not been enough to show 
the House that he could play its game of obstructionism, 
Kem certainly made the point in the next few months.
From March through May of 1896, the House met every 
Friday evening to revise and increase the military pen
sion program. Congressman Kem faithfully attended every 
session, with the avowed intention of imposing his own 
heirarchy of values in determining the amount of each 
pension. He failed to see any reason why an officer, 
or his survivors, should receive a larger pension than 
an army private, especially in view of Kem*s belief that 
the latter had suffered greater privations and risk to 
his life. Iconoclastic and rebellious as his opinion 
might appear, it nevertheless cast him well in the role 
of a radical obstructionist. In the end, what had begun 
as a mere formality for the House members ended up as an 
ordeal filled with steady objections from the red-headed 
”sod-buster" seated in the rear of the chamber.^ The 
Populist press back in Nebraska, in answer to Republican

69Ibid., Part 3, 2549 to Part 6, 5923.
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charges of "obstructionism” responded with a rousing
71cheer and the advice to "just stay right by 'em Kem.

He certainly did not win any friends in the House by 
his dilatory tactics; but, by 1896, Congressman Omer 
Madison Kem had little desire <br purpose for so doing. 
His three terms in Congress were dragging to an in
effectual end.

While Kem had tried hard to win political and
economic salvation for his fellow agrarians, he had
never had the support of a substantial Populist block
in Congress. His party had suffered badly as early as
the elections of 1892 and I89I+, when the Republican
reaction to agrarian radicalism had made itself felt at 

72the polls. The fact that he had found it necessary to 
run as a fusionist in I89I+* rather than a completely 
independent Populist as in the past, merely highlighted 
the already existing political breakdown of his cause. 
Moreover, the dissension in Custer County in 1895 had 
given warning of even greater political trouble. In 
1896, Kem did not seek re-election. He closed his

70Nebraska State Journal. May 28, 1896.
71Custer County Beacon, June i+, 1896.
72

70

’Olson, p. 238 and p. 21+0



Nebraska political career by supporting his "free 
silver" colleague, William Jennings Bryan,^ who was 
the presidential candidate of both the Democratic and 
Populist parties. The latter organization did not long 
survive the strain of fusing with the Democrats to back 
Bryan, especially in view of the Nebraskan«s defeat.7^

As an individual, Kern had helped forge and ad
vance the short-lived Populist movement; and, in the 
American tradition of third party movements, his party 
had served its purpose by popularizing its demands.
Kern's political career had been tied to Populist prin
ciples, and not necessarily to the party itself. He 
had thus helped to create and destroy the Nebraska Pop
ulist party: first, by actively participating in the 
drive to turn the Farmers' Alliance into a political 
weapon; and, later, by his insistence on fusion with the 
western Democrats as the only means for implementing 
reform. In actuality, the story of his political career

yo ' --- ---------- — --- -
Kem, "Autobiography," II, 6?-70.

7I1The fusion between the Democrats and the Populists at the state and many local levels netted victory for 
them; but, for all intents and purposes, the Populist 
party in Nebraska was dead. For example, by 1900, it 
had become split into three distinct factions: the 
fusionists, the middle-road group, and the "pure" Pop- 
uiists. See, Harrington, pp. 257-261. However, the 
Populist machine built up in Kem's district managed to 

°n the longest» electing a fusionist in 1896 and



coincided with the rise and fall of Nebraska Populism.
Yet, even if his personal crusade had failed, Kern would
live to see almost all of the principles for which he
had fought enacted eventually into law.

For Kem personally, his three terras in Congress
had brought previously unknown financial solvency. He
had been able to clear away his debts, to support his
family in a respectable fashion, and to purchase a
new farm in Colorado when the chance presented itself;
all thanks to the $30,000 plus expenses earned as a

75farmers’ advocate in Congress. In addition, he had
practiced a little last minute nepotism by taking his
daughter, Maude, to the Fifty-Fourth Congress as his

76first and only secretary. On July 22, 1896, as a 
financial preparation for his departure from Nebraska,

349

75In this regard, it is safe to assume that Kem had 
managed to save the bulk of his earnings while in Con
gress, based on an interview with Claude Julian Kem of 
Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961. But, he undoubt
edly was too debt-ridden to match the feat of another 
Populist, Kittel Halvorson, elected for one term from 
Minnesota to the Fifty-Second Congress. He had “lived 
on his mileage and stationery account, and in two years 
salted away $10,000.” See, Arthur Wallace Dunn, From 
Harrison to Harding; A Personal Narrative, Covering a 
Third of a Century, 1888-1921 (2 vol3.: New York; The Knickerbocker Press, 1922), I, 81-82.

76Kem, “Autobiography,“ I, 135» Custer County 
Chief, November 22, 1895* Custer County Republican, 
November 21, 1895» Custer County Beacon, November 21. 
1895. ------



Congressman Kem had sold his original homestead for 
77$1200. That summer, he had also returned to Montrose, 

Colorado, taking a Custer County carpenter with him.
They had built a thirteen room, brick and frame home

7 Aon the farm at a cost to Kem of over $5000. Kem then
returned for the Second, and final, Session of the
Fifty-Fourth Congress, and left Washington forever in
March of 1897.^ On May 2ij. of that year, Kem sold his
house and land in Broken Bow for $1250,OU and prepared
for the third and final trip from Nebraska to Colorado.
In June, after his children finished at school, he took
his wife, seven children, and mother-in-law to their new

8lhome near Montrose. The Nebraska that he left behind 
had brought him disillusionment and realization, debt * 13

77File Record of Warranty Deed on Southeast Quarter, 
Section 13# Township 17, Range 21, West, of Custer 
County, Nebraska (Office of the Register of Deeds,Broken Bow, Nebraska).

^®Kem, "Autobiography, 11 II, 31.
79Custer County Beacon, March 11, 1897.
80File Record, 33:28J4_, of Warranty Deed on Lots

13 (N£), 4̂-» 15 of Block #74 of Broken Bow, CusterCounty, Nebraska (Office of the Register of Deeds,Broken Bow, Nebraska).
^Kem, “Autobiography," II, 32.
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and solvency, obscurity and respectability, and failure 
and success. Omer Madison Kera would never return, choosing 
rather to pick up once again his family traditions and 
follow the setting sun.



CHAPTER VI

THE GOOD LIFE

By the end of 1897» Oraer Madison Kem had estab
lished himself in his former vocation, farming, near 
Montrose, Colorado. The orchard and ranch which he had 
purchased contained a number of apple trees, but he made 
sure that he would have a variety of products for mar
ket each year. He expanded the orchard's size and 
variety by planting apricot, pear, peach, plum, cherry, 
and nectarine trees. In the spring of 1898, he bought 
two hundred head of cattle, branded them with an "OH" 
which was a simple variation of his own initials, and 
then turned them out on the open range. He planted and 
harvested oats and alfalfa, thereby insuring fodder for 
his cattle during the w i n t e r F o r  the first time in 
over forty years, 0. M. Kem discovered that farming 
could be a successful endeavor. Thanks to plenty of 
capital earned and saved during his days spent in Wash- * II,

■*X>mer Madison Kem, "The Autobiography of Omer 
Madison Kem" (unpublished, in possession of Kern's 
son, Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon),II, 33. Hereafter cited as Kem, "Autobiography."
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ington, Kem could settle down to a decade of uninter
rupted economic success on his Colorado ranch.

Success as a farmer, plus the political reputation 
which followed him from Nebraska, brought him the chance 
for one last fling in politics. Although he remained 
independent in name, he had become converted to the 
Democratic party in principle. In 1898, Kem successfully 
ran as an independent for a position on the school board
of Montrose County, and held that post for the next six

pyears. Then, in 1906, when the local Democratic poli
ticians needed a candidate for the Colorado Assembly,
Omer Kem was a logical choice. He refused the first 
offer, but eventually agreed when the Democrats promised 
to nominate him as an "Independent Democrat." The cen
tral issue confronting the voters in Montrose County 
had long been the railroads, and Kem came well equipped 
for a campaign on this question. He made a short but 
vigorous canvass of the voters. His most serious obstacle 
was the Republican saloon-keepers of Montrose who tried 
to force him into a political corner on the issue of pro
hibition. Kem abstained from committing himself, knowing 
that he did not have a chance for election if he cam-

2Ibid., 3k*



1 54
paigned as a "dry” in a predominantly "wet” county. 
Nevertheless, the liquor-sellers continually spread the 
notion that, if Kem were elected, all of their patrons 
would find the doors of the saloons boarded up. De
spite these tactics, Kem narrowly defeated the Repub
lican incumbent. Two days after the November election, 
one of the saloon-keepers challenged Kem to a fight in 
the center of town. Kem refused, then had to duck the 
first blow, but took the offensive with one well-placed
punch which sent his assailant to the dirt of the

3street. Hence, Kem had won victories both with his 
persuasive tongue and with his hard farmer's fists.

On January 1, 1907, Omer Madison Kem briefly 
ended his retirement from politics by taking his seat 
in the Sixteenth Colorado Assembly. The first issue 
was the selection of a United States Senator. Kem 
had openly charged in his campaign that Simon Guggenheim, 
the owner of the "Smelter Trust" in Colorado and a 
heavy Republican contributor, would be rewarded with the 
position. As the session had opened, Kem had been shock
ed when the newly elected Republican governor had demand
ed and been allowed an inaugural ceremony in his own

3Ibid.. lj.1-42
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Methodist Church♦ Thus, when the issue of selecting 
a Senator came up, Assemblyman Kem sarcastically intro
duced a resolution providing that the foreordained 
election of Simon Guggenheim "be held in the Jewish 
synagogue." This did not reflect anti-Semitism on the 
part of Kem. It was simply his way of deriding the 
entire Republican party for its rigid control over 
Colorado government.^"

So, once established in the Assembly, Diner Kem 
declared war on the huge Republican majority. Several 
old friends from Nebraska also sat In the minority.
Kem tried and failed to push through his own bills for 
regulation of railroad rates and passes, for the initia
tive, the referendum, the Australian ballot method and 
a primary election law, and for the right of local 
school districts to vote bonds for educational expan
sion. Besides making daily attacks upon the Republicans, 
whom he branded as "owned" by the Guggenheim interests 
and as "violators" of their electioneering promises 
against free railroad passes for legislators, Kem made 
a notable defense of all fruit ranchers, himself included, 
against attempts to tax their products. But, with his 
year's service at an end, and faithful to his promise to

fy-Ibid.. 47 and 50.
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serve only one term, Kern retired from the Colorado
dAssembly.v He never again considered any active involve

ment in politics.
Throughout his days in Colorado, Kem steadily grew 

in his spiritualistic beliefs. When in 1898 his three- 
year-old daughter, Marie, became seriously ill, Kem1s 
mother-in-law reported clear manifestations of the mystic 
powers of the occult. As Kem later recalled, the spirit 
of his deceased mother appeared several times to his 
mother-in-law, Mrs. Lockhart, and informed her that 
Kern's mother had “come for Marie.n The little girl 
died, leaving a family of even more convinced spirit
ualists. Later on, while under "the control of the 
spirits" during a family seance, Huxley Darwin Kem re
lated that he had previously lived and died in a small

6Indian town in New Mexico Territory. In all of the 
subsequent sittings, Omer Kem experienced the influence 
of his spiritualistic agent, known as the "control."
For him, the control was an Indian called "Fleet Wind." 
Kem and his entire family accepted spiritualism as a 5 6

5Ibid.. 43, 50, and 70-75.
6Ibld., 33-34.
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fact of the universe, but he supplemented this religion 
by conducting regular lessons on the Interpretation of 
the Bible.^

At the same time, the Kem family began to draw 
apart as the older children left home to fulfill their 
own aspirations. When Claude Julian Kem decided that he 
did not like farming as his own career, Omer Kem inter
ceded with Judge Bell, who was still a member of Congress, 
and with Colorado’s Senator Patterson for an appointment 
for his son in the Federal Bureau of the Census. Claude 
received the appointment in 1900, entered and graduated 
from the National College of Pharmacy in Washington, D. C.,
between 1902 and 1906, and stayed on with the government

8as a statistician until 1908. Omer Kem’s two oldest 
daughters, Linda and Maude, went to Portland, Oregon, 
the latter having married Charles Shinn in 1902. In 
190?, Linda became seriously ill with tuberculosis, and 
Omer immediately made arrangements to send her to the 
dry climate of Arizona. Iris graduated from high school

•7Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove. Oregon, July 8, 1961.
o
Ibid.; Kem, "Autobiography," II, 35.
Kem, "Autobiography,” II, 37, and 79.9
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„ 10 in 1908, and she soon married. Huxley Darwin, at

the same time, was in the Philippines serving a three
11year tour of duty with the United States Army. The 

only children at home with Omer and "Allie” Kern were 
Jennie Kathleen, who later married and settled down,

12first in Alaska and then in Santa Monica, California; 
and, Victor Randolph, who grew up to become a mechanic 
after seeing limited action in France during World War 
I . 10 11 * 13 In 1910, with the birth of Thelma Irene, Omer Kern 
became a father for the thirteenth and last time. He 
was then fifty-five years old; and his second wife, 
whose eighth child it was, had just reached the age of 
forty-four. Thelma Irene grew up to go to college, 
graduating with Phi Beta Kappa honors from the State 
University of Oregon."^"

As Omer Kem aged and responsibilities on his 
Colorado ranch increased, he decided to strike out for

1 0Ibid.. 8 1.
11Ibid., 82.
^^Ibid.. IX, 79» This daughter, Mrs. McKinley 

Kem Carr, now cares for her mother, Mrs. 0. M. Kem, at 
her home in Santa Monica, California.

1 3Ibid., Ill, 48-49.
^Ibld., II, 82; IV, 148.
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the west for the last time. His daughters had told him 
of the Pacific Northwest, and it soon took shape in his 
mind as the new land of opportunity. So, during the 
winter of 1908, he sold his properties in Colorado for 
approximately $20,000, and moved into the town of Mont
rose for a short stay.1^ After he had sold his land, 
he received word from his son-in-law, Charles Shinn, that 
an electric light and power company in Cottage Grove, 
Oregon, had been put up for sale. The town was just 
south of Eugene, and the investment would be excellent 
for anyone with available capital to cover a $20,000 
bonded indebtedness. Claude Kem had already, in July 
of 1908, set up his apothecary shop in the nearby Oregon 
town of Lebanon, with the aid of a $3,000 loan from his 
father. With his family thus drifting before him into 
Oregon, Omer Kem decided to buy the power plant. Be
sides assuming the company’s bonded indebtedness, the 
elder Kem paid $6,500 for the plant itself. He then * 27

i d ¿bid., II, 79; Interview with Claude Julian 
Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961, in which 
he recalled the sale price as being $22,000.

^Kem, “Autobiography, 11 II, 79-80.
27 Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.
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moved his wife and remaining children to their newest 
promised land.^

On November 18, 1908, he arrived in Cottage Grove,
19Oregon, and immediately bought land for a new home.

He had carried to ultimate fulfillment his family tra
dition of moving westward but had also abandoned centuries 
of agrarianism to join the ranks of the urban capital
ists. The latter step was indeed incongruous with his 
career in Congress, during which he had vociferously 
demanded federal control of power and transportation.
Now, he had established himself as a self-made capital
ist and the private owner of a public utilities firm.

Kern1s Midas touch, first demonstrated during his 
stay in Congress and further proven in Colorado, contin
ued to increase his wealth. By 1920, he had paid off 
the company’s debt and had expanded its service. In
ternally the operation worked smoothly, with Gmer Kem 
as the President and manager of the business, and his 
son-in-law, Charles Shinn, employing his abilities as an 
electrician in doing the practical work. But, at the 
same time, Kem’s business faced ruin when a group of 19

"^Kem, ‘’Autobiography, ” II, 80-8l.
19Ibid.
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citizens in Cottage Grove, irked by several rate in
creases, decided to have a referendum to determine whether

20or not the city should establish its own facilities.
The proponents of municipal power won the referendum;
but, before action could be taken, 0. M. Kem sold the
Cottage Grove Electric Company to the Mountain States
Power Company for $80,000. On March 8, 1922, at the age
of sixty-six, Gmer Madison Kem formally retired from a

21very active and versatile life.
Kem had built a large and modern home in 1909 on 

West Main Street, and it now became his retreat from the 
pressures of the world. He loved to take hikes and camp
ing trips into the beautifully wooded hills and mountains 
located on both sides of Cottage Grove. Often this 
meant literally dragging with him the members of his much 
younger family, but they usually rode off with him in his 
old car, dubbed the “Pegasus,n whenever they had a free 
weekend. During the week, he could usually be found 
either along the small stream which rippled through his 
backyard, or deeply engrossed in a political or religious 
argument on the streets of downtown Cottage Grove. More
over, he still found time to keep up with his reading, a 20

20Ibid., IV, 53.
21 Ib id . .  62-63.
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habit which he had developed long before going to Con
gress. His favorite books included anything concerning

22history, science, or religion.
In his years of retirement, Kem made a final test 

of his own belief in prohibition. When a controversy 
erupted in Cottage Grove over the sale of moonshine 
whiskey, he naturally attacked its defenders. 2-5 But, 
as a personal experiment, he finally decided to take a 
sip, so that he would know that he had always been 
correct in his belief. On one of his walks downtown, he 
entered Claude Julian Kem* s new drugstore, walked to the 
rear, and tapped a water-glass full of whiskey from the 
wooden keg reserved for medicinal purposes. He did not 
say a word to his son, who stood by in sheer astonishment. 
After drinking it down in several quick swallows, Omer 
Kem turned to his son and demanded: "Now I don’t see 
what’s so hot about that stuff, that it would drive a 
man clear out of his head’." Needless to say, Claude and 22 23

22Ibid., 108-139, including a lengthy poem dedicated to "When the Kerns Went Camping" in 1923. This 
is one of many specific instances wherein Kem took 
his family with him on short trips into the mountains 
or to the ocean. Also, interview with Claude Julian Kem 
of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961, in which he 
recalled his father’s great love for the outdoors and for reading.

23Kem, "Autobiography," IV, 17-26.



his wife kept close watch over him while he walked home, 
but he arrived without incident.2^ He had not taken a 
drink since liquor had sickened him at the age of thir
teen, and this drink proved to be his only adult ac
quaintance with the "evil juice." But, as in all things 
which he had had to confront in the course of eighty-six 
years, 0. M. Kem had finally given liquor its day in 
court.

The years in retirement provided Omer Kem with the
opportunity to complete a project he had begun when he
had first arrived in Oregon. He had collected his
letters, newspaper clippings, and personal mementos, and
had then sat down to write out the complete story of his 

25life. He had a long and intriguing story to leave for 
his children and their descendants, and he succeeded in 
giving a highly detailed account of all data referring to 
the Kem family. Kem dealt more with his private than 
with his public life and even included a number of origin
al poems. Of these, a fair example was the lines taken 
from "The Kaiser’s Dream," and written by him on Novem
ber 20, 1918:

16 3

^Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.
^Kem, "Autobiography," V, 88-89.



At last, old Bill has got his fill,
Of steel, and Iron, and lead,
But the greatest mistake he ever made 
Was to surrender before he was dead.
This to you, will appear quite true,
When his nature is counted in,
For the loss of power, for a single hour,Is like the crack of doom to him.
That has come true that I predicted to you,
And the eleventh day of November
Is a date that all, both great and small,
Will forever and always remember.
For on that day, at the town of Spa,
In the land of desolation,
Bill sanctioned the decree, that will surely set free, The millions of all creation.

When Old Bill goes, to hell for repose,
He there will no welcome find,
For the devil, says he "Though a devil I be,I dare not insult my kind
By opening my portal to admit this mortal,Who is so much worse than we;
I have searched evry [sicl nation of all creation, And there is not other as bad as he.,l2o
In addition, Omer Kem* *s fondness for poetry-writing 

induced long discourses in rhyme on such topics as his 
first chew of tobacco when a youngster*̂7 and odes written 
to his children.

26Ibid., Ill, 53-51*..
27Ibid., I, 12-16.
pA* Ibid., Ill, 37-39, and 89.
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On August 28, 1938, Kem made his final entry in
29the eleventh volume of his autobiography. Each of 

the eleven volumes, bound by Kem himself, contained an 
average of one hundred-fifty pages of single-spaced 
typescript. Kem also wrote a lengthy genealogical man
uscript which traced the family origins as far back as

30the seventeenth century. It had been a mammoth pro
ject, but 0. M. Kem found the years spent in the pre
paration of the memoirs to be rewarding if only for the

31nostalgia his work produced.
Even in retirement, the former congressman main

tained his interest in politics. Kem loved to write 
letters to public officials, excoriating as well as 
exalting them for their actions. In 1911, he briefly 
exchanged correspondence with his old colleague, William

29Ibid., XI, 203.
30Omer Madison Kem, ‘ The Genealogy of Omer Madison 

Kem, Embracing the Four Branches of His Family. The 
Kems and Helms on His Father1s Side and the Bullas and 
Julians on His Mother’s Side of the House*1 (unpublished, 
in possession of Kem’s son, Claude Julian Kem of Cottage 
Grove, Oregon). Omer Kem was especially proud of the 
fact that he had been able to trace the Kem family as 
far back as the English Civil War, and that he had once 
found the Bulla name in a history of the Etruscan 
tribe in ancient Rome; see, Ibid., p. 14, and p. 28.

31Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.
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Jennings Bryan, on the topic of “fundamentalism vs. 
spiritualism.Throughout the twenties and thirties, 
he also flooded the local newspapers with "letters to 
the editors," expoimding any reforms which he thought 
would benefit the common people and further democracy. 
He defended Wilson and the League of Nations,33 attack
ed Robert La Follette for calling himself a Republican 
and a Progressive in the same voice,3^ questioned the 
morality involved in the use of the death penalty,33 
and supported his vote for Coolidge in 1924 by saying 
that it did not make any difference that year."5 Kern 
never really lost his hatred and distrust for the Re
publican party, and maintained that he still adhered to 
Bryan Democracy. He did readily cheer the programs of 
Woodrow Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt as steps in the 
right direction. He especially relished the enactment * 33 * 35 36 37

3‘3Kem, "Autobiography," II, 95-103» including copies of two letters from Kern to Bryan and the one 
reply made by Bryan, under date of June 8, 1911.

33Ibid., Ill, IOI-IO4 .
31+Ibid., V, 95.
35Ibid., II, 121-122.
36Ibid., V, 95.
37Ibid.. IX, 1 4 1



of reforms which he had supported in Congress, from 
direct election of Senators to woman suffrage and the 
secret ballot. His last crusade was for the Townsend 
Plan for pensions for the aged and his final hostility 
was directed against the Roosevelt administration which 
sought "salvation through national debt" but refused to 
accept the Townsend scheme.

Though Kem had substantially risen above a mar
ginal existence, he had not forsaken his heritage.
Rather, the fact that he had become a capitalist in every 
sense of the term proved to him that America could still 
be called the land of opportunity--- once the “money 
power“ had been shorn of its political control by the 
twentieth century1s uprising of a progressive-minded 
citizenry. To the very end of his long life, Omer Kem 
believed that by popularizing reform through his politi
cal career he had become a progenitor of modern America. 
As an individual, Omer Kem never lost sight of those 
beliefs which had become personal characteristics. Most 
significant of all, he looked forward to the day when a 
reformed America would “realize that a man1 s only saviour 
is himself, and only by adhering to truth, justice, mercy,

38
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Ibid.. XI, 69, and 199
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and virtue, can we hope to reach the highest lands of 
civilization. "39

On February 13, 1942, at his home in Cottage Grove, 
Omer Madison Kem quietly left the scenes of his earthly 
c o n f l i c t T h e  life that had fought and enjoyed nature 
finally succumbed to it. He had witnessed a long period 
of transition and turbulence in the United States and 
had contributed much to both in the course of a full life. 
His apogee had come with his brief political career 
during the 1890*s when he had stood out as a spokesman 
for an agrarian way of life which had formed the basis of 
America and which was resisting the new industrialism. 
Agrarianism, as a dominant force in American society, had 
died with the Populist party; but, its departure had not 
come until it had made one, last, vehement cry against a 
mechanized world which was destroying the old spirit of 
the soil. Omer Kem had been one of the foremost of those 
whose, voices had raised that futile outcry. He had made 
his life a monument to the frontier agrarianism which

39Ibld.. II, 91.
^°Custer County Chief. February 26, 19ij.2. This obituary notice, given as a full article on Kern’s 

life in Nebraska, summarized by noting that “he was a 
forceful speaker and a strong campaigner, espousing 
the cause of Populism and was especially well posted on the money question...."
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had been interred, still kicking and screaming, in its 
twentieth century sarcophagus.

The industrial, urban America, which replaced the 
culture in which Kem had grown up, would not remember 
the remarkable man who had gone from a sod house to the 
marbled halls of Congress. And, in truth, Kem had left 
behind no specific deed, no memorable piece of legisla
tion, which would emblazon his name in history. Kem’s 
significance had lain less in what he had accomplished 
than in what he had represented: the American frontier, 
agrarianism, and Populism. And these had died long 
before Kem. Yet Omer Kem and his fellow Populists did 
leave a legacy which would influence twentieth century 
America. Many of their specific proposals survived to 
become part of the nation’s constitution and laws, and 
the reform—minded tradition which Kem symbolized would 
blend into the Progressive Era. The immortality of 
ideas, overcoming the mortality of man and his institu
tions, would rescue Kem from historical oblivion.

Omer Madison Kem’s immediate legacy was to his wife 
of fifty-two years, "Allie,n and to their eight surviving 
children. His family had always been his pride and joy; 
and, Omer Kem departed fully cognizant of their indivi
dual successes. He left his moderate estate to his wife. 
As for his own mortal remains, Kem had requested that
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they be taken to Portland and cremated. About one 
month later, in accordance with the written instructions 
of his spiritualist father, Claude Kem scattered the 
ashes in the mountains which Omer Kem had loved so well .̂ "2 
The dust of the red-headed "sod-buster" of the Nebraska 
plains thus returned to his beloved earth. The ethereal 
remnants of ”The People’s Congressman” entered his 
mystic “world of the spirits.”

^Kem, “Autobiography,” XI, 200-203, in which he 
leaves his last will and testament, and the request 
that his remains be cremated. The entire statement is 
a last verbal denunciation of formal religion, but 
ends on the note that “I am convinced that we continue 
in a conscious, active state of existence after the 
death of the physical body, by the many occult exper
iences I have had over a period of more than J4.0 years, 
for which I can find no other logical explanation than 
that immortality is a fact."

Il2Interview with Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon, July 8, 1961.
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i
The Kent Family, in 1886, Enjoying the Watermelon 

Harvest in Front of The One-Year Old Sod House on Their 
Homestead, Three and One-Half Miles Northwest of Broken 
Bow, Custer County, Nebraska.

From left to right:
Claude Julian Kem . . . . . . . .
Alice Maria (Lockhart) Kem. . . .
Grandfather Madison Kem ........
Maude May Kem ..................
Qmer Madison Kem. . . .  ........
Malinda Ann Kem ................

Age kt! 2011 73II 1011 3011 7

Source: A reprint and enlargement of the original 
photograph in the personal collection of Mrs. 
Omer Madison (Alice Maria Lockhart) Kem, who 
graciously allowed the author to use it for this study.
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THE ELECTION OF 1890

KEY:
Red = outline of Third Congressional District.
Blue = counties won by 0. M. Kem, Populist-Independent. 
Gold = counties won by G. ¥. E. Dorsey, Republican. 
Brown = counties won by ¥. H. Thompson, Democrat.
White = unincorporated, non-voting counties within 

the congressional district.
OFFICIAL TOTALS:
Kem, Populist-Independent 
Dorsey, Republican 
Thompson, Democrat 
Pierce, Prohibitionist

Totals

Popular Vote 
31,«31 
2 5 ,4 4 0  
22,353 961 

"To,"585

Counties---25---
13
11

SOURCE OF STATISTICS: Nebraska Blue Book, 1901-1902
(Lincoln, Nebraska: The State Journal Co., 1902), 
pp. 272-273.

MAP: from, James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln,Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1955),p. I6 3.
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THE ELECTION OF 1892

KEY:
Red = outline of Sixth Congressional District.
Blue — counties won by 0. M. Kern, Populist-Independent. 
Gold = counties won by J. Whitehead, Republican. 
Blue-Gold = tie vote for Kem and Whitehead.
White = unincorporated, non-voting county within the 

congressional district.
OFFICIAL TOTALS:
Kem, Populist-Independent Whitehead, Republican 
Gatewood, Democrat 
Beebe, Prohibitionist

Popular Vote 
16,328 
34,195 lj.,202

586

Counties
17
15

(Tie) 1Totals 3f>, 311 33
SOURCE OF STATISTICS: Nebraska Blue Book, 1901-1902

(Lincoln, Nebraska: The State Journal Co., 1902), P* 277.
MAP: from, James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln,Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1955),p. 163.
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THE ELECTION OP I894

KEY:
Red = outline of Sixth Congressional District.
Blue = counties won by 0. M. Kem,

Democrat-Populist-Independent. Gold = counties won by M. Daugherty, Republican. 
White = unincorporated, non-voting county within the 

congressional district.
OFFICIAL TOTALS:
Kem, Democrat-Populist-IndependentDaugherty, Republican
Bone, Republican (Prohibitionist)

Totals

Popular Vote Counties
17,077 1714,676 16

891 - ,

3 2 ,0 4 4 ~ 15
SOURCE OF STATISTICS: Nebraska Blue Book. 1901-1902

(Lincoln, Nebraska: The State Journal Co., p. 281.
MAP: from, James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln,

Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1955),
p. 163.
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The Official Photograph of Congressman Omer 
Madison Kem, Taken in Washington, D. C., in 1892.
Source: A reprint and enlargement of the original 

portrait in the personal collection of Mrs. Omer 
Madison (Alice Maria Lockhart) Kem, who graciously 
allowed the author to use it for this study.
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UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS

Bowman, Clifford Ernest. "The Populist Press of
Nebraska, 1888-1893." Unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Nebraska, 1936.

This thesis should provide both an inter
esting and a pertinent study, but it does 
neither. It does not give an adequate panorama 
of the massive numbers of newspapers which 
popped into existence with the Alliance con
version to political action, and which sub
sequently died along with the Populist party.
It is poorly written, and valuable only in its 
data pertinent to the newspapers picked by the 
author as representative of the Populist press.

Bryan, William Jennings. Correspondence, 1891-1897. 
Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

Although no personal relationship can be 
established between Bryan and Kem, on the basis 
of this complete collection of letters received 
by Bryan, it does point to the general relation
ship of amity between Bryan and the Populists 
in Nebraska and contains a significant letter 
bearing on Kem* s Fusionist nomination in 189l|..

Gleason, Gerald E. "Trends in Federal Credit in
Nebraska, 1930-1955: Influences on Institutions and Credit Structure." Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Nebraska, 1961.

Although not specifically related to this 
study, this dissertation presents excellent 
background material on interest rates prior 
to 1930. Furthermore, the author documents 
the fact that actual data on mortgage terms 
is not available in any comprehensive form, 
thereby substantiating the necessity for the 
guess-work which appears in all standard, his
torical studies on western agriculture.
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Kem, Omer Madison. "The Autobiography of Omer Madison 
Kem." 11 vols., typewritten and in the possession 
of Kern’s son, Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon.

The bulk of all of the personal data con
cerning Kem1s entire life comes from this source. 
This study would have been absolutely inpossible 
without the personal memoirs written by Kem, 
since the volumes provide almost all of the detail 
necessary to reconstruct the complete story of 
the man’s life. In addition, they are invaluable 
for the insights they provide into the origins of 
the Populist party in Nebraska, especially as to 
the establishment of a cause and effect relation
ship between agrarian discontent and Populism.

Kem, Omer Madison. "The Genealogy of Omer Madison Kem, 
Embracing the Pour Branches of His Family. The 
Kerns and Helms on His Father’s Side and the 
Bullas and Julians on His Mother’s Side of the 
House." A typescript in the possession of Kern’s 
son, Claude Julian Kem of Cottage Grove, Oregon.

This single volume is a fascinating study 
into family origins made by Kem, and is essential 
for a study of the family’s traditions.

Letters from Mrs. McKinley Kem Carr of Santa Monica, 
California. September 22, 1961, and March 13, 
1961. In the possession of the author.

These letters, written by the daughter of 
Mr. & Mrs. Omer Madison Kem, proved invaluable 
in establishing specific facts relative to the 
political career of her father. Mrs. 0. M. Kem 
resides with her daughter, Mrs. Carr, and was 
able to answer all of the questions put to her 
in the correspondence of this author, thanks to the aid of Mrs. Carr.

Mahnken, Norbert Robert. "The Nebraska Congressional 
Delegation and Tariff Legislation, 1880-1900." 
Unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Nebraska. 
1939.

This is a better than average thesis which 
gives a clear distinction between the Republican 
support of the tariff policy in the l880‘s and 
the vehement and consistent opposition of the 
Populists to the same in the 1590’s. Most impor
tant for this study, the author emphasizes that
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the role played by Kem in attacking the tariff 
was the typical Populist approach to the question. 
His sources for Kem's role are limited to only 
several references to various newspaper articles. 
Nevertheless, his interpretation is sound, and he 
gives a good tableau of Kem and the tariff.

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

Beal, Mrs. Edna* Personal interview in Broken Bow, Nebraska, July £, 1961.
Mrs. Beal is the daughter of George Rufus 

Russom, the first-cousin of Gmer Kern's first 
wife. She is a contemporary of the children 
of Gmer Kem; and, as far as this author was able 
to determine, she is the only person now living 
in Broken Bow, Nebraska, who has personal re
collections of the Kem family during the 1890's. 
She was especially helpful in giving the author 
various leads in the uncovering of the specific 
facts of Omer Kem's residence in Broken Bow.

Kem, Claude Julian. Personal interview in Cottage Grove Oregon, July 8, 1961.
Mr. Kem is the son of Omer Madison Kem by his 

father’s first marriage; and, having been born in 
1882, he had clear, boyhood memories of his 
father’s political activities in the l890’s. 
Through a personal correspondence with him, the 
author was able to determine the fact of the 
existence of his father’s memoirs; and, it was 
through Mr. Claude Kem that this author was able 
to obtain the use of the complete set of these 
memoirs. In addition, he presented many inval
uable observations on his father, especially per
sonal anecdotes relating to life in Nebraska. Mr. 
Kem was especially helpful in explaining his 
father’s religious attitude, and his father’s 
later political leanings. In short, this Inter
view, which included a three day stay at the Kem 
home, was the key to unlocking the door to the story of Congressman Omer Madison Kem.
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PUBLIC DOCUMENTS

U.S. Congressional Record. Vols. XXIII-XXIX.
Here is the primary source for the study of 

Kern's entire congressional career, including his 
votes, remarks, and speeches and all official 
actions while in Washington. Moreover, it is 
the official source for the general proceedings 
and legislation pertinent to Kern's three terms in 
Congress, and is essential for much of the back
ground material related thereto. Although the 
various indexes are essential, they should not 
be relied upon in total, since some of the data is not included.

Custer County (Nebraska) Land Records. Office of the 
Register of Deeds, Broken Bow, Nebraska.

The official documents relating to Kern’s 
homestead, and including both deed and mortgage 
records, are available herein. In addition, all 
of the data pertaining to Kem's home in Broken 
Bow can be found under the same general listing.

NEWSPAPERS

Alliance (Lincoln, Nebraska). I889-I89I4.. The name of 
this paper changed to the Farmers' Alliance in 
1890, and then changed again in 1593 to the Wealth-Makers.

The intímate relationship between the 
Alliance organization and the People's Indepen
dent party, which became total unity in 1890, 
makes this newspaper invaluable for this study.
It is an ardent supporter of 0. M. Kem, through
out his political career; and, hence, contains 
excellent, pro-Kem descriptions of his campaigns 
and congressional activities. In addition, since 
it was the official organ of the State Alliance, 
it tells the interesting story of how and why 
the Alliance became a partisan, political weapon in Nebraska.

Ansley, Chronicle (Ansley, Nebraska). 1895-1896.
This newspaper was located in Custer County, 

and consistently presented a straight Republican 
editorial policy. Unfortunately, the broken file
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of the paper in the Nebraska State Historical 
Society Library begins with 1895» and thus sheds 
little light on Kem’ s political career before that date.

Custer County Beacon (Broken Bow, Nebraska).
December 1, 1892, and 1895-1897.

Prior to 1895# there is only one issue of 
this paper on file in the Nebraska State Historical 
Society Library and it therefore is valuable main
ly for the last two years of Kern’s career. Since 
it was categorically allied with the Alliance and 
the Populist party, it provides good but slanted 
insights into Custer County politics. In addition, 
this newspaper opposed Kem in his battle for local 
political control in the feud of 1895.

Custer County Chief (Broken Bow, Nebraska). 1893-1897.
Because of the strict non-partisan editorial 

views of this newspaper, It is of little value to 
this study. It was dedicated to providing "folksy" 
news, and never became involved in the political battles of 0. M. Kem.

Custer County Republican (Broken Bow. Nebraska).
1895-1897.

This newspaper provides the antithesis of 
the Custer County Beacon, since it consistently 
supported the Republicans and attacked Kem and 
the Populist party. It Is important for the bal
ance which it therefore provides in establishing 
historical fact during the last two years of Kem's 
political career in Nebraska.

Farmers’ Alliance (Bee the above entry for Alliance).
National Watchman (Washington, D. C .). Scattered 

weekly issues from 1892-1895.
This newspaper was published by the congressional delegation of the People’s party. Kem was 

associated with it until March 30, 1894. There 
is no complete collection of the paper; but, by 
checking the scattered issues in the Nebraska 
State Historical Library in Lincoln, Nebraska, and the Library of Congress in Washington, D. C., a 
sound study can be made. Unfortunately, Con
gressman Kem did not contribute any articles to
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the paper In the Issues located, and the only 
mention made of him Is In a short, biographical 
sketch (December 29# 1893) which can be found 
In several other sources.

Nebraska State Journal (Lincoln, Nebraska). 1890-189)4..
This Is a strongly Republican newspaper 

located in the state capital, and useful only 
in regard to the general news which it provides 
of state-wide political activities.

Omaha Daily Bee (Omaha, Nebraska). 1890-1892.
Early issues of this paper show a definite 

sympathy for the Alliance movement, but by 1890 
it had become a state-wide Republican weapon 
against the People's party. Nevertheless, it 
does provide good insights into the opposition 
forces facing Congressman Kem.

Omaha World-Herald (Omaha, Nebraska). I89Q-I897.
On the state level, this paper gives ex

cellent political coverage of events involving 
Congressman Kem, undoubtedly because of its Dem
ocratic editorial views which are distinctly 
anti-Republican and anti- Omaha Daily Bee. Thus, 
although it does not give outright support to 
the People's party, because of its definite 
leanings toward the Democratic party, it is 
highly sympathetic to the farmers' efforts. Once 
the goal of political fusion has been reached in 
18914., the World-Herald gives total support to 
the Populist candidates. This is probably due 
to the fact that Kern's colleague in the first two 
terms in Congress, William Jennings Bryan, be
comes editor of this paper in 1895.

Wahoo New Era (Wahoo, Nebraska). I89O-I896.
According to several members of the staff of 

the Nebraska State Historical Society, this 
Alliance and Populist organ is the most complete 
and accurate single collection of that editorial 
view. It had a wide circulation in Nebraska in 
the l890's, and contains Populist political news 
from all sections of the state. It is consis
tently pro-Kem, and is especially helpful for 
establishing the campaign activities of Kem.

Wealth-Makers (See the above entry for Alliance).
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BOOKS

Attwater, Donald, and Thurston, Herbert (eds.).
Butler's Lives of the Saints. Vol. III.
New York: P. ¿. Kenedy & Sons, 1956.

A compilation used In determining the 
Christian origins of Omer Madison Kern's first 
name.

Barck, Oscar Theodore, and Blake, Nelson Manfred.
Since 1900? A History of the United States 
In Our Times. 2d ed. revised. New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1952.

An excellent survey of the period, used in 
this study for its treatment of the various legis
lation growing out of the congressional sessions 
of which Kem was a part.

Billington, Ray Allen. The Westward Movement in the 
United States. Princeton: D. Van Nostrand 
Company, Inc., 1959.

A short but compact study of the agrarian 
search for land, especially important for its 
background material on the various land laws 
passed by the federal government.

Buck, Solon J. The Agrarian Crusade. Vol. XLV:
The Chronicles of America Series. New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1920.

This general study is seriously outdated 
and inadequate for an understanding of the 
Populist movement, and proved of little value 
except for its reference to the agricultural 
price structure.

Butcher, Solomon Devore. S. D. Butcher's Pioneer
History of Custer County and Short Sketches of 
Early Days in Nebraska. Denver: The Merchants Publishing Co., 1901.

These memoirs, complemented by short 
articles written by other early Nebraska 
settlers, proved invaluable in verifying the 
background material found in Kem's memoirs.
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Dunn, Arthur Wallace. From Harrison to Harding:
A Personal Narrative, Covering a Third of a 
Century, 1888-1921. Vol. I. New York: The 
Knickerbocker Press, 1922.

These recollections of a Washington 
newspaperman give a few insights into the 
congressional battles of the 1890* s, but 
prove generally worthless for this study.

Fite, Gilbert C., and Reese, Jim E. An Economic 
History of the United States. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1959.

Useful for the economic background of the 
financial question.

Fitzpatrick, Lillian Linder. Nebraska Place-Names.
("University of Nebraska Studies in Language, 
Literature, and Criticism Number 6”). Lincoln, 
Nebraska: University of Nebraska, 1925.

An admirable description of the origins 
of the Nebraska jplace-names which was used for 
the origin of the name "Broken Bow.”

Gaston, W. L., and Humphrey, A. R. History of
Custer County, Nebraska. Lincoln, Nebraska: 
Western Publishing and Engraving Company, 1919.

One of the relatively few county histories 
available to Nebraskans, this book was of little 
help since it did not have any reference to Kern 
and treated the Alliance movement only in passing.

Hibben, Paxton. The Peerless Leader: William
Jennings Bryan. New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 
Inc., 1929.

A highly stimulating and provocative 
biography of Kern's colleague from Nebraska, 
and valuable to this study for the author’s 
treatment of the several issues facing Bryan 
and Kem in Congress from 1891 to 1895*

Hicks, John D. The Populist Revolt: A History of 
the Farmers' Alliance and the People’s Party. 
Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1931.

Although this is the standard historical 
work on the topic, and an absolute necessity 
for an understanding of the Populist movement, 
this study has limited value because it is
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pects. In addition, because of the pronounced 
sympathies of the author toward his subject, 
the interpretation must sometimes be taken 
with a grain of salt. It is still, however, 
the only adequate treatment of the Alliance 
movement and the Populist party.

Hofstadter, Richard. The Age of Reform: From Bryan 
to F. D, R . New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 195>5>*

This text is an example of revisionism 
applied to the forces of agrarianism, in that 
the author attempts to impose his "consensus 
thesis” on Populism and the other later reform 
movements. Based on this type of interpreta
tion, Kem and the Populist party become radicals 
who have no place in their contemporary current 
of events. They sought to destroy the political 
and economic consensus of the 1890*s; and, by 
reason of their failure, they must therefore be 
treated as totally inconsequential to the geist 
of the period. Thus, both Kem and Populism 
are relegated to historical obscurity and in
significance. Nevertheless, the book is 
valuable for its provocative presentation of 
the rise and fall of Populism.

Howard, William A. (ed.). Biographical Sketches of
the Nebraska Legislature and National and State 
Officers of Nebraska. Lincoln, Nebraska:
Press "of Jacob North & Go., l 8 § 5 .

This book was probably written as a 
school text for Nebraska students. It proved to 
be interesting and valuable for the short con
temporary sketch it provided of Omer Kem, and 
for some of the political data relating to him.

Morris, Richard Brandon, (ed.). An Encyclopedia of 
American History. New York: Harper & Brothers,
19 £ 3-An excellent reference book, it contains 
factual data concerning the legislation passed 
during Kem1s term in Congress.
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Morton, J. Sterling. History of Nebraska. Vol. III. 
Edited by Albert Watkins. Lincoln, Nebraska: 
Western Publishing and Engraving Company, 1913.

A biographical state history which contains 
no biographical sketch of Kem, but gives a 
sound account of Nebraska history, despite the 
author's tendency to sympathize with anyone or anything anti-Republican.

Nebraska Blue Book, 1901-1902. Lincoln, Nebraska:
The State Journal Company, 1902.

Important for the factual data on election results, by county, in the state of Nebraska.
Olson, James C. History of Nebraska. Lincoln,

Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1955-
This is the first scholarly and compre

hensive study made of Nebraska history, and it 
proved invaluable for both background and 
specific data relative to Nebraska Populism. 
However, being intended for the general reader, 
it is almost completely undocumented.

Purcell, Emerson R. (ed.). Pioneer Stories of Custer 
County, Nebraska. Broken Bow, Nebraska: The Custer County Chief, 1936.

A collection of many articles written by 
early settlers in Nebraska, including 0. M. Kem, 
and valuable for various background information on the county.

Shannon, Fred Albert. The Farmer's Last Frontier:
Agriculture, l860-l897. Vol. V: The Economic 
History of the United States. New York:
Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 19Ji5.

A standard and excellent treatment of the 
story of the agrarian in his battle for survival 
in the west during the last half of the nine
teenth century, and a necessary study for background data.

Sheldon, Addison Erwin. Nebraska, The Land and The
People. Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Company, 
1931 •

A sound treatment of state history, but much 
of the textual material is based on personal 
recollections. He is sympathetic to the Populist 
movement, valuable for his tableau of the 1890's,
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but generally lacking in his treatment of Kem, 
with the exception of his discussion of the 
state elections.

Tipton, Thomas Weston. Forty Years of Nebraska at 
Home and in Congress. Lincoln. Nebraska: "
The Nebraska State Historical Society, 1902.

A short biographical sketch of Congressman 
Kem is given, along with several quotations 
from his speeches. However, it is of little 
value, since most of the material is available 
in the Congressional Record.

Webb, Walter Prescott. The Great Plains. Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1931•

A good survey of the many problems en
countered by the settlers, like Kem, with a 
special emphasis on natural conditions. It 
is Important for background information relative 
to soil and climatic conditions in Nebraska.

Woodward, Comer Vann. Tom Watson: Agrarian Rebel.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1938.

A highly readable biography written by 
a noted historian, and significant as the one 
book available on a man who played an important 
role in the Populist movement. It is especially 
valuable for its treatment of Watson* s short 
career as a Populist colleague of Kern's in Congress.

ARTICLES

Coletta, Paola E. "William Jennings Bryan's Second 
Congressional Campaign," in Nebraska History,
XL, No. 4 (December, 1959), pp. 275-291.

This article gives an excellent summary 
of Bryan’s campaign in 1892, and is significant 
for this study because the author does make 
mention of Kern's campaign and election. The 
author destroys the possibility of any political 
deal made between the Democrats and the Populists, 
but does point out that both factions aided each 
other in working for the common goal of a 
Republican defeat.
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Jeffery, Mary Louise. tlYoung Radicals of the
Nineties," in Nebraska History, XXXVIII, No. 1 
March, 1957), pp. 25-41•No specific reference is made to Gmer 
Kern’s role in the campaign of 1890; but, for 
that matter, ¡bbe author does not dwell on any 
of the personalities in the campaign except 
for Bryan. Even though the title of the 
article is misleading, the author does give 
a vivid description, based on personal re
collections, of the colorful details of a 
typical politician rally.

Kem, Omer Madison. ”0. M. Kem Lands in Custer County," 
in Pioneer Stories of Custer County Nebraska. 
Edited by Emerson R. Purcell. (Broken Bow, 
Nebraska: Custer County Chief, 1938), pp. 20-23» Omer Kem wrote this article while in 
retirement in Cottage Grove, Oregon, and it is 
based almost entirely on the material which 
appears in his memoirs. Nevertheless, it helps 
to clarify the job which Kem had in moving the 
county treasurer's safe from Kearney to Broken 
Bow, and gives additional background material 
on Custer County prior to 1885»

Thompson, James M. "The Farmers' Alliance in Nebraska," 
in Proceedings and Collections of the Nebraska 
State Historical Society, Series ll, V (1902),
pp. m - 266\ ---------

The significant point made by the author 
in this article is that the Alliance, after 1893, 
all but disappeared from the Nebraska scene, 
having been almost entirely replaced by the 
People's party. Thus, the article is valuable 
for its authoritative sketch of the rise and 
fall of the state Alliance organization. The 
author of the article was instrumental in the 
birth of the Nebraska Alliance, and served it 
as State Secretary in 1890, the crucial year 
for the Alliance when it made the fateful 
decision to step into the political arena as 
the People's Independent party.
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